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MAS is 100% New Zealand owned and we’ve been
serving our Members, like Katherine, for nearly
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Martelli McKegg welcomes
Andrew Skinner to the partnership.
The partners of Martelli McKegg are very pleased to welcome
Andrew Skinner to the partnership team.
Having worked as a corporate and commercial lawyer for over
20 years, Andrew has a strong reputation for providing expert advice
that is focussed on helping his clients to succeed.
Andrew’s background in the commercial teams of national and
international law firms combined with his in-house business experience
gives him a uniquely pragmatic perspective. This translates into sound,
business-centric legal advice.
The building industry is of particular interest to Andrew – he is on
the Board of the Frame and Truss Manufacturers Association of NZ,
as well as contributing regularly to building industry publications.
Andrew can be contacted by phone on DDI +64 9 300 7622
or email at andrew.skinner@martellimckegg.co.nz

Phone: +64 9 379 7333 Fax: +64 9 309 4112 Web: martellimckegg.co.nz
Address: Level 20, PwC Tower, 188 Quay Street, Auckland
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PARTNERSHIP
ANNOUNCEMENT
The partners of Keegan Alexander are
delighted to announce that Amanda Hyde has
joined the partnership as of 1 January 2020.
Amanda has been at the firm since 2013 and
practices in the areas of civil and general
litigation with an emphasis on judicial review
and intellectual property. She has recently
argued cases in the Court of Appeal and the
Supreme Court and is a welcome addition to
the firm’s litigation line up.
Amanda can be contacted at:
AHyde@keegan.co.nz

09 303 1829 | www.keegan.co.nz
Level 24, 151 Queen St, Auckland
PO Box 999, Auckland 1140

Asking for help is a sign of strength

Evaluate.
Secure.
Guard.
For local and global protection,
talk to the people that live
and breathe trade marks.

zone law

intellectual property and business law

zone ip

evaluate
secure
guard

WGTN +64 4 801 5040 I AKL +64 9 352 2042

zoneip.co.nz I zonelaw.co.nz
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From the Law Society,
Te Kāhui Ture
The Māori Language Commissioner, Professor Rawinia Higgins,
wrote eloquently in The Spinoff
recently about the importance of
championing te reo Māori, for the
benefit of all New Zealanders.
“We need to invite and encourage
all New Zealanders to see te reo as
part of our identity as Kiwis and
as something that brings us all
together,’’ she said.
The Māori Language Commission
works to build a future where te reo
Māori is part of our national and personal identity as New Zealanders.
Essentially, it’s about reflecting the
bicultural foundations of Aotearoa
New Zealand in our everyday lives.
As the regulator of, and national
membership body for, the legal
profession, it’s important that we
acknowledge the bicultural foundations of this country. One way to do
this is to embrace te reo Māori in our
communications. The Law Society
is at the beginning of a journey to
establish a genuine commitment
to Te Ao Māori and create longterm cultural change within our
organisation.
Our first step involves language
and involves the launch of our
new Māori name: Te Kāhui Ture
o Aotearoa which will start being
used around the time this issue
of LawTalk is published. Staff are
being supported to ensure they feel
confident to use the new name and
also know what it means.
Our name was developed in consultation with a range of experts and
was given to us by Te Taura Whiri
i te Reo Māori, the Māori Language
Commission. “Ture” means the
law and “Te Kāhui” in this context
means company or organisation .
The Law Society’s three Sections
have also been given Māori names.
The Family Law Section, Ngā Rōia
6

Ture Whānau; The Property Law Section, Ngā Rōia Ture
Rawa; and ILANZ, Ngā Rōia ā Roto.
We still have lots of work to do as an organisation
to assume the responsibility that comes with our new
Māori names but this as a step in the right direction.
The recent signing of a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) between the Law Society and with Te Hunga Rōia
Māori o Aotearoa, The Māori Law Society, is another
significant milestone. We have been working with our
valued colleagues at Te Hunga Rōia Māori for many
years. I would like to acknowledge the important mahi
they do to represent and support iwi Māori in the legal
profession – and have been doing so for more than 30
years.
Their membership includes a substantial number
of legal practitioners, judges, parliamentarians, legal
academics, policy analysts, researchers and Māori law
students – and their work includes raising awareness
of the fact that Māori and Māori legal issues can require
a distinct and different approach.
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Greater understanding and appreciation of tikanga Māori and Te Ao
Māori is beneficial for all lawyers in
all areas of the profession. Building
te reo Maori into our practices can
only add to our ability to work with
our clients, particularly those of us
in youth justice, criminal and family
law. Te reo Māori is more than just
language, it is imbued with customs
and traditions and a Māori world
view.
This MoU strengthens the existing relationship between Te Hunga
Rōia Māori o Aotearoa and the Law
Society and formalises the spirit of
cooperation and trust between our
two organisations.
The MoU does not limit or affect
the independence of either organisation. It acknowledges that we each
have our roles to play but together
we can learn from and support each
other.
An important aspect of the Law
Society’s role is to increase diversity,
belonging and inclusiveness in the
legal profession; and we welcome
this closer relationship with our
colleagues at Te Hunga Rōia Māori o
Aotearoa as we build our capability
in this area.
It’s a positive step for us as the
national organisation, as the kaitiaki
of the profession, the public and the
rule of law.

F R O M T H E L AW S O C I E T Y, T E K Ā H U I T U R E

▴ Members of Te Hunga Rōia Māori o Aotearoa perform at the MoU signing.
From left: Co-Presidents Marcia Murray and Glenn Tootill (rear) and Maia Wikaira.

Ko te pae tawhiti
Whāia kia tata
Ko te pae tata
Whakamaua kia tina!
Keep on pursuing your long-term
goals but don’t ignore those things
you can do to make a difference,
day to day! ▪
Tiana Epati
President, New Zealand Law
Society, Te Kāhui Ture o Aotearoa

▴ Members of both organisations, including Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture Chief Executive
Helen Morgan-Banda and Te Hunga Rōia Māori Co-President Glenn Tootill (right),
took part in a waka paddling lesson at Te Wharewaka in Wellington, ahead of the
MoU signing.  Photos by Stephen A’Court
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New Zealand Law Society’s
brand refresh nearly complete
Over the past two years the Law Society, Te Kāhui
Ture has been undergoing a digital refresh programme.
What this means is that how you view and read our
content whether it is on our website or hardcopy paper
is changing.
The refresh programme includes redeveloping the
website, introducing our new Māori name, Te Kāhui Ture
o Aotearoa to the organisation’s identity and refreshing
our brand such as the logos. You can read more about
our new Māori name in Law Society President, Tiana
Epati’s ‘From the Law Society’ column.
Senior Designer Andrew Jacombs has been leading
the brand refresh.
“We’re rolling out a new family of logos across the
organisation. That will include the Māori name, Te
Kāhui Ture o Aotearoa. This means there’ll be new look
stationery, letterheads, email templates. Anything with
branding will be refreshed with the new look,” he says.

Why the brand refresh?
We live and operate in a competitive environment that increasingly demands high quality digital
information and content. The Law
Society’s new logos with the Māori
name have been redesigned to be
simpler, clearer and more user
friendly when being used on digital screens, mobile devices and in
small sizes.
As Andrew Jacombs explains,
when work began on the refreshed

website project, it was quickly discovered that the current logo wasn’t
particularly digital friendly.
“It wasn't really designed for use
in small sizes on screens. It just
doesn’t perform very well. We’re not
radically changing things but we are
improving the quality, consistency
and therefore the experience by the
user,” he says.
Meanwhile the new-look website, another key part of the digital
refresh programme will go live in
April. ▪

Board approves proposed changes
to Lawyers’ Conduct Rules
The New Zealand Law Society,
Te Kāhui Ture o Aotearoa Board has
approved draft changes to two sets
of rules designed to deliver clear
conduct and reporting standards for
lawyers to address discrimination,
harassment, bullying and other
unacceptable conduct in the legal
community.
“The proposed changes will
strengthen our ability to address
unacceptable behaviour by lawyers
and employees of law practices,” its
President Tiana Epati announced.
Ms Epati says the Board has
approved draft changes to the
Lawyers and Conveyancers Act
(Lawyers: Conduct and Client Care)
8

Rules 2008 (RCCC) and Lawyers and Conveyancers Act
(Lawyer: Ongoing Legal Education Continuing Professional
Development) Rules 2013 (CPD Rules) (CPD), both made
under the Lawyers and Conveyancers Act 2008, to provide
enhanced and improved rules in relation to:
• the conduct expected of all lawyers and employees
of law practices;
• the obligations expected of those who manage and
operate law practices;
• the obligations to report unacceptable conduct;
• protections for those who report or experience unacceptable conduct; and
• enable the introduction of mandatory education aimed
at reducing unacceptable behaviour.
She said the proposed changes were one of many initiatives being taken by the Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture
in response to concerns from the profession, and wider
legal community, about unacceptable behaviour.
The need for such changes were highlighted by the

Independent Working Group Report
chaired by Dame Silvia Cartwright
which contained recommendations to enable better reporting,
prevention, detection and support
in respect of sexual harassment, bullying and discrimination and other
inappropriate workplace behaviour
within the legal community.
“I am acutely aware of the impact
the negative aspects of the legal
community’s culture are having on
the wellbeing of lawyers and their
staff across the profession.
“Substantive change will come
with the independent review of the
structure and function of the Law
Society, Te Kāhui Ture I announced
in October. In the meantime, these

N E W Z E A L A N D L AW S O C I E T Y, T E K Ā H U I T U R E O A O T E AR O A

▴ Damage to garage New
Brighton 22 February
Canterbury Earthquake
Photo by Martin Luff CC-By-SA

changes have the potential to make
a significant difference by setting
clear expectations for all lawyers
which can be enforced if they are
breached,” she said.
Drawing on the Working Group’s
categories for change, the proposed
rule changes are aimed at the
following:
• clearer conduct obligations;
• clearer reporting obligations;
• closer regulation of legal workplaces; and
• obligatory education and training.
“With Board approval received,
more extensive consultation on the
proposed changes will occur with
the aim of having the final proposed
changes ready for consideration
by the Law Society’s Council, and
the Minister of Justice, around the
middle of this year,” said Ms Epati. ▪

Intervention in Supreme
Court Southern Response
v Ross appeal
The Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture and the New Zealand Bar
Association will both be intervening in the Southern Response Earthquake
Services Ltd v Ross appeal to be heard in the Supreme Court on 23
and 24 March. In its decision granting leave to appeal on 9 December
([2019] NZSC 140), the court said the appeal will raise questions about
the principles applicable to deciding whether representative claims
proceed on an opt-in or opt-out basis. It said it considered that it may
be assisted by submissions from the Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture and
the Bar Association on those principles and accordingly invited both
organisations to intervene.
The Law Society’s Board resolved to accept the invitation to intervene
and has instructed Wellington barrister and Law Reform Committee
convenor Tim Stephens to appear on behalf of the Law Society, Te Kāhui
Ture.
In the decision which is under appeal ([2019] NZCA 431) the Court of
Appeal determined that an opt-out procedure should be adopted as the
“norm” in New Zealand for class actions, in the absence of a legislative
framework. The Board’s decision to intervene was driven by there being
issues of significant public interest around the procedures for efficient
and fair conduct of representative proceedings, the access to justice
issues involved, and the fact that the appeal will also impact on the
legal profession, particularly commercial litigators. ▪
9
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Crown Minerals
Act review
Extending the Crown Minerals
Act 1991 to allow greater consideration of non-economic aspects
of wellbeing – such as natural,
financial, human, and social capital – may create confusion for
permit operators and regulators as
to who has responsibility for which
aspects of wellbeing. This may result
in duplicative and potentially conflicting regimes, the Law Society, Te
Kāhui Ture says in comments on the
MBIE discussion document Review
of the Crown Minerals Act 1991.
It could also give rise to a perceived or actual conflict of interest
for the Crown, which receives a
pecuniary benefit (or royalty) under
the Act. Such an extension would
require an amendment to the purpose of the Act, given the purpose
is currently focused on developing

the Crown’s mineral estate for the
benefit of New Zealand, the Law
Society, Te Kāhui Ture says.
The Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture
comments on a number of other
questions and drafting matters raised
in the discussion document. One of
these is a proposal to introduce three
new regulatory powers – compliance
notices, enforceable undertakings,
and infringement fines. The Law
Society, Te Kāhui Ture says the
proposal to introduce enforceable
undertakings and infringement
offences as alternatives to prosecution has merit, being more
cost-effective and less time-intensive
than prosecution. It says a proposal
to expand MBIE’s power to compel
provision of information from former
permit holders and non-permit holders should, however, be subject to
some limitations. ▪

Circularity in draft
amendments on habitual
buying and selling of land
There is a circularity in
proposed provisions in two subsections in Subpart CB of the Income
Tax Act 2007, the Law Society, Te
Kāhui Ture has told the Department
of Inland Revenue.
IRD’s proposed draft amendments
to subsections CB 16 A, CB 16 and
CB 19 are intended to strengthen the
“habitual buying and selling” exception from the exclusions contained
in the sections. However, the Law
Society points to a circularity in the
proposed sections CB 16A(2C)(a) and
CB 16(5)(a).
“These proposed provisions seek
to include the transactions of a
group of people in determining
whether one person has engaged
10

in habitual buying and selling.
However, the group of people
whose transactions are to be
included are all those people who
occupy the land ‘that forms part of
the regular pattern of acquiring and
disposing’ of land,” it says. “Therein
lies the circularity. Whether there is
a regular pattern of acquiring and
disposing of land is the very question to be determined by looking
at the transactions of a group of
people but that group of people
is defined by their occupation of
land that forms part of the regular
pattern of acquiring and disposing
of land.”
The Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture
suggests the sections should be
re-drafted. ▪

Are suggested
RMA failings
real?
Some policy positions presented
in an options paper as generally
accepted failings of the Resource
Management Act 1991 may not be
the case, the Law Society, Te Kāhui
Ture says.
In comments on the Resource
Management Review Panel’s
paper, Transforming the Resource
Management System: Opportunities
or change – Issues and Options, the
Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture suggests
the Panel carefully considers the
information about some alleged
failings.
“For example, one failing is
described as ‘a focus on managing
the effect of resource use rather
than planning to achieve outcomes’.
However, it is not an ‘either/or’
scenario – both are needed to sustainably manage resources. Despite
the effects-based focus of the RMA,
there is nothing in the RMA that prevents or precludes local authorities
from planning to achieve desirable
environmental and development
outcomes,” it says.
Another failing is said to be
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Further drafting
work needed
on bill

insufficient recognition of the
Treaty and lack of support for Māori
participation. However, there is a
long-standing body of case law on
the importance of the Treaty and
Māori relationships with land,
waters and other taonga, with
strong directions to be borne in
mind at every stage of the planning
process.
“Some aspects of the paper contemplate significant changes to
fundamental aspects of the resource
management system. Examples
include local decision-making, an
effects-based enabling framework,
and public participation. Changes
to these or any other parts of the
system are matters of policy on
which the Law Society expresses
no view,” it says. “However, the
Law Society encourages the Panel to
carefully consider the interconnections between the different components of the resource management
system, as changes to one part may
have consequences for other parts
of the system.”
The Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture
provides a list of 14 aspects or
sections of the current system that
it considers function particularly
well. This is balanced with a list of
14 sections or aspects which it says
would benefit from streamlining or
clarification. ▪

While the objective of the Holidays (Bereavement
Leave for Miscarriage) Amendment Bill (No 2) is commendable, its interaction with existing legislative leave
provisions and the drafting of the proposed amendments
need further consideration, the Law Society, Te Kāhui
Ture says.
In a submission on the bill, the Law Society, Te Kāhui
Ture recommends that the Education and Workforce
select committee obtains technical drafting advice
from officials and experienced parliamentary drafters
to ensure the objective of removing existing ambiguity
in the Holidays Act 2003 bereavement leave provision
is attained.
The submission says the bill does not deal with the
interaction between bereavement and whether the
employee can elect which type of leave best fits their
circumstances at the time. It is also unclear whether an
employee would be entitled to take both bereavement
leave and parental leave. The bill does not address issues
relating to bereavements in surrogacy situations. There
is also a lack of clarity over what is meant by “confirmed
pregnancy” and the bill does not indicate how multiple
births would be treated. ▪

Receiving LawTalk only online
An online version of LawTalk is available on our
website at www.lawsociety.org.nz/lawtalk. This
is displayed as a flip-book, a PDF, and website
versions of many of the articles in each. A link
to the latest online LawTalk is emailed to all
practising lawyers each month on the Friday
after publication.
The hardcopy LawTalk is automatically mailed
to all New Zealand-based lawyers who hold a
current practising certificate. Receipt of the
hardcopy version may be cancelled by emailing
subscriptions@lawsociety.org.nz and stating
“Please cancel LawTalk hardcopy” with details
of name, workplace and lawyer ID. The lawyer ID
is needed to instruct the mailing list extraction
program to remove a name and address.
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Focus on the Environmental
Law Committee
The Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture
Environmental Law Committee
was established in 1996. Its role is
to review and comment on new
legislation affecting environmental
law – particularly the resource management legislation that created the
Environment Court.
Committee convenor Bronwyn
Carruthers is a barrister at
Auckland’s Shortland Chambers.
She has specialised in environmental, resource management and local
government law since her admission in 2000. Bronwyn moved to
the independent bar in December
2018 after seven years as a partner in
Russell McVeagh’s Environmental,
Planning and Natural Resources
team.
The other committee members
are Helen Andrews who is a partner with Berry Simons in Auckland,
a certified Hearings Commissioner
and who has a particular focus in
providing strategic and consenting
advice for major projects across
several industries; Vicki MorrisonShaw, a director at Auckland’s
Atkins Holm Majurey Ltd who specialises in resource management,
environmental, local government,
corporate and Māori legal advice;
Wellington barrister and resource
management law specialist Trevor
Robinson, who has acted as lead
counsel on a number of large consenting projects and as commissioner on both regional and district
plan processes; Vanessa Hamm, a
partner and resource management,
local government and public works
specialist with Tauranga’s Holland
Beckett Law; Daniel Minhinnick,
a partner with Russell McVeagh
in Auckland and the firm’s
National Practice Group Chair
for Environment, Planning and
Natural Resources; Barbara Mead,
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Advocacy Manager for Regulatory
Services with Marlborough
District Council in Blenheim; and
Kim Proctor-Western, a Special
Counsel with Nelson’s Oceanlaw
New Zealand and who specialises
in fisheries maritime, aquaculture,
employment and business law.
The committee has been involved
in a number of reform proposals and
initiatives over the last year:
Fisheries management reform:
The committee provided comments
to Fisheries New Zealand on 18
March 2019 on the provisions relating to enforcement in the discussion
paper Your fisheries – your say.
Crown pastoral leases:
Comments by the committee on 11
April 2019 on the Land Information
New Zealand Crown pastoral land
review consultation focused on
concerns that the proposals could
result in unnecessary and inefficient
regulatory duplication.
Climate change: This has
been an increasing focus for the

committee. It prepared a submission on the Climate
Change Response (Zero Carbon) Amendment Bill to the
Environment select committee on 16 July 2019, and on
17 January 2020 a submission to the select committee
on the Climate Change Response (Emissions Trading
Reform) Amendment Bill.
National Policy Statements: These have also kept
the committee busy. Submissions have focused on the
clarity and workability of proposals in discussion documents released on highly productive land (Valuing highly
productive land) (14 October 2019), urban development
(Planning for successful cities) (14 October 2019) and freshwater (Action for healthy waterways) (4 November 2019).
Resource Management Act: The committee has made
a number of inputs and submissions on work related
to the RMA. On 12 November 2019 it prepared the Law
Society, Te Kāhui Ture submission to the Environment
select committee on the Resource Management
Amendment Bill, and on 3 February 2020 it provided
comments to the Resource Management Review Panel
on the issues and options paper Transforming the Resource
Management System: Opportunities or change (covered
in this issue).
Crown Minerals: Aspects of the committee’s submission on 27 January 2020 to MBIE on the Review of
the Crown Minerals Act 1991 discussion document is
summarised in this issue. ▪
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APEC 2021 security
legislation needs
additional safeguards
The New Zealand Law Society,
Te Kāhui Ture o Aotearoa says
legislation to support safety and
security for world leaders and
others attending APEC 2021 events
needs additional safeguards and
public scrutiny of the powers to be
given to the armed forces and APEC
security staff.
The Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture
has presented its submission on the
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC 2021) Bill to Parliament’s
Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade
select committee on 13 February.
It has recommended that the role
of the armed forces, APEC security
staff and foreign protection officers
in the APEC 2021 security operation
be carefully considered.
“The bill grants significant coercive powers to members of the
armed forces and APEC security
staff, and departs from the usual
constitutional restriction against
using the armed forces to support
Police law enforcement”, Law
Society, Te Kāhui Ture spokesperson
Chris Griggs told the committee.
“If Parliament considers these
provisions are necessary for New
Zealand to provide adequate security for APEC 2021, the Law Society,
Te Kāhui Ture recommends that
appropriate checks and balances are
added to the bill, to enable proper
public scrutiny of the use of these
powers”, Mr Griggs said.
The Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture
has also recommended that public
attention is drawn to the fact that as
a result of the bill, it will be lawful
for foreign protection officers to
be admitted to New Zealand with
“prohibited firearms” such as
semi-automatic weapons of the
type banned after the Christchurch

mosque attacks in March 2019.
“This may be necessary from
a security perspective and it will
essentially put foreign protection
officers on the same footing as the
Police and armed forces, but should
be made clear to the public through
the committee’s report, consistent
with Parliament’s role in a free and
democratic society that respects the
rule of law”, Mr Griggs said.
The Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture
has recommended that other
aspects of the bill also be given
further consideration. One question
is whether the bill should include a
requirement to take into account the
principles of the Treaty of Waitangi
in relation to the ‘security area’
restrictions to be placed on marae.
Another is whether the bill strikes
the right balance between the legitimate requirements of the APEC 2021
security operation and the rights
of ordinary citizens, in preventing
compensation from being available
to people whose rights have been
infringed.
“If a person exercising powers
under the bill has acted unreasonably and not in good faith, the
injured party should be entitled to
compensation and the bill should
be amended to provide for this,” Mr
Griggs said. ▪

International
crimes bill
excludes some
Rome Statute
amendments
The Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture
has suggested the Foreign Affairs,
Defence and Trade select committee might want to clarify
why the International Crimes
and International Criminal Court
Amendment Bill excludes amendments to the Rome Statute concerning the crime of aggression.
The bill amends the International
Crimes and International Criminal
Court Act 2000 in order to incorporate amendments made to
the Rome Statute. New Zealand
supported the amendments and
the bill changes domestic law to
enable them to be ratified. However,
the bill’s explanatory note says it
excludes amendments relating to
the crime of aggression because
New Zealand has not made the
necessary domestic arrangements
to ratify or accept the amendments
to the Rome Statute relating to the
crime of aggression.
The Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture says
it is unclear what “necessary domestic arrangements” must be made. It is
possible that the necessary Cabinet
approval to ratify the Aggression
Amendments is still required, and
the select committee might want to
clarify this with officials. ▪

Writing for LawTalk
Submission of articles for publication in LawTalk is welcomed. Articles must
relate to matters which are of interest to members of the New Zealand legal
profession and should be less than 2,000 words. All articles must not have
appeared elsewhere and will be edited. Articles should be submitted to editor@
lawsociety.org.nz as a MS Word document (no PDFs are accepted). LawTalk
does not publish advertorial or articles in exchange for advertising or payment.
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Desktop Reviews
of trust account
operators
BY BEN
POTAKA

A fundamental role of the Law
Society’s Inspectorate is to protect
clients’ monies held in solicitors’
trust accounts and to ensure that
any practice operating a trust
account meet the requirements
of the Lawyers and Conveyancers
Act 2006 (LCA) and associated rules
and regulations. In order to fulfil
this role, the inspectorate operate
a risk management framework. The
framework:
• is based on an international
risk management standard
(ISO31000:2009);
• reflects current risk management
practice;
• establishes the criteria for risk
assessment; and
• provides a methodology for developing risk-based assurance trust
account review processes.

Factors which are
considered
In determining risk and the nature
(degree and extent) of the review
the inspectorate will take several factors into account. These
include:
• integrity of the accounting
software;
• clientele/work types;
• findings of past reviews;
• complaints/disciplinary history;
• internal controls/procedures.
Historically, these reviews have
been conducted onsite at the practitioner’s place of business. While
inspectors do all they can to work
14

Ben Potaka
with staff during these reviews, it is acknowledged
that their presence can impact the normal day-to-day
operation of the practice. The advancement of technology and the improvement of trust accounting systems
now means that parts of the Inspectorate’s work can
be completed remotely.
The introduction of desktop reviews is another way
the inspectorate can continue to discharge their role in
reviewing risks associated with solicitors’ trust accounts.
The desktop review will not replace onsite visits and
its use will not preclude the inspector from requesting
further information or visiting the practice.
If your practice is selected for a desktop review you
will be contacted by the inspectorate in a fashion similar
to how other reviews are conducted. For the review to be
carried out effectively, it is important that you respond
and provide all relevant information.

Information required
A typical request for information will include:
1. An induction questionnaire, where the firm outlines
their arrangements and personnel;
2. Reports from the trust accounting system for the
period (usually the most recent three months):
• transaction report listing all payments;
• transaction report listing all receipts;
• transaction report listing all journals;
• ledger report of the ‘firm’s interest in trust’ ledger.
3. Bank statements for the firm`s trust bank account for
the review period;
4. Bank statements for the firm’s practice bank account
for the review period;
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THE EDITOR

Changes
to Rules

5. Copies of the end of month reconciliations for the trust account
and IBD account for the review
period;
6. Details of the firm’s PI cover;
7. Examples of the firm’s engagement letter, standard terms of
engagement and client care
information.
Most of the trust account software
providers should readily be able
to export the reports highlighted
above into a csv or Excel format (the
format preferred by the inspectorate). Similarly, the bank statements
are all available in those formats
from the major banks.
When the inspectorate refer to
“end of month reconciliations” it
is important to understand that
this can mean more than the bare
reconciliation report, as is highlighted in Guideline 9.3 of the Trust
Accounting Guidelines:
The minimum* expected to be
produced and retained for each
month-end is:
• bank reconciliation;
• copy of month-end trust account
bank statement;
• unpresented cheques list detailing for each cheque number the

date drawn, payee and value;
• details of other reconciling items,
eg, unbanked receipts, deposits
not receipted etc;
• list of client balances;
• control account/cash book summary (opening balance, plus
receipts, less payments = closing
balance).
*If other accounts are operated (eg,
IBD, foreign currency, controlled
client bank account), details of these
must also be secured and checked
by the TAS.
The inspectorate is very conscious
about cyber security and the threats
that exist over email transmissions.
If a practitioner has any concerns
over these processes or the validity
of an information request, please
contact the writer. If you ever wish to
establish the bona fides of an emailed
request this can be done by phoning
any branch office of the Law Society.
For any other trust accounting
enquiries please contact the inspectorate on 0800 542 119. ▪
Ben Potaka  ben.potaka@
lawsociety.org.nz is the New
Zealand Law Society’s Inspectorate
Manager.

The New Zealand Law Society
Board has approved changes to the
Conduct and Client Care Rules to
address, inter alia, unacceptable
conduct in the legal community.
That will lead to statutory amendment and in turn to amendment
of the “Little Red Book” (as it used
to be known); not Chairman Mao’s
famous handbook but rather our
profession’ s “Code of Ethics”.
Many years ago, from time to
time the New Zealand Law Society
would send the Little Red Book to all
practitioners without charge. With
the amendments passed through
due process, I suggest that the New
Zealand Law Society should send
the new edition to every practitioner
holding a practising certificate.
Former Speaker of the House
of Representatives, The Right
Honourable Jonathan Hunt, was
the incontestable authority on the
Rules of the House. Why? It was well
known that every sitting day that he
spent in the Parliamentary Chamber
he would start off by reading a rule.
I make a practice of reading the
Little Red Book from cover to cover
after I return to the office from my
Christmas vacation. It seems a good
way to start the year. I encourage
my colleagues to consider doing
the same. ▪
Alex Witten-Hannah (1970)
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Appointment of 21 new
District Court Judges
The appointment of 21 new District Court judges was announced on 21 January by Attorney-General
David Parker. The new judges include replacements for retirements and 10 new positions.

“The new judges will help manage the
increasing workload in the District Court,
improve access to justice and reduce the
toll that long delays have on those accessing the courts. It will also mean victims of
crime and their families will be able to have
their day in court sooner,” Mr Parker said.
Mr Parker said 10 of the new judges are
Māori, eight Pākehā, one Māori/Chinese and
two Samoan. Twelve of the new judges are
women.
“It’s pleasing to see high quality appointees coming forward from diverse backgrounds. It is important that the judiciary
reflects the make-up of the community it
serves,” he said.
Once all the new judges have been sworn
in, the number of District Court judges will
increase from 155 to 172. The legislative cap
on the number of District Court judges was
increased in 2019 from 160 to 182 to allow
for the new appointments and to leave
room for 10 additional appointments in
future years.
So far 19 judges have been named, with
the remaining two to be named later this
year.

Turitea Bolstad
Judge Bolstad was
sworn in at New Plymouth District Court on
27 February 2020 as a
District Court Judge
with jury jurisdiction
to be based in Gisborne.
Fo r m e rly a New
Plymouth barrister, Judge Bolstad’s
iwi affiliations are to Ngāti Maniapoto/
Ngāruahine. She was admitted as a barrister and solicitor in September 1999
and commenced legal practice as a staff
16

solicitor, first with Trevor Knowsley, then
Govett Quilliam in litigation of family,
criminal, ACC, Māori land and liquor
licensing proceedings. She became an
associate in 2003 and began practice as
a barrister sole in 2006 specialising in
criminal proceedings in both the District
Court and High Court. She was approved
to level three as a legal aid lawyer. Judge
Bolstad was also a New Zealand Police
detention provider, duty lawyer and
youth advocate and from 2010 acted for
young people in the Rangatahi Court. She
was deputy chair of the Social Workers
Registration Board from 2013 to 2019 and
has been active in both community and
New Zealand Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture
o Aotearoa committees.

Keryn Broughton
Judge Broughton was
sworn in on 24 February at New Plymouth
District Court as a
District Court Judge
with Family Court
jurisdiction to be based
in Palmerston North.
Judge Broughton is of Ngā Rauru, Ngāti
Ruanui and Ngāruahine descent. She was
admitted in July 2004 and commenced her
law career with Govett Quilliam in 2004
where she remained until 2010. She was a
barrister sole in New Plymouth from 2010,
practising exclusively in family law where
she was lawyer for parties, lawyer for child,
lawyer to assist the court and lawyer for
subject person. Judge Broughton is active
within the community, including as a board
member of the TSB Community Trust from
2011 to 2019 and a board member and later
chair of the Taranaki Community Law Trust
from 2005 to the present.

Dominic Dravitzki
Judge Dravitzki was sworn in at
Christchurch District Court on 2 March as
a District Court Judge
with Family Court
jurisdiction to be based
in Timaru.
J u d g e D r av i t z k i
has practised in
Christchurch since his
admission in November
1990. He commenced with Young Hunter,
and was an employee and partner of
Malley & Co since 1996. He has predominantly practised in family law, including
as a senior lawyer for child and in Hague
Convention matters. Judge Dravitzki has
had extensive Law Society involvement
with the Family Law Section and on his
appointment was a lawyers standards
committee convenor. He has also had
extensive community involvement, particularly in the education sector and as a
long-term volunteer for Community Law
Canterbury.

Michelle Duggan
Judge Duggan was sworn in at Nelson
District Court on 10
February of Nelson as
a District Court Judge
with Family Court
jurisdiction to be based
in Christchurch.
Judge Duggan was
admitted as a barrister
and solicitor in May 1991 and started her
legal career as a litigation solicitor, at
Gibson Sheat in Lower Hutt. In 1997 she
became a sole practitioner in the criminal
and family jurisdictions, an instructor at
the Institute of Professional Legal Studies,
and a child support review officer. Judge
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Duggan moved to Nelson in 2004, where
she continued to work as a sole practitioner, specialising in family law with an
emphasis on child law and relationship
property. She was approved as lawyer
for child, lawyer for subject person and a
panelist for the Central Authority for Hague
Convention cases. She was appointed a
Deputy Lawyer Member of the Mental
Health Review Tribunal in 2011.
During her legal career, Judge Duggan
had extensive New Zealand Law Society
involvement, including as the Nelson
branch President, as the Chair of the Family
Law Section and Convenor of the Nelson
branch standards committee.

Hana Ellis
Judge Ellis was sworn in at Manukau
District Court on 4 March as a District Court
Judge with Family Court jurisdiction to be
based in Whangārei.
Judge Ellis is of Ngāpuhi and Ngāti Porou
descent. She was admitted in June 1993
and commenced her career as a barrister
sole undertaking District and High Court
work. Between 1995 and 1998 she was a
solicitor at the Māngere Community Law
Centre, then from 1998 to 2001 she was an
associate with Recordon & Co practising
in criminal, civil, ACC, family, tribunal and
mental health matters. Between 2001 and
2010, Judge Ellis was a partner at Otene &
Ellis specialising in family law and mental
health matters, as well as being appointed
as lawyer for child and lawyer to assist.
From 2010 she practised as a barrister
predominantly in South Auckland, initially
in Quadrant Chambers and, from 2017, at
Matariki Chambers, continuing her work in
the areas of general family law, lawyer for
child and lawyer to assist, as well as lawyer
for care recipient and subject person, and
in Family Dispute Resolution and private
mediation work.

Tony Greig
Judge Greig was sworn in at Christchurch
District Court on 11 February as a District
Court Judge with both jury and Family
Court jurisdictions to be based in New
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Plymouth.
Judge Greig emigrated from the United
Kingdom in 1983, and
worked as a police
officer for his first 10
years in New Zealand.
He was admitted in
May 1998 and joined Wynn Williams as a
solicitor, followed by Glover Sewell in 1999.
He then worked for the UN International
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda from 2000 to
2002. From 2002 he practised as a barrister
in Rangiora and gained extensive criminal
and Family Court experience. Judge Greig
also tutored in criminal law at Canterbury
University from 2002 to 2006.

Nicola Grimes
Judge Grimes was
sworn in at Nelson District Court on 10 February as a District Court
Judge with Family
Court jurisdiction to
be based in Hamilton.
Judge Grimes was
admitted to the bar in Wellington in
November 1990, where she worked both
in firms and as a barrister. From 2002
she practised in Nelson at Rout Milner
Fitchett before joining Knapps as a senior
associate in 2014. In both firms she was
responsible for all aspects of family law
and regularly received court appointments.
Judge Grimes spent time as chair of the
Nelson Family Courts Association from
2008, was the Nelson Family Law Section
representative for a number of years and
was vice-president of the Nelson branch
of the Law Society from April 2018 until
her appointment.

Quentin Hix
Judge Hix was sworn in at Arowhenua
Marae near Temuka on 29 February as
a District Court Judge to be based in
Christchurch.
Of Ngāi Tahu, Ngāti Māmoe, Waitaha,
Hawea and Rapuwai descent, Judge Hix
practised as a barrister and a solicitor

after his admission
in November 1989.
Commencing practice
in Christchurch, in
1992 he joined the
Timaru practice of
Petrie Mayman Clark,
becoming a partner in
1994. From 2004 Judge Hix practised in his
own firm, Quentin Hix Legal Ltd. During his
legal career he was an accredited LEADR
mediator, a lay member of the NZ Health
Practitioners’ Disciplinary Tribunal and
Judicial Officer on the South Canterbury
Rugby Union Judicial Committee. He
has served in a number of governance
roles including as an appointed member
of the South Canterbury District Health
Board from 2000 to 2009. Roles held at his
appointment included being a director of
Dunedin City Holdings Ltd, deputy chair
of the Institute of Environmental Science
and Research Ltd and a board member for
Presbyterian Support South Canterbury.
Judge Hix was appointed the local representative on Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu in
January 2010, stepping down from that
role in mid-2019, and he has completed
just over eight years as a director of Ngāi
Tahu Holdings Ltd. In August 2018 he
was appointed a member of the Safe and
Effective Justice Advisory Group – Te Uepū
Hāpai I Te Ora.

Michelle Howard-Sager
Judge Howard-Sager was sworn in at
Whanganui District Court on 13 February
as a District Court Judge with Family Court
jurisdiction to be based in Kaikohe.
Judge Howard-Sager is of Whakatōhea,
Ngāpuhi and Pākehā descent. She was
admitted as a barrister and solicitor in
September 1997 and from 1998 to 2004
worked as a family and criminal lawyer
for the Whanganui Crown Solicitor. As a
family lawyer, she worked in the areas of
care of children and family violence as well
as relationship property matters. She also
appeared on appeals to the High Court,
assisted and ran jury trials, appeared in the
District Court in relation to departmental
17
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prosecutions and sentencing as a
criminal prosecution lawyer. As a
solicitor for the Ministry of Social
Development, from 2004 to 2012,
she worked with CYF conducting
hearings, providing legal advice and
assessing business risk. From 2012
until recently she was the Regional
Litigation Manager for Ministry of
Social Development and Oranga
Tamariki for the lower North Island,
responsible for the management of
a team of care and protection and
fraud solicitors.

Gordon Matenga
Gordon Matenga will be sworn in at
Hamilton District Court on 19 March
as a District Court Judge with jury
jurisdiction to be based in Hastings.
Judge Matenga’s iwi affiliations are Ngāti Kahungunu, Ngāti
Rongomaiwahine and Ngāti
Porou. He was a partner in Preston
Matenga from 1990 to 2000, a sole
practitioner from 2000 to 2004 and
a partner in Foster Matenga Milroy
from 2004 to 2007, focusing on
criminal law, civil law and Māori
issues. Judge Matenga worked as
a part-time coroner in Hamilton
from 1996 to 2007, and from 2007
until his appointment, as a full-time
coroner in the Waikato and Bay of
Plenty regions.

Alison McLeod
Alison McLeod will be sworn in at
Hastings District Court on 20 March
as a District Court Judge with a
Family Court warrant, to be based
in Invercargill.
Judge McLeod was admitted
in September 1997 and practised
family and criminal law in Porirua.
In 2001 she joined Callinicos
Hayward in Napier. Judge McLeod
returned to Porirua in 2003 and
commenced work with Catriona
Doyle Law Offices. In 2006 she
began practice on her own account
in Tauranga and in 2010 returned
to Hawke’s Bay and set up McLeod
Hart Law Ltd in Havelock North
where, aside from two sojourns
with Oranga Tamariki as a senior
solicitor, she practised until her
18
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appointment. In practice her work
included all aspects of family law
including care and protection, PPPR,
relationship property, and Hague
Convention cases. Judge McLeod
is a LEADR trained mediator. More
recently her work has focused
on complex lawyer for child and
counsel to assist matters. She has
been a trustee of Birthright Hawke’s
Bay, a member of the Hastings Care
and Protection Resource Panel, a
member of the standards committee
of the Hawke’s Bay branch of the
Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture and the
Hawke’s Bay representative of the
Family Law Section.

Kevin Muir
Kevin Muir will be sworn in on 13
March at Auckland District Court as
a District Court Judge with Family
Court jurisdiction to be based
in Auckland.
Admitted as
a barrister and
solicitor in June
1988, Judge Muir
commenced
with Morgan Coakle as a litigation
lawyer in 1989. He was made an
associate in 1993 and a partner in
1996. He has been the firm’s senior
family law and employment law
partner. He has extensive experience in family litigation, particularly relationship property and care
of children issues as well as civil litigation, appearing usually as leading counsel before the Family Court,
District Court, High Court or Court of
Appeal. Judge Muir has previously
appeared in criminal matters and
has extensive experience in employment law, insurance law and civil
litigation.

Bruce Northwood
Judge Northwood was sworn in
at Auckland District Court on 21
February as a District Court Judge
with jury jurisdiction to be based
in Palmerston North.
Judge Northwood has affiliations
to Te Aupōuri. On appointment he
was Special Counsel with Meredith

Connell in Auckland where he had
worked since May 2000. He was
admitted in March 1985 and has
both prosecution and defence
experience. He has represented
the Crown on many occasions in
the Court of Appeal. In the last few
years he focused on the prosecution
of serious drug offending. Judge
Northwood practised as a barrister
sole in South Auckland from 1989 to
2000 where his practice was mostly
criminal law with a preference for
defending in jury trials and a small
practice in medical disciplinary
law. He worked part-time as a
tutor at Auckland University Law
School tutoring criminal law and
jurisprudence in the mid-1990s and
he previously worked at Sturrock
Monteith and Field & Co.

Rachel Paul
Judge Paul was sworn in at Wairaka
Marae in Whakatane on 17 February
as a District Court Judge with Family
Court jurisdiction to be based
in Hamilton.
Judge Paul is
of Ngāti Awa and
Ngāti Manawa
descent. After
admission to
the bar in December 1993 she
commenced practice in Opotiki.
She moved to Tauranga in 1996,
working for Holland Beckett as
head of the family litigation section. She took two years’ break
from legal practice to attend Te
Wharewānanga o Awanuiārangi,
undertaking total immersion Māori
classes. She returned to work for
an Opotiki firm in 2005 then joined
Francis Eivers in 2006 before commencing her own practice in 2009
in which she specialised in family
litigation. Judge Paul worked in
the criminal and treaty law jurisdictions for over 10 years. She
acted as lawyer for child, counsel
to assist, counsel for subject person
as well as being a youth advocate
appearing in the Youth Court and
Te Kooti Rangatahi.
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Brandt Shortland
Brandt Shortland will be sworn
in at Whangārei District Court on
18 March as a District Court Judge
with jury jurisdiction to be based
in Kaikohe.
Judge Shortland has iwi affiliations to Ngāti Hine – Te Orewai,
Ngāpuhi, Ngāi Te Rangi and Ngāti
Ranginui. He was admitted in
1995 and commenced practice in
New Plymouth before relocating
to Hamilton in 1996. For the next
11 years he worked regularly in the
criminal, Youth and Family courts
with multiple assignments as lawyer
for child and youth advocate. In 1999,
he was made a partner in the firm of
Bogers Scott & Shortland. He was also
appointed the District Inspector for
Mental Health, and later the District
Inspector under the Intellectual
Disability (Compulsory Care and
Rehabilitation) Act in 2003. In 2007
he was appointed coroner for Te Tai
Tokerau based in Whangārei and was
appointed as the first Deputy Chief
Coroner in December 2016. He has
been involved in policy development
around cultural sensitivity, body
tissue retention processes, return
of tupaapaku to whānau in a timely
manner and Koiwi repatriation
processes.

Kiriana Tan
Judge Tan was sworn in at Hamilton
District Court on 18 February as a
District Court Judge with Family
Court jurisdiction to be based
in Manukau.
Judge Tan is
of Chinese and
Māori descent,
with tribal affiliations to Ngāti
Ranginui and Ngāti Mutunga. She is
a graduate of Te Whare Wānanga o
Waikato – Te Piringa and was admitted to the bar in September 1998,
starting practice with East Brewster
in Rotorua that year. She also worked
as an associate with McCaw Lewis
and a litigation lawyer with Walters
Williams and Co before practising as
a barrister sole from 2008. She has
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broad litigation experience including
an earlier career focused on Treaty of
Waitangi claims and was a specialist
in all aspects of family law including
being an accredited mediator.

Robyn von Keisenberg
Robyn von Keisenberg will be
sworn in at Auckland District Court
on 12 March as a District Court Judge
with Family Court jurisdiction to be
based in Auckland.
Judge von Keisenberg is of
Samoan descent and was admitted in February 1980. Over the
last 25 years she has specialised
primarily in the area of family
law. She has been practising at
the independent Bar since 2000
and was the founding member
of Wyndham Chambers – a small
group of senior family law barristers. She is a former chair of
the Deportation Review Tribunal
(2003-06) and deputy member of
the Mental Health Review Tribunal
(since 2011). She was the chair of the
Family Courts Association for several years and has been a member
since 1998. She is president-elect of
the Auckland Medico-Legal Society
for 2020. Judge von Keisenberg has
authored and presented a large
number of Law Society, Te Kāhui
Ture presentations relating to
family law practice.

Denise Wallwork
Denise Wallwork will be sworn in
on 10 March at Manukau District
Court as a District Court Judge with
jury jurisdiction to be based on the

North Shore.
Judge Wallwork is of Samoan
ancestry with
over 30 years’
experience as a
criminal lawyer
since her admission in February
1988. She has
been head of
chambers at Liberty Law Chambers since 2010. She has extensive
criminal trial experience in South
Auckland and is approved as a legal
aid provider for all categories. She
has been a barrister sole since 2001.

Peter Winter
Peter Winter will be sworn in at
Auckland District Court on 9 March
as a District Court Judge with jury
jurisdiction
to be based in
Auckland.
Judge Winter
was admitted
to the Bar in
February 1980.
In the early part
of his career he worked for firms in
Melbourne, Auckland and London
before becoming a founding member
of Hobson Chambers (formerly
Ponsonby Chambers) in 1989. He is
a past President of the Criminal Bar
Association and has contributed to
the profession in various ways at
both district and national levels.
Judge Winter has practised as a
barrister sole since 1989, specialising
in criminal law at all levels with an
emphasis on serious crime. ▪

Paul Moriarty BSc FCA F Fin MInstD
T 09 363 3700
M 022 107 5787
www.moriartyassociates.co.nz
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On the Move
Keegan Alexander
announces new partner
Amanda Hyde joined
the Keegan Alexander
partnership on 1 January
2020, after seven years
with the firm. During that
time she has practised
extensively in general
civil litigation, and has particular expertise
in public/administrative law, intellectual
property, extradition law and trusts/estate
disputes. Amanda appears regularly in the
senior courts, both as principal counsel and
supporting senior counsel.

Dentons Kensington
Swan appoints two
Special Counsel
Ezekiel Hudspith is a
member of the environment and planning team
in Wellington. He specialises in all aspects of the
Resource Management
Act and related legislation, helping clients to obtain resource
consents and designations, and make
submissions on changes to district and
regional plans. Ezekiel advises government
and local government agencies carrying
out large infrastructure projects, including
options assessment processes and obtaining RMA approvals.
Pauline Ho is a
member of the Auckland
banking and financial
m a r ke t s t e a m . S h e
advises clients with a
wide range of financing
transactions, helping
them to lend and borrow money, both
within New Zealand and internationally.
Pauline has particular expertise in corporate and structured lending, fund and
financial institution-based lending, as well
as real estate finance. She spent over 14
20

years working in the UK for large global
banks and financial services providers.

Liz Lim joins Dentons
Kensington Swan
partnership
L i z L i m has joined
Dentons Kensington
Swan’s national banking
and finance team as a
partner in Auckland. Liz
is a specialist banking
and finance lawyer with
over 15 years’ experience working in New
Zealand and internationally. She has experience acting for originators, borrowers,
funders and trustees. Liz specialises in
acquisition finance, asset and lease financing, property and construction finance,
syndicated and club lending, and securitisation. Liz joins Dentons Kensington
Swan from Tompkins Wake where she
was previously a partner.

Haigh Lyon announces
new partner
Jennie Hawker has
joined the partnership
at Haigh Lyon Lawyers.
A family law specialist,
Jennie joins Amanda
Donovan (partner) in
leading the family law
team. Admitted in October 2004, Jennie
worked initially with Dawsons then
Family Law Results before partnership at
Wynyard Wood from December 2009 to
January 2020.

Sarah O’Gorman joins
Rhodes & Co partnership
Rhodes & Co has appointed Sarah
O’Gorman as an equity partner from
within the firm. Sarah is a member of
the firm’s commercial group and is an
experienced commercial and property

lawyer with broad-based
business law expertise,
including in the area of
large-scale subdivisions
and property transactions. She began her
career at Rhodes & Co
after being admitted as a barrister and
solicitor in February 2010.

Eight promotions at
Anthony Harper
Chloe Jolliffe has been
appointed Special
Counsel (Banking,
Finance and Insolvency).
Chloe is ranked as a Next
Generation lawyer in the
2018 and 2019 Legal 500
Asia Pacific Guides. Her work includes
personal and corporate recovery and she
has worked on a number of high-profile
matters. Chloe has a particular interest
in repossession of both goods and real
property, and personal and corporate
insolvency.
Matt Smith has
been appointed Special
C o u n s e l (C o r p o r a t e
Advisory). Matt has
extensive corporate and
commercial experience
advising a broad spectrum of clients, from early stage companies
through to large corporate and government
organisations. He has a particular interest
in the technology industry and has advised
on a number of large-scale, transformative
IT projects, including systems supply and
support, ‘as a service’, managed services
and outsourcing arrangements.
Sarah Anderson has
been appointed Senior
Associate (Construction).
Sarah specialises exclusively in construction and
infrastructure law. She is
the Chair of the National
Association of Women in Construction
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(Auckland Chapter) and was the inaugural Chair of Infrastructure New Zealand’s
Emerging Talent Committee from its inception in 2017 until 2019. She is experienced
in both contract drafting and negotiation
as well as dispute resolution and works
closely with Anthony Harper’s project team
on one of New Zealand’s largest roading
infrastructure projects.
M a tt W i n t e r has
been appointed Senior
Associate (Property).
Matt is a member of
Anthony Harper’s
Christchurch property
team. He has significant
experience in the acquisition, development and sale of residential, commercial
and industrial property. He also has experience in syndicated property purchases
and in the sale and redevelopment of
crosslease and unit title developments
following the Canterbury earthquakes.
Campbell Lang has
been appointed Associate
(Corporate Advisory).
After graduating from
the University of Otago
with a conjoint degree
in Law and Commerce,
Campbell gained experience at a boutique
corporate and finance law firm with a focus
on mergers and acquisitions. Campbell
advises local and overseas clients on a
wide range of corporate and commercial law matters including mergers and
acquisitions, restructures, divestments,
shareholding structures, partnerships
and joint ventures, and regularly drafts
and negotiates a variety of commercial
contracts.
Richard Idoine has
been appointed Associate
(Litigation). Richard acts
for a broad spectrum of
clients, ranging from
large-scale public institutions to family businesses and individuals. He has expertise
across a variety of commercial disputes. In
2019, Richard’s focus and understanding
of insolvency and restructuring litigation
was strengthened by his involvement
in a leading high-profile case that was
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determined by the Supreme Court.
Tamara Webster has
been appointed Associate
(Retirement Villages).
Tamara has a background
in the public health
sector gained in both
New Zealand and the
UK. This expertise has proved invaluable
with her work in the retirement village
and aged care sector.
Caroline Edwards has
been appointed Associate
(Immigration). Admitted
i n D e c e m b e r 2 0 1 7,
Caroline has worked in
the immigration sector
for a number of years. She
has a wealth of expertise advising clients
on a range of temporary and permanent
visa applications as well as other complex
visa issues.

Michael Moyes
appointed to Duncan
Cotterill partnership
Duncan Cotterill has
appointed Michael
Moyes as a partner, working out of the Auckland
and Wellington offices.
Michael has 20 years’
experience in commercial IP matters and many significant and
ground-breaking technology projects. He
also advises on compliance with privacy
and consumer protection laws. Admitted as
a barrister and solicitor in December 2004,
Michael is a member of the Intellectual
Property Society of Australia and New
Zealand (IPSANZ), the International
Trademark Association (INTA) and the
Project Management Institute of New
Zealand (PMINZ).

Lane Neave announces
promotions
Mike King has been appointed a Senior
Associate in the Christchurch litigation
team. Mike has experience in a number

of jurisdictions and regularly appears in
the District Court and High Court. He has
frequently utilised alternative dispute
resolution such as mediation to resolve
disputes, including complex disputes
involving multiple parties and entities such
as trusts and businesses. Mike is also an
experienced employment lawyer having
acted for employees and employers.
Jacob Nutt has been appointed
Associate in the Auckland corporate (banking and financial services) team. Jacob is
a specialist banking and financial services
lawyer, with experience advising financial
institutions and borrowers in relation to
all aspects of transactional banking and
finance. This includes structured finance
transactions and debt capital markets, and
he has developed particular expertise in
receivables financing and securitisation,
development funding and property finance.
Julia Strickett has been appointed
Associate in the Auckland immigration
team. Julia is a specialist immigration
lawyer with experience in New Zealand,
Australia and Europe. She has practised
extensively in immigration law, including
a period working for a leading immigration
and refugee law firm in the UK and in the
area of policy and law reform in Australia.
During her career, Julia has gained extensive experience preparing complex appeals,
instructing prominent human rights law
barristers and working with a politically-exposed person client base.
Josh Templeton has been appointed
Senior Solicitor in the Wellington immigration team. Josh is an immigration
law specialist who advises employers
and employees, private individuals and
families on a broad range of immigration
matters. His experience includes temporary and resident class visa applications,
employer accreditation, section 61 requests
and requests for ministerial intervention.
Alex Stone has been appointed Senior
Solicitor in the Christchurch corporate
team. Alex works on matters such as
director and shareholder issues, commercial document drafting, and securities. He
has a keen interest in navigating financial
markets law, and takes pride in crafting
effective and clearly presented legal
documents.
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Ten promotions at
MinterEllison-RuddWatts
MinterEllisonRuddWatts has announced
10 promotions, including five new partners, one special counsel and four senior
associates.
Amanda Spratt has been promoted to
partner in the Auckland property and real
estate team. Amanda advises on a broad
range of property matters, specialising in
complex real estate acquisitions and disposals, property finance and commercial
leasing. Amanda’s focus areas are health
and aged care, agri-law and insolvency
and she acts for a number of international
real estate funds and global players in the
agriculture and dairy industries.
Nick Frith has been promoted to partner
in the dispute resolution and litigation
team in Auckland. Nick specialises in
commercial litigation with a focus on
insurance disputes across all areas of the
industry. He regularly acts for insurers,
insured corporates and insurance brokers. Nick has significant experience in
claims against and involving insurance
brokers, large scale property damage and
business interruption insurance claims and
regulatory investigations. He also acts for
lending institutions and other clients in
debt recovery and enforcement matters.
Sarah Salmond has moved laterally to
partner in the corporate team in Auckland.
Sarah has almost 20 years’ experience
advising on a wide variety of public and
regulatory law matters. She has worked
in both the private and public sectors in
law, public policy and economics fields in
New Zealand, the UK, the US and France.
Her focus has been on international trade
and investment law. Sarah also provides
specialist advice on agriculture, food and
beverage industry regulation and aspects
of competition and consumer law.
Scott Thompson has been promoted
to partner in the construction team in
Auckland. Scott is a specialist construction disputes lawyer. He advises clients
involved in project disputes, both during
and after the construction phase, including
for negligence and non-compliant works,
variations and extensions of time. He has
acted on major infrastructure projects
including road, rail, sport, education, and
Government. Scott is also experienced
in contentious rent review disputes and
22
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regularly appears in the arbitration forum.
Travis Tomlinson has been promoted
to partner in the construction team in
Auckland. Travis is a front-end construction and major projects lawyer. He helps
public and private-sector clients on their
procurement planning, tendering, contract drafting and negotiations, project
governance and project administration
across a wide spectrum of industry sectors.
Travis is an elected council member of the
Society of Construction Law, lectures at the
University of Auckland Law School and is
the lead lecturer for law for construction
at the Auckland University of Technology.
Miles Dean has been promoted to
Special Counsel in the real estate – property
team in Wellington. April Payne (dispute
resolution, Auckland), Holly Hill (real
estate – property, Wellington), Jordan
Oldham (construction, Auckland) and
Olivia Wylie (construction, Auckland) have
been announced as new senior associates.

Cushla Webster joins
O’Connell Chambers
Cushla Webster will
be joining O’Connell
Chambers from 1 April
2020. Admitted to the
bar in 1994, Cushla was a
Senior Solicitor at Rennie
Cox before setting up
general practice law firm Devonport Law
in 2015. Cushla specialises in all aspects of
family law including relationship property,
trust matters and PPPR. She is an active
member of the ADLS Inc Family Law
Committee and a trained collaborative
law practitioner.

Anita Killeen appointed
Domain Name
Commission director
Auckland barrister
Anita Killeen has been
appointed an Independent
Director of the Domain
Name Commission Ltd.
The commission regulates the .nz domain
name space. It also monitors the health
and competitiveness of the .nz market,
ensures .nz policy compliance for domain

name service providers and domain name
users, and administers an independent
Dispute Resolution Service. Ms Killeen is a
barrister at Auckland’s Quay Chambers. She
specialises in financial crime and fraud, civil
and criminal litigation, and governance and
decision-making.

Pamela Walker joins
Staley Cardoza Lawyers
Staley Cardoza Lawyers has announced
that Pamela Walker has joined the firm
as an Associate. Pamela brings with her
a broad range of experience in the sale
and purchase of residential properties
and small businesses, commercial leases,
subdivisions, estates, trusts, enduring
powers of attorney and wills.

Lawyers appointed
to Domain Name
Commission Panel
Two lawyers have been appointed to the
Domain Name Commission’s independent
Panel of Experts for Dispute Resolution in
the .nz domain name space.
Rebecca Scott is a barrister at Harbour
Chambers, specialising in public law and
judicial review, civil and commercial litigation and professional discipline.
Jane Glover is a barrister practising from
Sangro Chambers in Auckland. Jane specialises in intellectual property litigation
and commercial disputes.
The panel of experts hears from anyone
who wishes to make a complaint about
a registration of a .nz domain name that
they view as being unfair. Complaints may
be resolved by either mediation or expert
determination.

Bell Gully announces
eight senior
appointments
Bell Gully has announced the appointment
of three new partners, two special counsel,
a consultant, and two senior associates.
Jennifer Coote has been appointed a
partner. Based in Auckland, she advises
corporates, private equity and sovereign
wealth funds on both the buy and sell sides.
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She advises on transactions in a variety
of industries including financial services,
consumer products, manufacturing and
industrial, technology and telecommunications. Jennifer was admitted in 2006 after
graduating with LLB(Hons) and BA degrees
from the University of Otago. She returned
to Bell Gully in 2015 after four-and-a-half
years working in the corporate team of the
London office of Herbert Smith Freehills.
Glenn Shewan has been appointed a
partner. Glenn is a specialist competition,
regulatory and overseas investment lawyer
and is based in Auckland. He has extensive
experience advising on the competition
law aspects of mergers and acquisitions,
having acted for leading corporate clients
on major global transactions in Australia,
the UK and Europe. Glenn has a BCom
and LLB(Hons) from the University of
Canterbury and a diploma in economics
for competition law from Kings College,
London. He was admitted in New Zealand
in 2003, in Victoria in 2005 and in England
and Wales in 2009 (non-practising).
Toni Forrest has been appointed a partner. Based in Wellington, Toni has significant
experience and expertise in commercial
property, projects and corporate matters and
is in the industry-leading projects and real
estate team. As a transactional lawyer, Toni
is accustomed to advising and delivering
on complex transactions. Toni previously
spent almost six years working in London
from 2011 to 2016. Toni was admitted as a
barrister and solicitor in 2007 after graduating with BA and LLB degrees from the
University of Otago.
Susannah Shaw has been appointed a
special counsel and is a senior commercial lawyer with significant experience in
both private and public sector contracting,
with a particular focus on the ICT sector.
Admitted in 1998, Susannah commenced
legal practice at Bell Gully that year after
graduating BA and LLB from the University
of Canterbury. She subsequently worked for
two US multinationals (including a period
based in The Netherlands) as well as New
Zealand’s largest telecommunications providers before returning to Bell Gully in 2017.
Campbell Pentney has been appointed
senior counsel. He specialises in indirect
taxes such as GST and custom duties as
well as emerging technologies including blockchain and cryptocurrency. He
frequently advises on GST aspects of a
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broad range of transactions and is also an
immigration lawyer. He has been involved
in various disputes with the Inland
Revenue Department, Immigration New
Zealand and the New Zealand Customs
Service. Campbell graduated with BA and
LLB(Hons) at the University of Auckland
and was admitted in 2004.
Taylor Wood has been appointed to
senior associate. Based in the Auckland
litigation department, Taylor is a commercial litigator with particular experience in
regulatory matters, competition and consumer law. Taylor acts for a wide variety of
clients across contentious matters including in regulatory investigations, court
proceedings, arbitration, mediation and
adjudications. She previously interned for
the United Nations International Criminal
Tribunal for Rwanda. She then completed
her training with Norton Rose Fulbright in
Toronto, Canada between 2011 and 2012,
which included a secondment to a major
North American auto manufacturer.
Kate Redgewell has rejoined Bell Gully
as a consultant in the Wellington office
after five years at Transpower. Kate has
substantial experience advising both public
and private sector clients on all aspects
of climate change law. This includes on
regulatory and commercial constraints and
opportunities to enable decarbonisation
and adaptation. Kate started her legal
career at Bell Gully after her admission in
2000 after graduating LLB and BSc at the
University of Otago.
Rupert Rouch has been appointed to
senior associate in the Wellington office
corporate team. Rupert advises a range of
clients including listed and large unlisted
companies, start-ups and public sector
entities. He has significant knowledge
across all aspects of commercial law.
Rupert joined Bell Gully in 2019 after
several years as a senior associate in
another major New Zealand law firm. He
was admitted in 2011 with BCom and LLB
degrees from the University of Canterbury.

Auckland tax academic
wins award for
case analysis
Professor Craig Elliffe from Auckland
Law School, at the University of Auckland,
has won the inaugural Patron’s Award for

Judicial Engagement
at the Australasian Tax
Teachers Association conference, held in Tasmania
in January.
P ro fe s s o r E l l i ffe’s
paper, “Interpreting
International Tax Agreements: Alsatia
in New Zealand”, looked at the Court of
Appeal’s judgment in Commissioner of Inland
Revenue v Lin [2018] NZCA 38.
He was severely critical of the Court of
Appeal’s decision, saying that among other
flaws, the judgment does not adequately
consider the OECD Model Commentary as
required by the Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties.
“The approach taken by the Court of
Appeal in Commissioner of Inland Revenue
v Lin cannot be reconciled with previous
examples of New Zealand tax treaty
interpretation and it is also out of step
with international courts in common law
jurisdictions,” says Professor Elliffe.
“The implications arising from the Court
of Appeal’s decision, and from the Supreme
Court’s decision not to hear an appeal, could
be seen as New Zealand going out on an
international limb, far from an international
consensus in the common law world on the
interpretation of treaties.”
The Patron’s Award for Judicial
Engagement, is sponsored by the Patron,
Tony Pagone, former judge of the Federal
Court of Australia. The jury considered relevant articles in Australia and New Zealand.
Professor Elliffe is currently at the
University of Oxford on a Law Foundation
Fellowship working on a new book entitled
Taxing in the 21st Century.

Tim Gunn begins
sole practice
Tim Gunn has established
and become Director of
his sole practice, Tim
Gunn Lawyer. Previously
an associate at Shine
Lawyers, Tim’s sole practice will focus on insurance and employment litigation. Tim has a
keen interest in the issues of discrimination,
mental health and insurance and has been
a vocal advocate for modernisation and law
reform in insurance law.
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Amokura Kawharu
new Law Commission
President
Auckland University legal academic Amokura Kawharu has been
appointed the next President of the
Law Commission, from 11 May 2020.
Associate Professor Kawharu,
whose iwi affiliations are Ngāpuhi
and Ngāti Whātua, holds a
Bachelor of Arts and a Bachelor
of Law degrees (with Honours)
from Auckland University and a
Masters of Laws (1st Class) with
a major in international law from
the University of Cambridge. She
became member of the Auckland
Law School academic staff in 2005
after working for several years in
private commercial law practice in
Auckland and in Sydney.
Associate Professor Kawharu’s
research interests include international trade and investment
law, arbitration, and international
disputes resolution. She contributes
reviews on disputes settlement for
the New Zealand Law Review and
co-authored the leading text on New
Zealand arbitration law with David
Williams QC, Williams & Kawharu
on Arbitration.

National release
for Helen Kelly
film tribute
A documentary
on the late activist
and union advocate Helen Kelly
was released in
over 30 cinemas
around the country from Thursday, 13 February.
Helen Kelly – Together was made by
director Tony Sutorius and producer
Catherine Fitzgerald and was successful at its debut in New Zealand’s
International Film Festival in 2019.
While she completed a law degree
at Victoria University in 2006, Helen
Kelly never practised law, but was
closely involved in legal issues over
her career. ▪
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Moving to
practise – and
ballroom dance –
19,000km away
Nicola Keating,
barrister, Barristers.
Comm, Wellington
BY ANGHARAD
O’FLYNN

Newly admitted to the New
Zealand Bar, Nicola Keating grew
up in Rochdale, northern England.
After completing her law studies and admission in 1998, Nicola
practised as a solicitor in England
for 20 years. During her two-decade long career, she obtained her
Higher Rights of Audience (HRA) in
Criminal Proceedings. HRAs allow
solicitors to represent clients as
a solicitor-advocate in the senior
civil or criminal courts throughout
England and Wales – and they get
to wear a wig and gown.
Ms Keating’s area of expertise
was appearing in the magistrates’
and Crown courts in England for a
range of different local authorities
relating to taxi regulatory matters,
health and safety at work, licensing, environmental law, fraud act
cases and a whole host of local
government legal matters. She
also worked as a domestic violence
champion consulting for councils,
police, housing and social services
support services to link together
to help those affected by domestic

violence in the Cumbria area.
On top of all this, in her spare
time, Nicola founded a law clinic
in Carlisle – near the border with
Scotland – where she offered pro
bono legal services for those needing legal advice as well as assistance
to clients.
But, after a professional career
spanning two decades, it was time
for a change.
“I moved here in September 2018.
I had never visited New Zealand
before, I heard it was incredibly
beautiful, and have found that it is.
“The legal systems are very similar
and it has been fascinating studying New Zealand constitutional
law, contract, criminal, property,
torts and equity law to compare
and contrast the two. I find the
accident compensation scheme a
very interesting piece of legislation
and the Torrens land system was
particularly interesting to get one’s
head around. I very much enjoyed
studying New Zealand equity and
trusts law and am interested in that
area of legal work here.”
Admitted here in 2019, Nicola
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Are there any issues currently facing
lawyers and/or the legal system as a
whole that you’d like to highlight?
“A big concern for me is access to justice; this is an issue
both in England and in New Zealand.
“I believe everyone should have access to justice and
cuts in legal aid have placed this in jeopardy. Pro bono
work is increasingly important and I believe in giving
back to our community so that lawyers can help as many
people as possible and be a positive force for change in
our communities for the better.”
Nicola says Barristers.Comm, with lawyer Chris Griggs
at the helm, is partnering with Te Herenga Waka, Victoria
University of Wellington by offering their first (annual)
internship to Māori and Pasifika law students in 2020.
Can you tell me about someone who inspires you?
says, with tongue-in-cheek, that the
main difference between the English
and New Zealand court systems is
that she doesn’t get to wear a wig
here, unless it’s a special occasion.
You have worked mainly
in criminal, regulatory and
government. What about
these areas interests you?
“I am passionate about appearing in court and love advocacy. I
have always loved preparing and
presenting cases on behalf of local
government and upholding the
important standards that the local
community expects.
“Now I have studied afresh a
whole range of New Zealand legal
areas, I am very keen to branch
out and practise in a range of areas
and keen to undertake any junior
barrister roles available in all areas
of law.”

I moved here
in September
2018. I had
never visited
New Zealand
before... The
legal systems
are very similar
and it has been
fascinating
studying
New Zealand
constitutional
law, contract,
criminal,
property, torts
and equity law
to compare
and contrast
the two

“I am inspired by Iris Apfel, the American businesswoman and interior designer, for her effortless style
and super cool chic look and her amazing work ethic.
“I am greatly troubled by the statistic in England that
two women a week are killed by a partner or ex-partner
and was saddened to learn that domestic violence is a
serious issue here in New Zealand too, so I would say
I am inspired to do what I can in in this area to help
those affected by domestic and family violence here
in New Zealand.”
What do you do after a long day to decompress
and maintain a work/life balance?
“I am a Latin American and ballroom dancer. I started
when I was seven but have had many years off in
between. I have an amazing dance teacher here in
Wellington, Liam Read, and I will be doing professional/
amateur competitions in New Zealand this year with
Liam, which is really exciting.
“I am starting a beginners Japanese language course in
February and have always wanted to visit Japan which
I hope to do soon.” ▪
Angharad O’Flynn is a Wellington-based journalist.

CPD DECLARATIONS ARE DUE SOON
A reminder that the CPD year ends on 31 March 2020. and your CPD declaration is due no later than
5 working days after this date. Now is a good time to check your CPD requirements and ensure that
your CPD learning plan and record (CPDPR) is up to date. If you would like any tips or reminders on
the CPD process, there is a range of resources at www.lawsociety.org.nz/cpd.
You can complete your online CPD declaration at any time once you have met your requirements.

If you have any questions about your CPD requirements, how to make your
declaration, or wish to apply for a deferment of your CPD requirement, please
contact cpdinquiries@lawsociety.org.nz
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The richest backstory
Katie Paul
BY JAMIE
DOBSON
As she was being admitted as a lawyer in October 2019, Justice Muir observed that she had the
richest backstory of anyone he had the privilege of admitting.

From the village of Mourea, which is
wedged between lakes Rotorua and Rotoiti,
Katie Paul (Te Arawa and Mataatua) completed a law degree in 1998, then became a
New Zealand diplomat and a governor on
multi-million dollar land trusts and incorporations. She is now bringing her legal
skills closer to home, adding to Rotorua’s
population of barristers and solicitors.
Katie Paul’s 20-year detour into New
Zealand’s legal profession was indeed rich,
having been eligible since completing a
double degree in law and fine arts in 1998
at Victoria University. An affluence of diplomatic overseas experience might go some
way to inform Justice Muir’s observation;
from managing nuclear-based relationships with global superpowers to local
trusts, administering treaty settlements
and teaching environmental responsibility.
It was foreign affairs that drew her to
study an LLB at Victoria. A recognised
public speaker/debater in high-school,
Ms Paul was one of 32 youth ambassadors
selected to attend Brisbane’s World Expo
in 1988 and with it the chance to talk to
important visitors. Enthralled by the role
of New Zealand’s Trade Ambassador to
Australia, she asked him what was required
to get into diplomacy. The answer was a
double degree, including law, and an
aptitude for languages. She was already
fluent in Te Reo.

Intrepid journeys
Ms Paul’s excursion into foreign affairs
led her on an adventure through varied
internationally focused lenses. She advised
on major material exports for India’s

Bollywood industry, became the Second Secretary ranked responsible for matters economic in South Korea, and played a hand
in re-kindling favour with the United States Pacific Command
in Hawaii. It was the first stitch in both countries’ relationship
since Prime Minister David Lange banned nuclear ships from New
Zealand waters.
Being a career diplomat meant negotiating to protect and nurture
New Zealand’s interests.
“Every meeting is a negotiation, and mediation and arbitration
are heavy factors. Arbitration through international courts was
commonplace; it’s less expensive to train for that when you have
a legal background.”
Her legal education was never arrested, she recounts.
“There’s this misconception that diplomacy is all about spies
and cocktail functions. That only happens occasionally.”
Speaking of her time in South Korea, Ms Paul recounted
being involved in mediations under the International Whaling
Commission (IWC) and how the Asian nation was New Zealand’s
third largest export market for timber.
“We were helping the Koreans to develop building standards
suitable for the use of New Zealand timber. They were very interested. I sent a Korean professor to live in Rotorua to rewrite their
standards.
“Years later, I find myself still promoting Rotorua’s forestry
exports,” she laughs.
On that post, it took Ms Paul just eight months to learn Korean
to a relative fluency.
She returned to New Zealand in 2005, raising her two sons, Te
Awanui and Aorere, and worked in post-Treaty settlements with
Central North Island Iwi Forestry Collective and Ngati Whakaue
Assets Trust, of which she was Chair.
Following a return to be the senior political and security advisor
for the United States relationship in 2011, she was asked to apply
for the leading role in Te Arawa River Trust – an organisation
closely linked to her own iwi.
Traditionally, the role was reserved for the men of the tribe,
but in 2013 she found herself at the helm.
Today, the trust supports three Te Arawa iwi’s kaitiakitanga
for the Waikato River. Cultural iwi-led restoration and education projects are the trust’s key focus, caring for the river and
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its broader environment, including some
22,000km of tributaries which fork off the
main water-source.

Bringing legal skills home
Vast amounts of trust and settlement work
led Ms Paul to refresh her legal education.
In 2017 she once again visited Victoria
University to brush up her legal repertoire,
also necessary for prospective lawyers who
hold dated LLBs.
“I was fascinated with ethics, it wasn’t
a subject when I was studying,” says Ms
Paul, who’s initial LLB especially focused
on international and environmental law.
She’s now ready to tackle the key obstacles facing the justice system in her home
town.
“The Rotorua courts are stretched.
Around 8,000 cases were processed last
year, and of 150 lawyers in the area, just
15 are barristers and only one Queen’s
Counsel. There needs to be more lawyers
in the area available to take up the work.
“While iwi governance is gearing up
to grow the wealth of the tribe, the most
vulnerable members of those same communities are turning up in the courts
and are over-represented in our prison
populations. We need to fix both ends of
the communities.”
Utilising her legal experience bore one
question Ms Paul asked herself: “How can
I be useful to the Rotorua community?”
“As a Chair of a trust I have enough experience as a legal client
to know the emphasis on fees and the billable hour does not aid
the prohibitive nature of the civil courts, and issues of accessibility
at the bar.”
The case-lawyer imbalance doesn’t help the justice system at
the grassroots level. Critical areas of attention are in the criminal,
civil and trust, family, Māori land and ACC advocacy legal areas,
Ms Paul says.
“I want to help my community by working hands-on in these
areas at the Bar.”

An advocate for the regions
During her professional legal studies, Ms Paul noticed a theme that
threatens to exacerbate the regional gap between high caseloads
in the court and low lawyer numbers.
“One of our course tutors had run a practice in Hāwera. She asked
who was thinking about going to practise in the regions. I was the
only one who put my hand up. There’s an undeniable attraction
about cities, but there is so much work here in the regions.”
Younger prospective lawyers entering the profession are more
likely to stay in New Zealand cities. Ms Paul knows all too well
the glamorous picture painted by popular culture.
“There’s always going to be attractive influences. In my time
it was US television series like L.A. Law and Boston Legal. Now
it’s shows like Suits, and you see the city make its mark with
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▴ Formerly practising in Ohope, Judge Rachel Paul was sworn
in on 17 February. She joins her brother and Katie’s cousin,
Judge Eddie Paul at the District Court bench.

an equivalent silk rate. There isn’t enough
appealing role modelling in regional New
Zealand.”
She raises the juxtaposition of opportunities New Zealand cities offer for legal
practitioners, which means the regions
consistently face access to justice to issues.
“I’m lucky to be entering the profession
at this stage of my life. I’m experienced and
settled, money isn’t the key driver.
Although the course of the justice system’s cover of New Zealand geography is
gradually adjusting to recognise its deficits,
she adds.
“One of the 21 District Court judges
just announced was Rachel Paul, my first
cousin, who was also moving counsel for
my swearing in.”

In the right company
Relatively few lawyers acknowledge the
opportunity to return to study, but possibly less grasp that opportunity with the
tenacity Katie did, despite her age. She is
now 50.
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▴ During her admission ceremony at the Rotorua High Court
in October 2019. Justice Muir observed she had the richest
backstory of anyone he had the privilege of admitting.

“Like most university students, we were
young and fearless in the 1990s,” she says,
reflecting on inspirational figures during
her initial study at Victoria University.
“We looked up to outspoken academics
like Moana Jackson, not realising just how
radical his propositions for a separate
Māori justice system were at the time.
“Despite our small numbers, we were
firm in our beliefs about the status and role
of the Treaty of Waitangi and the bi-cultural
future of New Zealand.
“It is with great pride that we can
now look back and reflect on the role of
Moana and now Chief District Court Judge
Heemi Taumaunu had in establishing the
Rangatahi courts as an alternative way of
closing the gap between Māori and the
justice system.
“The other great sea change is that
every student at law school is now taught
about the Treaty and concepts of tikanga.
Whether students are Māori, Pākehā or
Chinese, it doesn’t matter. This is another
indication of how our legal system will
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likely grow to become unique to this land.”
It was Ms Paul’s heedless passion for
tikanga which sewed the seeds of bi-cultural understanding into New Zealand
law school’s curriculums, finding a kindred spirit in a young Heemi Taumaunu.
Together they formalised the Māori Law
Students Association of Victoria University
from their study group.
Ms Paul is already on the pulse of the
legal community’s voices. When answering
my questions on challenges facing the profession, she emphasised the value of those
voices who have already spoken to them.
When asked what’s missing in New
Zealand’s legal community, she says:
“Despite making up half of the profession
practising in New Zealand, the number of
lead female counsel in our highest courts
is very low.”
“In 2018, Jenny Cooper QC said, ‘active
measures are needed to overcome
entrenched attitudes that deprive women
of opportunities to prove themselves as
advocates’.
“There is an attitude that motherhood is
a barrier to undertaking leadership roles.
As a diplomat who had her second child
whilst working overseas, and as the Prime
Minister is currently demonstrating, motherhood is a primary motivator for why
women can and should work and lead.”
When asked about the importance
for the people-focused approach to
land-management, and its ties with law generally, she quotes
the recently knighted Supreme Court Justice Joe Williams.
“He says ‘tikanga is seeping into the sinews of New Zealand
common law, especially in resource management, property, child
welfare and sentencing.’ I expect New Zealand’s legal system will
continue to be shaped by these cultural values unique to this land.”
By now, the question of which area of practice she will enter
is a cliché for Ms Paul, who is probing the journeys of other
practitioners.
“It’s things like this magazine which can help push people’s
motivation to take up causes in law, like moving to the regions.
I saw the LawTalk profile on Jonathan Temm QC and realised he
was in Rotorua. So, I gave him a call to learn more about his story.”

Continuing the Te Arawa legacy
But before she seeks to oil the rusty cogs of Rotorua’s justice
system, Ms Paul is steering one more project, a family tale of local
lore with broad global impact.
She’s finishing off a book on her koro, Private Winiata Rewi
Tapihana. The Maketu man wrote in a letter home from Europe
in 1915 “Te Arawa took those Trenches,” a well-published phrase,
still famous within Te Arawa circles now. Private Winiata returned
home from war, he became a Māori All Black in 1921. He was a
father of 21 children.
Ms Paul is now preserving his extraordinary story for her family
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and New Zealand in a book.
Winiata the Warrior is part of a broader
work commemorating Winiata’s legacy. The
New Zealand War Memorial Museum Trust
revealed they had bought the mayoral residence of the historic northern French town
of Le Quesnoy in November 2018 – 100
years since New Zealand soldiers liberated
the town in the First World War.
It is the first museum in Europe commemorating New Zealand’s involvement
in both world wars. It’s fitting being in a
town where New Zealand soldiers had such
an influence all those years ago, thanks to
Private Winiata.
Ms Paul mentioned the incredibly strong
Te Arawa ties to the French village of 5,000.
“At the sale of the mayoral residence, my
uncles were stood up in front of the town,
the mayor explaining who my koro was
and what he did back in 1918. And the
result from all that history today is a very
New Zealand feel about Le Quesnoy.”
Private Winiata was never formally
recognised for his heroics, although they
are now well known. While sneaking about
one night to find food to take back to his
comrades, he discovered a way over the
ancient walls into the occupied town and
brought that knowledge back with his food.
Another soldier was medalled for being
the first over the wall.
Ms Paul’s work with a historian will
mean the book, when published, can be
part of New Zealand’s war history canon.
A gift to keep future generations learning
about New Zealand’s past.
Ms Paul’s sons are now 22 and 16. The
eldest is onto his second degree at the
University of Otago’s School of pharmacy.
The youngest intends to follow the same
footsteps into medicine.
“I suspect that their generation will
have to work through several careers, all
of which will be heavily influenced by the
development of AI, new technologies and
global markets. They will work and travel
overseas just like their tupuna. My hope
is they will bring that experience back to
help their communities” she says.
While starting up a legal practice, Katie
will maintain a busy international schedule. On the cards is visiting India and China
for education, tourism and trade purposes.
An invitation to Iceland for the World
Geothermal Conference is also contingent
on the business of her pursuit of justice at
home in Rotorua.▪
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Sian Wingate
Senior Legal Counsel,
Ultrafast Fibre and
ILANZ President
LawFest organiser Andrew King continues a series
of interviews with key legal professionals with
their innovation and technology stories.
Tell us about yourself?
I’m Sian Wingate and I absolutely love being a lawyer! I wear a
few hats in the legal profession.
I am president of the In-house Lawyers Association of New
Zealand (ILANZ). This is a great, voluntary role that focuses on
working with our wonderful in-house legal community to ensure
they are connected with each other and the wider profession,
supported by member events, CPD, development opportunities
and led by a team of volunteer committee members and dedicated
Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture staff to ensure their interests are covered.
I am senior legal counsel at Ultrafast Fibre Ltd. We build broadband fibre networks across New Zealand. I look after the legal
operations of the team and the day-to-day matters.
I run my own online legal service called Tradie Terms. This
is a coaching service that offers legal T&Cs packages to tradie
business owners and wraps coaching around this using webinars
and short videos and checklists accessed from a portal to help
them use them effectively.
What does legal innovation mean to you?
Always designing your legal output with your client audience in
mind 100% of the time.
What role does technology play in innovation?
It’s a facilitator to achieve the output that meets clients’ wants
and needs. I believe that technology products and services lawyers
have started to use are not in themselves the “innovation” (sorry
legal tech companies!). The innovation is the mindset shift by
lawyers to realise it must be used, it can be used and that it meets
our primary brief: to look after our clients.
What pressures are organisations facing
in the delivery of legal services?
Time is the single biggest pressure:
• Time to think about what the organisation needs from a legal
team.
• Time to scope out the options, learn about them and understand
them.
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• Time to implement any changes needed.
• Time to upskill in crucial skills like business analysis, user-experience design
thinking and customer service skills.
Every organisation I have worked with
or for suffered from being time poor.
Every in-house member who chats about
leveraging technology to roll out a great
new onboarding process or a self-service
template area or a legal matter management system all have the same thing in
common. They take an age to achieve it
because they have the day-to-day work
to do as well, plus they are learning from
scratch.
What developments do you see in
how legal services are delivered?
I have seen some fantastic developments
in the in-house arena.
Here’s a few:
• Thinking of efficiency first and then
working out how to buy in or design a
product to achieve that;
• Using training and workshops to collaborate with in-house clients to help them
learn how to use a new service or gather
their feedback first before launching it;
• Being creative and resourceful – in-house
lawyers are especially awesome at this.
What opportunities has legal
innovation brought to you?
The opportunity to feel confident to just get
started. You’re not innovative if you don’t
actually do something. Thinking about it
and waiting until you think it’ll be perfect
is a lawyer’s greatest risk to innovation.
What are some of your tips to
start innovating or developing
an innovative mindset?
I’d strongly recommend the three pillars
I teach at our ILANZ mindset workshop:
❶ Value your function. If you know that
you are offering genuine value to a client,
you will know if it’s worth spending
some extra effort to make it the best
function you can in the time and with
the budget you have.
❷ Value your time. If you want to try something new, you need to know that your
time is worth spending on learning new
skills, reading about legal technology
options or meeting a former colleague

to ask them to show you what they have used. It’s essential to
value that this is time well-spent.
❸ Value your audience. If you are designing a new legal function,
a new product or learning how to create a new compliance
framework for your business it’s only ever going to work if you
value the input from your audience. Ask them, check with them
and ask them to road-test options with you. They’ll love you
for it and they’ll be more likely to adopt whatever fancy new
function, system or programme you roll out.
Why is it important for legal professionals to continue to
learn about legal innovation and leveraging technology?
All of the above! But on a more serious note, it’s less about importance and more about necessity. No-one is willing to pay for a
service or product unless they know what it involves and how
it adds value to them. This translates to legal services whether
in-house or privately delivered. ▪
Sian Wingate will be speaking at LawFest, which will be held at
the Cordis Auckland on 18 March 2020. Further details can be
found here  www.lawfest.nz
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Access to Justice
Homo Homini
Award to jailed
Tajik lawyer
The Homo Homini Award for 2019 has been presented to
jailed Tajik lawyer Buzurgmehr Yorov.
The award is presented annually by Czech human rights organisation People in Need. The presentation ceremony was held on 5
March at the opening of the One World Film Festival in Prague. As
Mr Yorov is imprisoned, the award was presented to his brother,
Jamshed Yorov, who is also a lawyer.
Mr Yorov was sentenced in October 2016 on charges of issuing
public calls for the overthrow of the government and inciting
social unrest. His 23-year prison term was later extended by two
years after he was found guilty of contempt of court and insulting
a government official.
Last year, his prison term was cut by six years as part of a
mass amnesty.
People in Need says Mr Yorov has been promoting human rights
in Tajikistan for many years despite facing severe persecution as
a result of his work.
“He did not hesitate to defend clients who were targeted by
politically motivated charges, whose cases other lawyers were
not willing to take. He publicly complained in an interview that
one of his clients was being subjected to torture while in pre-trial
detention. As a result of doing his job, this prominent lawyer lost
both his property and his freedom.
“In 2015, Mr Yorov was one of few lawyers who agreed to represent 13 members of the Islamic Renaissance Party of Tajikistan
(IRPT), and was himself arrested on the same day the Supreme
Court of Tajikistan labelled the IRPT a terrorist organisation.
Police raided both his home and legal office without a warrant.
Mr Yorov was detained and ultimately charged with forgery,
fraud, ‘arousing national, racial, local or religious hostility’ and
extremism.
“Before his sentencing, Mr Yorov read aloud an 11th century
poem by a Persian poet, Society is spoiled by a few ignorant people
who believe themselves the wisest. As a result, authorities charged
him with contempt of court and he was sentenced to an additional
two years.”
Since the 1990s, People in Need has presented the Homo Homini
Award to people and groups who have significantly contributed
to the defence of human rights, democracy, and the non-violent
resolution of political conflicts. ▪
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What were
they thinking?
Report paints
stark picture
The Chief Science Advisor to the
Justice Sector, Ian Lambie, has released a
report, What were they thinking? on brain
and behaviour in relation to the justice
system in New Zealand.
The report, which is endorsed by the
Office of the Prime Minister’s Chief Science
Advisor on behalf of the Forum of Chief
Science Advisors, says there is a strong
evidence base that throughout the criminal
justice system those suffering brain injuries
are over-represented as both victims and
perpetrators.

TBI rates at least four
times higher
Dr Lambie’s report says traumatic brain
injury (TBI) rates are at least four times
higher in justice-involved men than non-offending peers. More than one-third have
had multiple, severe TBIs before the age
of 15 (40% by assault and 20% in motor
vehicle accidents). Almost all women in
a New Zealand prison study had a history
of multiple TBIs.
It says Canadian research showed that
young people with fetal alcohol spectrum
disorder (FASD) were 19 times more likely
to be incarcerated than those without.
Comprehensive assessments of 10 to
18-year-olds in Australian youth detention
found that 36% had FASD – all undetected
before the research. “New Zealand research
is needed”, the report notes.
New Zealand youth justice residents
(aged 14 to 17 years) were seven times
more likely than matched controls to
have hearing loss in one or both ears. In
language tests, 64% met criteria for language impairment, compared to only 10%
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There is some evidence, the report says,
that caregiver violence, sexual predation
or intimate partner violence may be less
likely to be reported to authorities where
the adult victim has intellectual disability.
People with intellectual disability have an
estimated three to seven times greater
risk of being victims of crime than people
without it, especially sexual victimisation.
Dr Lambie says autism spectrum disorder (ASD) in the justice system is poorly
researched. He says some ASD features
may put people at risk of having difficulties, whether as victims or offenders,
through different social behaviour or
intense/repetitive interests/actions.

Evidence-based
solutions needed

of controls.
The report says screening on 120 people
in New Zealand prisons by a literacy expert
found that nearly half had significant dyslexia (52% of men, 43% of women) which
was previously undiagnosed. Over 80%
had been at secondary school for two years
or less, with many having been excluded
in their first year.

High levels of ADHD
“International research estimates that up
to two-thirds of young offenders and 50%
of adults in prison would have screened
positively for ADHD in childhood. ADHD
can make it hard to attend to relevant cues,
remember all question parts and reply
choices, provide coherent and accurate
answers, and inhibit frequent 'don’t know'
responses, culpable statements or false
information/confessions.”

Resources are
overwhelmingly
directed to
prisons, rather
than to costeffective health,
education and
family support
that would
prevent people
ending up there.
Imagining that
‘criminals’ with
permanent
brain damage
will ‘learn their
lesson’ in prison
does not reflect
current evidence

He says brain and behaviour issues need
evidence-based solutions, not political
ones. “Resources are overwhelmingly
directed to prisons, rather than to cost-effective health, education and family support that would prevent people ending
up there. Imagining that ‘criminals’ with
permanent brain damage will ‘learn their
lesson’ in prison does not reflect current
evidence or common sense.”
“Difficulties with communication, some
caused by a high degree of undetected
impairment, disproportionately affect
those involved in the criminal-justice
system, and compound the issues that
precede and precipitate their entry into
that system. New Zealand researchers
point out the sobering reality that we have
a justice system designed for those with
good verbal communication skills, and yet
the majority of offenders lack exactly such
skills, to the extent that their basic rights
and access to justice may be being denied
“I think we can do better. Here is what a
defendant with neurodisability said about
appearing in court. Is this good justice? – ‘I
couldn’t really hear, I couldn’t understand,
but I said ‘yes’, whatever to anything,
because if I say ‘I don’t know’, they look
at me as if I’m thick.” ▪
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What’s wrong with
compulsory CLE?
BY KRISTY
MCDONALD QC

It’s the time of year when I have cleared my desk
enough to think about whether I have met my Continuing
Professional Development (CPD) requirements.
I’d like to be having a holiday: it’s been a very long
year and I’ve achieved quite a bit professionally – worked
hard, done new things and learnt new information,
worked with senior colleagues, had successful judgKristy
ments issued from the courts, had good feedback from
McDonald QC
other lawyers, judges and clients, managed my practice
well, introduced some new systems,
managed some stressful issues and
did okay. Much of that took research
and study: learning all the way.
Really, the only issue for me right
now is that I need a break. But I’ve
been so busy I haven’t done my
CPD points so I need to do 10 hours
before the end of March and as the
next couple of months will be busy
I have no option but to do them in
my holiday. That’s a great shame as
I really need a holiday.
I would not satisfy the “how to
manage your stress” and “your time”
papers: they say you need to have
breaks, holidays, not be stressed,
find time to relax.
Lifelong learning is
But so be it: the rules say I need
vitally important.
to do the 10 hours. It doesn’t seem
Remaining
to matter whether I need upskilling
technically
in any particular area, nor indeed
competent, up
whether I actually learn anything
to date, ethical,
from the seminars that are provided.
and engaged with
Just that I pay the fee, complete the
colleagues lies
hours and answer a few questions
at the heart of
to prove I listened (although my
professionalism.
answers don’t count so no one
And I think the
really notices if I sleep though the
vast majority of
seminar).
the profession
So, do we all really need to put
want to stay
ourselves through the ennui of
competent and
compulsory CLE? Does it work?
current
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What does it achieve and
why are we doing it?
The Law Society says that “CPD (not CLE) can help lawyers become better legal professionals”. Which lawyers?
Certainly nobody would claim that CLE identifies (or
even improves) the under-performing lawyer. The
requirement to complete 10 hours CPD has no benefit
in terms of identifying the bad lawyer. It’s possible that
if we all have to do 10 hours then the bad lawyers get
swept up and some of that “bad lawyer” group might
suddenly become good lawyers. But I haven’t seen any
evidence to show that will happen. Nor does there seem
to be any process by which such a thing is or could be
measured.
So we are left with a requirement to do 10 CLE hours
because the Law Society thinks it’s good for all of us.
Is that it? And it’s compulsory because if it wasn’t we
wouldn’t do it. Or is it just that 10 hours of compulsory
CLE is something that can be counted? And if you can’t
count it, it doesn’t count?
Employers see compulsory CLE as a way to keep staff
up to date and to improve quality. Regulators believe the
purpose of CLE is to maintain competence and improve
quality. There is scant evidence for either.
Many practising lawyers see CLE simply as a means
to attain credits for registration.

CPD
Let me acknowledge at the outset the value of appropriately focused continuing professional development
(CPD). Lifelong learning is vitally important. Remaining
technically competent, up to date, ethical, and engaged
with colleagues lies at the heart of professionalism.
And I think the vast majority of the profession want
to stay competent and current and do that as a matter
of good professional practice.
My question is whether having a compulsory requirement is necessary or achieves anything.

Educational concepts
Children are compelled to go to school by parents, teachers and society. Compulsion is based on educational
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theory derived from children’s learning (pedagogy).
The Law Society’s CLE requirement is compulsory.
That is schoolish and pedagogical.
Of course the Law Society does show some flexibility
but the compulsion remains.
How then, do adults learn?
The principles of androgogy (adult learning) are these:
1. Adults want and need to be involved in how their
training is planned, delivered, and executed. They
want to control what, when, and how they learn.
2. Adults can draw on what they already know to add
context to their learning.
3. Memorising facts and information is not how adults
learn. They need to solve problems and use reasoning
to absorb information effectively.
4. What adults are learning needs to be applicable to
their lives and be implemented as soon as possible.
Adult learning is real life learning: self-directed and
problem-based.

So why are there 10
compulsory hours of CLE?
What are we trying to achieve?
Do highly motivated, competent professionals really
need the burden of a compulsory compliance framework
of CLE credits to perform well?
On the face of it the current regime achieves little
except satisfying a public perception that “something is
being done” to keep lawyers competent (it isn’t) and the
Law Society perception that counting credits usefully
objectifies the process (it doesn’t).
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And there is a downside,
• CLE requirements are a tick box exercise that wastes
competent professionals’ time;
• Cost is passed to the client, but does not actually
provide assurance that the client might reasonably
expect.

Legal education experts should …
Acknowledge that CLE does nothing to catch the poor
performer – we need to do something else and something
better.
Find a way to recognise good practitioners who are
continually updating and checking their currency on
issues. Most lawyers, especially those involved in litigation, are constantly subjected to rigorous peer review
by colleagues and judges. They don’t need to go back
to school.
Change the spin: the Law Society CPD Rules acknowledge the importance of adult learning principles but
persist in compelling lawyers to record 10 formal hours:
but compulsion should have no place in adult learning.
The compulsion drives lawyers to go back to school
and take the easy option of seminars and webinars to
get their points.
Design a process that is really flexible enough to recognise that competent adults learn best when they are
directing their own learning and solving work problems,
without compulsion. ▪
Kristy McDonald ONZM QC  kmcdonald@kmqc.nz
is a Wellington-based Queen’s Counsel.
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Some comments from the
Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture
CPD Manager Helen Comrie-Thomson
responds to Ms McDonald’s views:
The Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture welcomes feedback on
the role and effectiveness of its statutory continuing
professional development (CPD) regime.
Most, if not all, modern professions have recognised
CPD plays an important role in ensuring professionals
are maintaining and building on the core competencies
required to perform. The practice of law is no different,
and as the writer acknowledges, “success in the legal
profession requires constant learning through research
and study”. The vast majority of the profession would no
doubt agree – while lawyers are required to complete
just 10 hours continuing professional development over
the CPD year, experience shows most lawyers complete
well in excess of this. For instance, in the 2018/19 year,
lawyers audited completed an average of 21.6 CPD
compliant hours.
The Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture also agrees that there is
value in “appropriately focused continuing professional
development (CPD). Lifelong learning is vitally important, [and that] remaining technically competent, up to
date, ethical, and engaged with colleagues lies at the
heart of professionalism.” However, it should clarify that
the CPD scheme has actually been purposefully designed
to ensure that learning is targeted at each individual
practitioner’s needs and is therefore providing worthwhile outcomes for the investment that has been made.
It is also worth stating that, in line with the principles
of andragogy, the current CPD model allows for variety
and choice so that lawyers can meet their needs in the
way that best suits them.
Ultimately, however, each lawyer is responsible for
choosing a learning activity that is right for them. If
they do so, this will help them to improve their practice
and develop themselves as legal practitioners. This could
include skills such as oral and written communication
skills, practice management skills, leadership skills,
presentation skills, or knowledge and understanding of
the law. If a lawyer felt they needed to develop their time
management or organisational skills, they could include
these skills as learning needs in their CPDPR. Activities
needn’t incur a cost. Lawyers may be able to count writing, teaching, one-to-one coaching or mentoring, being a
facilitator or participant in a study group, or preparing as
a lead and presenting submissions on proposed reforms
of the law or of legal processes and procedures.
It should also be noted that one of the cornerstones
of our CPD scheme, and arguably its most important
36

feature, is reflective practice. Reflection begins when
lawyers develop their learning needs through consideration of their previous year’s plan and record, their
strengths and weaknesses, career goals, and development of knowledge and skills. As they attend activities
and fill those needs, they reflect on how their targeted
learning has allowed them to do so, how they might
apply their newly learned knowledge or skills in the
workplace and the next steps they might take. Lawyers
are encouraged to revise their CPD plan throughout the
year so that they understand their progress and next
steps. Development is a process and is not meant to be
addressed once a year in March.
Again, the Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture welcomes feedback from the profession, both positive and negative.
This is certainly the case in terms of the CPD regime. In
next month’s LawTalk, which coincides with the start
of a new CPD year, the Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture will
expand on the planning aspect of a CPDPR with some
tips and tricks for helping you to get the most out of
your CPD investment. ▪
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Continuing Professional
Development
Achieving more by thinking outside the square
BY ROS
MORSHEAD
work and practising effectively on
a day-to-day basis.
It’s that time in the law calendar we all dread: the end of
the Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) year, and
the next rolling over the horizon.
Continual development of our
careers and ourselves as professionRos Morshead
als is important. Equally as important is serious consideration of the
time, energy and cost expended on
CPD and what measurable outcome will be achieved.
We are lucky to have several main industry providers
offering accessible and relevant CPD programmes and
topics. We are also extremely lucky to have people
give up their time to share and contribute content as
well as presenting many of the programmes. But as a
profession we’re traditionally taught ‘the law’, and our
CPD provider-focus largely follows suit, year in, year out.
My view is that what we’re NOT taught right from law
school is that we are, in fact, each our own ‘business
unit’ – whether we work for a firm or for ourselves, no
matter what stage in our careers, or what type of law
we practice. It’s also my observation that there’s not a
lot out there of readily available CPD options to help us
with those critical business and soft skills either. The
point of this article is to introduce some ideas as to the
wealth of alternative, affordable (and sometimes FREE!)
CPD business and soft skills avenues out there, both
nationally and internationally, offering topics worthy
of a place in any lawyer’s CPD plan.

That’s all nice and fluffy, but doesn’t my
CPD plan have to actually be law based?
Definitely not. And nor do we need to limit ourselves
to our own shores or the main industry providers. A
personal CPD plan can be many things, so long as it’s
relevant to a lawyer and their practice. In my view an
ideal CPD plan should be balanced between a mix of relevant black letter law topics, industry updates, business
or practice management, upskilling, self-improvement,
etc – all learning and skills that translate back to our

So, what other kinds
of CPD avenues
are out there?
A lot, if you know where to start
looking. And for those whose eyes
water at the annual CPD planning
budget and time away from the
office (not to mention additional
costs such as travel and accommodation in some instances), there’s
also quite a few options out there
to mix it up for FREE!
Now that I have your attention
with mention of the word FREE, let’s
look at some examples:
The Office of the Privacy
Commission’s website. They
offer several free online Privacy Act
training modules such as: Privacy
101, Implementing Privacy Policy
and Privacy and Employment.
Who knew? Yes, I’ve completed a
couple of the modules, yes I learned
a lot I (scarily) didn’t know or hadn’t
thought about before, and yes a
certificate is sent on completion.
I believe a couple of the modules
are, in fact, a must for everybody
in any law firm.
The Open University based out
of the UK operates in partnership
with a number of worldwide
universities and other education
institutions that offer more free,
credible interactive online courses
than one can poke a stick at. Their
‘Money and Business’ topics can be
started at any time, are an average
of 2-9 hours per course across a
wide variety of topics covering
everything from stepping up to

leadership, ethics, working with
diversity, working with teams,
strategic management, planning,
project management, collaboration,
communication, developing trust in
work relationships, working with
the voluntary sector and more. Yes,
I’ve done a couple of OU free online
short courses as CPD in the past,
yes they were easily accessible and
interactive, yes I thought the content was relevant and useful to my
practice, yes I learned a lot, and yes
a certificate is sent on completion.
Everyone benefits from learning
and understanding even the basics
of Te Reo and Te Ao Māori. There’s
a raft of free online programmes
available at a variety of different
skill levels, and it’s amazing how
many instances can be found to
use this knowledge in daily practice
once learned. I have no shame in
saying that my office regularly refers
to a handy sheet to check macrons,
spelling and context for correspondence greetings, sign offs and other
key words. There’s also several supporting mobile language apps such
as ‘Aki’ developed by the University
of Otago (free), and another costing only a few dollars called ‘Te
Pūmanawa’ – likely more options
available if you google. I undertook
a free partially online course with
Te Wānanga o Aotearoa several
years ago and found it inclusive
and enlightening. Not once did I
feel stupid or uncomfortable, in
fact I found all the tutors and other
students really happy to help and
share their knowledge.
Feeling a bit behind in your
Word, Excel or computing skills?
37
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Many local polytechnics and sometimes even your local Chamber
of Commerce offer short free or
low-cost courses on word, excel
and so on. Another option is the
university partnership known as
the ‘TANZ E-Campus’ which offers
online NCEA-level programmes at
low cost – about $200 – covering
Microsoft Office Suite among other
computing topics, undertaken
across a number of weeks.

Looking further afield …
Australia and America are both
good places to look for a broad
range of short and relevant CPD
options offering interesting depth
and a different perspective. While
Australian law societies will likely
have lots of accessible CPD topics
too, I discovered their CPD-provider
marketplace has other professional
providers offering lots of professional services training-type programmes aimed at lawyers, doctors,
accountants and so on.
For example, last year I attended
a full day professional services
marketing seminar in Sydney as
part of the business development
portion of my CPD plan. The seminar
cost about NZ$300 including catering and cheap return flights from
Auckland, and they’d negotiated
a nice hotel room discount at the
CBD seminar venue too. I was able
to implement several ideas and tips
from the dynamic array of speakers
immediately into my practice, and
consequently recouped the entire
outlay within about three days of
my return, and then some. One of
the best CPD returns on investment
in a long time in my view.
Further afield in the US, their
bar associations open the proverbial door to an enormous range of
dynamic and relevant webinars,
workshops and seminars at surprisingly low comparable cost – even at
non-member prices, and even if you
decide to take time out and grab a
direct flight and a couple of days
away for a full seminar or workshop
to focus on you and the business of
38
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being a lawyer or managing your
firm. And before judging on the
lofty suggestion that all lawyers can
just flit off on overseas CPD jollies,
perhaps pause and take a moment
to consider what you actually
achieved from the CPD you did last
year, and the year before that. If you
can honestly say it was worth it and
you got measurable return on your
time and investment, then great.
If you can’t even remember what
you did or learned and are simply
coughing out time and money to tick
the compliance box, perhaps it’s time
to look at doing things differently.
In terms of what’s available in
the US CPD market that might be
valuable additions to your CPD
plan, here’s just a few engaging and
interesting topic examples I found
to whet your appetite:

San Francisco Bar Association –
1 hour live and on-demand
webinars costing US$50-110
• Religious Considerations in Estate
Planning.
• Mitigating the Impact of
Unconscious Bias.
• Fearless Female Firm Founders:
Insights for every attorney about
decreasing bias and increasing the
bottom line.
• Solving the Part-Time Puzzle with
Balanced Hours.
• Successfully Ensuring your Firm’s
Business Continuity in Case of
Emergencies.
• Building Your Legal Empire –
Knowing how and when to add
people to your practice.

Illinois State Bar Association –
short webinars and in
person seminars
• How to Build (and keep) a Great
Support Team in Your Law
Firm – 1 hr webinar, US$50.
• L o s t Yo u r ( C o m ) P a s s i o n ?
The What, How and Why of
Compassion Fatigue (live webinar
scheduled for April 2020).
• Reaching the Summit: Practice
management tips to elevate your
firm.

American Bar Association – 1
hour live and on-demand
webinars costing around
USD$100-$195
I personally found the ABA website difficult to navigate, but they
do offer a broad range of webinars
covering diversity, inclusion, ethics,
and general wellbeing among other
business and law topics.
• Do Unicorns Exist? The Paperless
Office – establishing, management, retention, security (this
one is only about US$50).
• Preparing Your Practice for Sale –
Practice Management Tools That
Make a Successful Succession
Plan.
• The Elephant in The Room:
Addressing Mental Health of Legal
Professionals.
• Elder Abuse: How to recognise it
and how to respond.
• Career Development Series:
Key Strategies for Coping with
Depression and Maintaining
Wellness.
• Be Culturally Competent: Training
on Competency re: LGBTQ clients
and colleagues.
The examples in this article are just
a small taste of other CPD avenues
available to achieve more out of the
time and money invested in CPD
planning and execution. What firm
or industry body doesn’t want their
people more well-rounded by being
up to date on Privacy Act fundamentals, learning or improving in Te Reo,
business development, focusing on
wellbeing, forging better working
relationships, or concepts of diversity
and bias? None, that’s who, so don’t
be afraid to look outside the square
and consider adding in something
different to mix it up a little. While
it’s up to the individual to ensure that
any training they choose to undertake is CPD compliant, hopefully
this article offers some useful food
for thought. ▪
Ros Morshead  ros@lawboxco.nz
is a Director at Tauranga/Rotorua
law firm Law Box.
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International
women judges
conference in
Auckland
BY JUSTICE SUSAN GLAZEBROOK AND
JUDGE MARY O’DWYER

global perspective on human rights and development;
Baroness Helena Kennedy QC on gender equality and
the experiences of women in the justice system; and
Baroness Brenda Hale, the recently retired President
of the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom, on her
inspirational career.
Beyond the keynote speakers, there are judicial
and legal speakers from around the globe, with Chief
Justices or Supreme Court judges from Canada, Ethiopia,
Mexico, New Zealand, Nigeria, Peru and South Africa.
There are also speakers from Bangladesh, Chile, Estonia,
Greece, Kenya, Pakistan, the Philippines, Syria, Tanzania,
Ukraine, Yemen, and other countries. Attending this
kind of gathering of legal leaders is a once in a career
opportunity in New Zealand.

Legal profession welcome
On 7-10 May this year in Auckland
the International Association of
Women Judges (IAWJ) is holding its
biennial conference, with a line-up
of impressive speakers with a vast
range of experience. Hosted by the
New Zealand Association of Women
Justice Susan
Judges (NZAWJ), the theme of this
Glazebrook
year’s conference is “Celebrating
Diversity’’. The IAWJ is a charitable
organisation dedicated to the protection and promotion of human
rights and in particular those of
women and girls and has over 6,000
members from over 110 countries,
at all levels of the court hierarchy.
The biennial conference is a core
Judge Mary
part of how the IAWJ achieves
O’Dwyer
its mission of a global connected
network of women judges upholding the rule of law
and delivering justice for everyone. It is one of the main
ways the IAWJ promotes best practice in the wide range
of countries it connects. At the conference around 90
female judges will present on three sub-streams: indigenous issues, human rights, and diversity in the courts,
and hundreds of other judges will be in attendance.

Keynote speakers
Some major names will be there as keynote speakers,
supported in each plenary session by a panel of other
judges from around the world sharing their perspective and experience on the topic. The keynote speakers
include Professor Larissa Behrendt speaking on the
empowerment of indigenous women; Professor James
Hathaway, an expert on international refugee law; Mary
Robinson, co-founder of a global climate justice foundation and former President of Ireland; Helen Clark with a

While the primary audience of the conference is international women judges, the IAWJ welcomes delegates of all
genders from the legal profession. The conference covers
many subjects topical in New Zealand and the world
today. It will highlight indigenous issues, including in
the criminal justice system and the effect of colonisation
on societies. It will cover climate change and its effect
on the vulnerable. Also covered will be access to justice,
legal aid and judges as agents of change (including in
relation to the #metoo movement). Other topics include
alternatives to prisons and how traditionally marginalised people can be better protected in prisons, legal
hurdles facing LGBTQI people, diversity and disability.
Substantive criminal law subjects that will be covered
include sexual violence against children and family
violence. New Zealand lawyers are able to get CPD
points for their attendance.
The conference begins with a pōwhiri on the afternoon
of Thursday 7 May and runs through to the afternoon of
Sunday 10 May, based at the Cordis Hotel in Auckland. It
includes an opening cocktail function and a gala dinner,
providing an opportunity for attendees to meet each
other and benefit from sharing their experiences. The
full conference (Thursday-Sunday inclusive) cost for
non-judges is $1,970. There is a reduced cost of $895
for attendance by young lawyers/academics/students
(which excludes the social functions) or $1,620 for
weekend-only attendance by New Zealand lawyers
(Saturday and Sunday, including the gala dinner on
the Saturday night).

Registration
Register now and find out more information at www.
iawj2020auckland.com ▪
Justice Susan Glazebrook is a member of the Supreme
Court and President-Elect of the IAWJ. District Court
Judge Mary O’Dwyer is President of the NZAWJ.
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Trending out
Should you plan for open-plan?
BY JAMIE
DOBSON
Despite scholarship, studies and surveys on the impact of
open-plan office space designs repeatedly pointing towards
risks to wellbeing, the drift towards working in open, agile
environments continues.

The best office in the world, as
voted at the 2019 World Architecture
Festival, is new Auckland building B:HIVE designed by BVN in
association with JASMAX. It is the
largest leasable, co-working office in
Australasia.
“It is a research-based exemplary
example of a sustainable and flexible
workspace. A great building where
the needs of the users informs the
architecture and not vice-versa,” said
the WAF 2019 judges of the structure.
It employs human-centred design
to foster a sense of community by
making the office multi-functional
yet attractive, with adaptable furniture, state of the art technology,
as well as utilising modular and
adaptable desk options. Greenery
in the light-filled atrium makes you
want to explore intricacies of the five
cascading floors above. Further, a
holistic interpretation of wellbeing
involves work/life balance options,
including a range of health and
mindfulness activity classes and a
food hall hosting business and community activities.
It’s pushing beyond the expectation that an office should merely
conform to modern open-plan
concepts, in turn standing up to the
argument from research that these
designs consistently impinge upon

the mental health and wellbeing of
those who work in such spaces.
So why has office design persevered with open-plan when it faces
criticism at every intersection? To
attempt an answer, we should chart
the historic approaches to wellbeing
that office design has taken and
the subsequent critical lens which
research tends to place over this
practice.

Legal workplaces
Legal workplaces come in many
shapes and forms and vary by
type of law or needs and goals of a
practice. Sole practices are likely to
have closed-off spaces as do barristers chambers. In-house lawyers
may operate in open-plan settings,
depending on the size of the organisation. Open-plan design concepts
include shared desking arrangements,
collaborative and/or quiet spaces,
utilising tech to make work spaces
adaptable, maximising flexibility or
planning for spaceless growth.
New Zealand architecture firm
Warren and Mahoney has recently
completed a number of fitouts for
New Zealand legal workplaces and
notes that: “designing a workplace
is not a one-size-fits-all approach.
To ensure an optimal design is
realised, you must first have a deep
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understanding of the organisation’s
strategic objectives, the people
and culture and the clients that an
organisation represents.”

Arguments on open-plan
design for workplaces
Research on open-plan design
focuses on the physical detriments
to the health of workers. Early
judgements on large ‘bullpen’ spaces
organised for clerical work – where
desks are either in rows or series
of cubicles – criticised the ease at
which noise carried and caused
distraction.
As a 2018 AUT study on a large
law firm’s 14-month transition to
an open-plan environment noted,
noise distraction remains an issue
(RL Morrison and RK Smollan, “Open
plan office space? If you’re going to
do it, do it right: A 14-month longitudinal case study”). However, it can
be amended by designating quiet
42

Post-Second
World War
European
social
democracy
provided an
economic
setting to
experiment
with new ideas
of office work

spaces and separating them from where meetings and
other collaborations happen. Noise carrying across an
office has been found to be a major factor in decreasing
productivity. But does achieving the optimum productivity leave you fulfilled — or rather, merely satisfied?
The introduction of ‘landscaping’ offices in the 1950s
began offering contemporary solutions to noise control.
Post-Second World War European social democracy
provided an economic setting to experiment with
new ideas of office work. Large-scale reconstruction
of European cities meant offices could be built out, as
opposed to up. More floor space meant desks could be
arranged with less uniformity by breaking up space with
indoor greenery and curved screens, rather than walls or
partitions. Alternatively-styled furniture began to mark
formal and informal settings to shape interactions, in
turn controlling volume across a space.
Despite these innovations in controlling noise,
research has found that open-plan design often fails
to encourage collaborations. In fact, the opposite can
occur. Authors of the Harvard Business Review paper,
“The truth about open offices” found that face-to-face
interaction can drop by 70% in open offices.
In 2017, the New Zealand Medical Journal highlighted
two key motivations identified for designing open-plan
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B:HIVE designed by JASMAX.
Photos sourced from Smales
Farm marketing manager
◀

offices: cost-effectiveness and
the new way to communicate
power and hierarchy to encourage
increased socialisation. At the very
least an open workspace might only
give the impression of a collaborative environment. Socialisation in
work depends on the less visible
anatomy, like culture, and individual’s understanding of their hierarchy
and collective vision. Workplace
policies should also be incorporated
into a design or planning phase of an
office to bring workers’ expectations
together on how to collaborate in a
planned office.

Planning positive, open
legal workplaces
Warren and Mahoney note that
knowledge is a core resource of
any legal practice, while at the same
time confidentiality and privacy
are crucial aspects to delivering
legal services. This undoubtedly

affects staff capacity to deal with
collaboration. One solution is to
incorporate zoning for effective
separation of open spaces, allowing
staff to work together based on their
varying needs. Maintaining this in
an open space still invites visibility
of leadership which is important for
junior staff. It can offer learning
and growth opportunities rather
than create barriers to them, which
may also make new staff feel more
at home.
Some survey respondents of
the AUT law firm’s longitudinal
research brought up the feeling of
being watched in their new openplan office. The study’s author,
Rachel Morrison, said the fact that
those respondents were all women
resonated more with the idea that
women are socialised from birth
to believe they are being looked at.
Furthermore, some respondents who
felt watched said it was good for their
productivity as they were forced not
to stray off task, where others did
not enjoy the ‘fishbowl’ impression,
feeling their performance was comparable to their colleagues.
Much of this speaks to what workplace behaviours should be encouraged and promoted. Talking about
regular breaks, openly encouraging
working flexibly where possible
and even organising team-building
events outside of work helps arrest
discourse that you must be present
in the office to perform work or even
be approachable.
As for cost, Warren and Mahoney
agree that planning an open office

space can save up to 15% in real
estate, but that doesn’t come without also planning for things such as
how an organisation will grow. This
comes back to assessing the strategy
and goals an organisation wants
to achieve. For example, building
in flexible working policies helps
plan for in-space growth, allowing
to fit more people within existing
limitations of space, while aiming to
improve existing staff ’s relationship
with their workplace.
The New Zealand Medical Journal
noted “where the decision to introduce shared or open-plan work
environments is made, it should
be acknowledged that this is a costbased decision rather than an initiative to improve working conditions
or productivity … little evidence for
such benefits exists.” This overlooks
the holistic approach to wellbeing
leading office designs such as the
B:HIVE are taking, as well as the
limited impact a physical space can
have on a holistic sense of wellness.
Past research has only hinted at the
need for office space to be designed
in tandem with workplace culture
and strategy.
The most justified grievance from
the New Zealand-based research
was that if staff are not consulted
thoroughly throughout the planning
and design process, the end product
would not work for them.
Open office designs of the future
will be about placemaking as it is
people who make an office space
a workplace. Therefore, planning
open workplaces must include staff
input to be successful. But it also
pays to be realistic about what can
change to tailor for your business
when planning a change in physical
environment. ▪

Have you got a legal workspace you are proud of?
We’d love to help spread the word about the different space solutions in use by the legal profession. You could write us something
on how this came about and how it all works, or you could contact
us and we will be happy to prepare an article. Contact editor@
lawsociety.org.nz.
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Lawyers’
attire
Is being stylish
still trendy?
BY CRAIG
STEPHEN

Back in March 2017, L aw T alk
published an article entitled
“Dressing for Success”, in which
various interviewees espoused their
views on dressing well for interviews
and furthering a legal career.
But do lawyers still dress
extremely smartly or has there
been a general slackening in attire,
a case of ‘dress down Friday’ being
extended to the rest of the week?
We asked a few people in the
profession for their thoughts on
modern day styles, and whether it
matters to clients and fellow legal
professionals.

Uncertainty about
what to expect
Richard Fletcher, of Woods Fletcher
in Wellington and a hat aficionado –
even travelling to Ecuador to acquire
some Panama hats – believes lawyers’ attire has changed over the
past decade or so.
“When I initially practised in
the 90s, the court lawyers had a
particular standard and the other
male lawyers would have a jacket
and tie. Nowadays they may lose the
tie. What I say to my students is that
it’s partly about respect for your clients and your colleagues. A question
I ask is ‘how would you dress if you
were dealing with someone and you
wanted them to respect you?’ It’s
partly uniform and it’s partly about
presenting yourself well.
44

“What I do find quite sad is that
someone said to me ‘I object to
wearing a tie’. Well, if you’re going
to be a lawyer you’re going to have
to wear a tie in court, that’s just one
of the rules.
“I teach at the College of Law and
I find that students are unsure as to
what standard of dress might apply
when they join the profession,” he
says.
“For doing assessments, for example, the College of Law says business
attire; but what is business attire?
I think it is court attire. I like to
think you’d wear a tie and a suit for
men, and women equivalent dress
as well. So, that’s the standard but
I’m not going to die in a ditch over it
because some people literally don’t
have those items.”
Asked if ‘dress-down Friday’ is
extending to the rest of the week, Mr
Fletcher says it is and he is unsure of
whether “it is a terribly good thing”.
“If I’m dealing with clients, even
on a Friday, I’ll wear a jacket and tie,
and I enjoy wearing ties.
“We do need to think about how
we present ourselves to our clients
and to the world, it’s part of who
we are. People expect a certain
standard. And it inspires a lot of
confidence.”

‘Less rules and codes’
“For lawyers who regularly appear
in court it seems that everyone has
court appropriate attire on, and
depending on your area of work,
ready to go to court in case clients
are arrested,” says a keen fashion
observer on Shortland Street who
wanted to remain anonymous.
“Choice of attire often depends
on the lawyer’s practice area, the
clients’ business or organisation
type, in-house versus law firm/practice, cultural preferences, religious
views, age/stage of career, time of
year, personal preference, and there
also appears to be some regional
differences,” she says.
“Women lawyers overall appear
to dress less corporately than they

used to but suits and suit/formal
jackets are often worn. Trouser
suits are viewed as fashionable or
sartorially savvy right now, but so
is more relaxed clothing, including
more nostalgic vintage trends
with a modern edge, sometimes
extroverted, less conforming – the
opposite of corporate dress.
“And young male lawyers often
wear very modern looking suits and
dress very formally.
“There is a much wider range of
attire being worn generally and it
seems there are less rules and codes.
From very casual to quite formal
attire across all age groups.”

Relaxation of standards
yes – and for the better
Janet Copeland, Law Society Te
Kāhui Ture Southland branch
President and Managing Partner
at Ashcroft Copeland Law in
Invercargill, says there have been
changes but that simply brings
the profession in line with societal
changes and expectations.
“I think attire has, in some
quarters, become more casual
but whether this undermines the
profession in the eyes of clients is
moot. In many respects we have,
through our personal presentation,
given the impression of being aloof,
unapproachable, unrelatable and
unaffordable.
“We have also given the impression of being so removed that we
struggle to understand people’s
businesses, issues or concerns. A
more casual approach to dress certainly goes some way to addressing
these perceived barriers.
“Against this context we must,
however, balance the need for
respectability and professionalism. A casual or sloppy approach
is inconsistent with our professional
obligations and standing, and so my
view is that a relaxing of professional presentation standards must
be measured and well considered.”
For Richard Fletcher, while attire
is important, self-confidence is also
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crucial.
“If you’re confident in yourself it probably doesn’t
matter, particularly for younger people it’s nice to have
a comfort zone which gives you a bit more confidence
in what you are doing. But you also want to dress comfortably while looking respectful.”

What the law firms expect
The large law firms usually provide guidance on their
view of what is and isn’t appropriate from the day
lawyers start.
The HR Director at MinterEllisonRuddWatts, Christine
Brotherton, notes that keeping in line with the dress code
policies of many of its clients, the firm has adapted its
dress policy to “dress for your professional day”.
“We have asked our people to consider the meetings and interactions they have each day and to dress
accordingly for those. Attendance and court and formal
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In many
respects we
have, through
our personal
presentation,
given the
impression of
being aloof,
unapproachable,
unrelatable and
unaffordable...
A more casual
approach to
dress certainly
goes some way
to addressing
these perceived
barriers

meetings/external meetings require
corporate business attire, while
internal meetings tend to be smart
or business casual.”
And the People Director for
Dentons Kensington Swan in
Wellington, Emma Gibbins, says
the firm is currently consulting
with staff on a new ‘dress for your
day’ policy.
She says the new policy proposes
moving from the current approach
of traditional ‘business dress’ to
include ‘business casual’.
Canterbury firm Saunders
Robinson Brown doesn’t officially
have casual Fridays, but says the
majority of employees dress as they
45
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Singh, has observed those standards being
maintained.
“If anything, the male lawyers now are
more sharply dressed than 10 or 15 or 20
years ago, which could be due to the accessibility of tailored suits. There would be less
difference in the dress standards between
male and female lawyers. There is definitely
a trend away from a pure black suit for
men. Blues and greys are very popular.”
Outside of court, Mr Singh sees some
lawyers in firms opting for no tie or no
tie/no jacket.
“This goes both ways. It probably breaks
down a barrier for some people to be able
to talk more freely with their lawyer and
see them as someone advising them not
instructing them. For others, the formality
gives them the air of authority that gives
the client confidence in the advice.”
Richard Fletcher suspects there has been
a loosening in standards in court, however.
“I have heard that some standards of
dress have slipped a little in the District
Court but I’m not sure why that is.
“But you are in a place that is formal and
your attire also helps your client a lot, in
how they deal with the process – they’ll
take it more seriously, I think.”

▴ Richard Fletcher, of Woods Fletcher in Wellington
and a hat aficionado

would on any other day of the week.
“However, some may dress a bit more relaxed – for
example, men may wear chinos rather than suit pants. Our
dress code is about our employees being able to express
themselves and using their own judgement for their client
base – both internal and external.”

Cost-effective smart dressing

Court
So surely court appearance hasn’t changed?
A New Zealand Law Society Te Kāhui Ture O Aotearoa
guide to appearing court states that the following attire
should be worn:
In the High Court, Court of Appeal and Supreme Court
that should be
• a dark (black, blue or dark grey) suit or skirt;
• white shirt or blouse;
• a tie for men;
• black shoes;
• dark socks or neutral/dark coloured pantyhose/stockings;
and
• a gown.
In the District Court, the guideline notes that “a more
individual style of dress is acceptable in the District Courts,
but the way you dress should still show respect for the
court.”
Branch President for Waikato-Bay of Plenty, Terry
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A casual
or sloppy
approach is
inconsistent
with our
professional
obligations and
standing, and
so my view is
that a relaxing
of professional
presentation
standards must
be measured
and well
considered

Mr Fletcher, who on the day of our interview was looking very dapper in a threepiece suit bought for $30 from an op shop,
notes that there are bargains for those who
look around.
“I’ve picked up a couple of nice shirts
with the wrapping on in op shops. People
often put things in op shops that they’ve
bought but immediately found they don’t
fit, don’t suit them or wear for a season
before offloading them.”
Cost may dictate a practitioner’s attire.
One lawyer noted that a corporate style
wardrobe can be expensive to purchase
and maintain and may not anyway suit
the legal environment a person works in.
And Mr Fletcher also notes you shouldn’t
over-dress. “You don’t want to dress better
than your boss.” ▪
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The new ADLSREINZ agreement
Part 1
BY THOMAS
GIBBONS
Introduction
Any change to the ADLS-REINZ Agreement
for Sale and Purchase of Real Estate is
usually something to suffer rather than
savour. Hard work on understanding the
changes is ahead.
The agreement, now in its 10th edition, is
in some ways a thing of beauty: a standard
form that does its job so well that: (a) it’s
used a lot, and (b) unlike web-based terms,
is actually read sometimes. In other ways,
it is an endless compromise, a ‘one size fits
all’ document that is designed to meet the
sometimes conflicting objectives of real
estate agents and lawyers, which consistently requires tailoring, and which of
course is always in need of improvement,
incremental or otherwise.
Then – then – when agents, property
lawyers, and legal executives have fulfilled
their roles, their work is, on occasion,
picked apart by litigators and judges, for
whom client expedience is less of a necessity, and for whom hindsight produces
liturgical wisdom. And also, sometimes,
a need for a rewrite of the agreement.
This then requires those agents, property
lawyers, and legal executives to review and
understand oft-significant changes.
With these editorial comments in mind,
this series of articles considers the 10th
edition of the ADLS-REINZ Agreement
for Sale and Purchase of Real Estate, with
a focus less on the changes themselves,
than on what they mean for property
lawyers in practice. A further remark: I am
not part of the committee that revised the
agreement, I don’t know (or envy) their
internal debates, and overall I think they
have done an excellent job.

Page One
The new cover page looks reasonably similar. There is a
new reference to a toxicology report – discussed below.
Reference to standard conditions around finance and a
builder’s report remains. Two or three comments can be
made here:
• First, it’s worth noting that the builder report condition
Thomas
gets changed by agents so often, it might have been
Gibbons
worth considering options for this condition. I rarely
see the builder report condition in unaltered form.
• Second, it might have been worth moving one of the
‘warnings’ on the back page to here. Something like:
‘Warning: conditions may not allow you to exit the
agreement. Talk to your lawyer before signing!’. The
number of clients who still believe a finance condition
will allow a general right of exit is astonishing.
• Third, it is worth asking whether a
standard ‘solicitor approval’ condition
should have been added. (I can hear the
grumbles already … there is no standard
solicitor approval condition, but instead
a range of clauses; solicitor approval isn’t
The agreement,
a right of exit anyway, and so on.)
now in its
My own view is that given the increasing
10th edition,
responsibility put on solicitors through
is in some
the conveyancing process, we have almost
ways a thing
reached a situation where a prudent
of beauty... In
solicitor could use a solicitor approval
other ways, it
condition to say ‘I want a broader due
is an endless
diligence condition added’, at least in the
compromise,
context of residential property. A prudent
a ‘one size fits
solicitor reviewing an agreement prior to
all’ document
signing would almost certainly seek this,
that is designed
so why should the position change after
to meet the
signing? I acknowledge that the case law
sometimes
on solicitor approval clauses takes a much
conflicting
narrower approach, but in light of modern
objectives of
conveyancing, my view is that it is desirareal estate
ble to revisit this case law, to recognise that
agents and
solicitors accept significant risk in property
lawyers
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transactions, and that the scope of
their role is increasingly seen as
advisory rather than transactional.
Of course, the notion of ‘legal
executive’s approval’ might be the
next step in our conveyancing maturity. Or perhaps we need an umbrella
term to cover all those – property
lawyers, legal executives, licensed
conveyancers – who are involved
in the process: ‘legal professional’
is one colleague’s suggestion.
Some information – for example
on tenancies – has been shifted to
schedules.

Page Two
Page two is occupied by an increasing number of definitions. Many of
the changes are designed around
legislative consistency – for example, with the Unit Titles Act 2010,
the bright-line rules in the Income
Tax Act 2007, the Building Act
2004, and the Goods and Services
Tax Act 1985. (Not to mention the
Overseas Investment Act 2005, the
Tax Administration Act 1994, the
48
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Local Government Act 2002, the
Resource Management Act 1991,
and, of course, the Land Transfer
Act 2017.)
Some of these changes are
designed to reflect amendments
to these other Acts – perhaps most
obviously, the Land Transfer Act
2017. What this highlights, of course,
is the many complex statutes that
property lawyers and legal executives must deal with on a day-to-day
basis.
There are some interesting new
definitions – the terms “leases” and
“proceedings” have been cast in a
more expansive manner which will
help avoid them needing to be redefined by over-eager legal drafters
(clauses 1.1(15) and (21)).
Of further interest is the definition of “title”, which “includes where
appropriate a record of title” under
the LTA 2017 (clause 1.1(34), emphasis added). I would have thought
that a “title” would most naturally
be a record of title under the LTA
2017 – so perhaps my wording would

have been ‘“title” means a record of
title [under the LTA 2017] unless the
context requires otherwise”.

Page Three
Hoorah! Hazzah! No
more faxes!
The removal of provision for service
by fax is probably the most welcome
change in the 10th edition. Faxes are
old school – hardly anyone owns a
fax machine anymore – and many if
not most law firms send and receive
faxes through an email system.
Previously, an email was deemed
to be served when acknowledged;
now, an email is deemed served
when sent, as long as it is sent to
the email address notified on the
back page of the agreement, or to
another email address notified in
writing (clause 1.4(4)(c)).
To help avoid the issue of an email
being sent to an absent lawyer or
legal executive, McCaw Lewis has
set up a transactions@mccawlewis.
co.nz email account, for all condition
and settlement notices, with rules
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about how it is accessed and used.
So much is done by email; this
addition is long overdue. However,
it is also worth noting that clause
1.4(e) provides for service by “secure
web document exchange”. This kind
of portal is surely the next step for
21st century conveyancing. So much
is done by email, but email has its
own serious limitations, and webbased portals are the way of the
future.
In future, conveyancing will be
done almost entirely through web
portals. A written agreement may
exist to satisfy agents’ desired
sense of formality about property
transactions – and perhaps to keep
litigators happy – but any written
agreement will quickly be converted
into agreed data that is entered by
one party and confirmed by the
other.
Once the agreement terms
(individual terms and standard
terms) are entered into a portal and
confirmed by each party, much of
what property lawyers and legal
executives do will then happen
automatically – preparation of
rates requests and settlement
statements will be done by and
within the portal, and there will
be less need for undertakings with
blockchain-type technology ensuring that payments and Landonline
dealings occur interdependently
and contemporaneously once the
agreed data is within the portal. We
may like to have some deliberation
and inefficiency built into our systems, but increasingly technology
will minimise the role of people in
the conveyancing process.
Finally, in terms of what hasn’t
changed, it’s worth noting that a
lawyer’s working day apparently
still begins at 9am (clause 1.1(37)).
‘Not last time I looked,’ is all I can
say. ▪
Thomas Gibbons  Thomas.
gibbons@mccawlewis.co.nz is
a Director of McCaw Lewis. He
writes and presents extensively
on property law.

Appointment
and discharge of
trustees when
the Trusts Act
comes into force
BY RHONDA
POWELL

Some of the most wide-reaching changes to the
law brought by the Trusts Act 2019 (in force on 30
January 2021) are the new provisions on appointment
and discharge of trustees and vesting of trust property
(Part 5: ss 92-120). The new provisions are longer and
more prescriptive than the existing provisions in Part 4
of the Trustee Act 1956. Law firms will need to consider
their precedents in light of the new rules.

Rhonda
Powell

Who has the power to appoint
and remove trustees?
Specific provision is made in the Trusts Act for trustee
removal, trustee retirement, trustee replacement and
when a trustee has died.
In all cases, the first ‘port of call’ is the person nominated in the trust deed. If no one is nominated in
the trust deed, or the nominated person is unable or
unwilling to act, the remaining trustees have the power
of appointment and removal (s 92).
This should account for nearly all circumstances.
However, if there is no nominated person or remaining
trustee who is able or willing to act, then:
• the power to remove and replace a trustee may
be exercised by: a property manager of a trustee
appointed under the Protection of Personal and
Property Rights Act 1988 (PPPR Act); the attorney of
a trustee who has lost capacity, appointed under an
Enduring Power of Attorney; or the liquidator of a
corporate trustee;
• a retiring trustee may appoint a replacement;
• the executor or administrator of a trustee who has
died may appoint a replacement; and
• if it is difficult or impractical to replace a trustee
otherwise, the High Court may appoint a trustee.
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These new provisions are long-winded but do appear
to cover most instances in which a trustee would need
to be appointed or removed, minimising the need for
recourse to the court. One instance in which a court
application may be desirable is when there are issues
about the validity of previous trustee appointments
and it is in the interests of the beneficiaries to achieve
certainty.

How a trustee retires
A trustee who wishes to retire must be discharged in
writing either by the person authorised to remove trustees, or if not by the remaining trustees, or if this cannot
be achieved, by the retiring trustee and a replacement
trustee together (s 101). A trustee can only unilaterally
retire if any minimum number of trustees under the
trust deed would be met.
It follows that if the authorised person, or the other
trustees are either unable or unwilling to discharge the
trustee in writing, the trustee is not discharged until
they find a replacement.
It will be interesting to observe how these provisions
play out in the context of trusts where the trusteeships
are a matter of contention.

How a trustee is removed
A trustee may be removed by the service of notice upon
them (s 106). The notice itself will be immediately effective
to remove a trustee if they are subject to a property order
under ss 31-33 of the PPPR Act. In other cases, the document
takes effect 20 working days after the trustee receives the
notice, if they have not made an application for the decision
to remove them to be reviewed (s 107).
If the trustee cannot be located, then a statutory
declaration must be signed recording the decision
and the efforts to locate and contact the trustee. The
statutory declaration will amount to a document of
removal (s 108).
A trustee may apply to the court for an order preventing their removal (s 109). The application must be made
within 20 working days of the date the trustee receives
the notice of the decision to remove them.
The court may also make an order for removal if it is
difficult or impracticable to do so without the assistance
of the court (s 112).
Trustee removal will need to be dealt with carefully
in order to comply with these rules.

How trustee appointments
should be made
Appointments and replacements must be made in
writing (s 92).
If the appointment or replacement is taking place
under the power in the trust deed, then any limitations
specified in the empowering clause must be complied
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with (s 92(4)). For example, the trust deed may require
the consent of a particular person, or certain preconditions to be met, or formalities to be followed.
A person with the power to appoint or remove may
apply to the court for directions on exercise of power
(s 93). This could prove to be a helpful provision in cases
where there is dispute among the family members.
As is already the case with the exercise of powers
generally, the exercise of a power to appoint or remove
a trustee must be exercised honestly and in good faith
and for a proper purpose (s 94). A beneficiary may apply
to the court for review of an exercise of the power to
appoint and remove a trustee (s 95).

Vesting and divesting of trust property
One of the most helpful features of the new rules for
replacement of trustees may be the statutory mechanism
for vesting trust property in new trustees.
Currently, if a trustee loses capacity, it is usually possible to replace them using the broad power in s 43 of
the Trustee Act 1956. If the trust includes land, it is then

necessary to apply to the court for
a vesting order. This is to meet the
requirements of the Land Transfer
Act 2017 for the registration of land.
Under the Trusts Act, the execution of a document of appointment,
removal, or discharge divests the
trust property from the former
trustees and vests it in the new
trustees without any conveyance,
transfer, or assignment (s 116). In
other words, the trustee replacement documents suffice as “vesting
by statute” under s 90 of the Land
Transfer Act.
A court order appointing or
removing a trustee amounts to a
vesting order for the purposes of
s 89 of the Land Transfer Act. If a
court order is made, the statutory
declaration is not necessary.

Helpfully, trustees may complete
formal requirements necessary for
vesting and divesting on behalf of
a former trustee who loses capacity
(s 118).
The Trusts Act includes a specific
limitation of liability for any person
who registers, notifies or records
the transfer of property in accordance with these provisions, and a
requirement for the new trustees to
give the departing trustee a copy of
documents demonstrating that they
have been divested of the trust property. This must take place as soon
as possible after the registration is
complete (s 120).
This new procedure will be of
great practical interest and is likely
to save significant inconvenience
and expense.

Conclusion
Overall the new provisions are
comprehensive and should reduce
the need to apply to the High Court
in the future for non-contentious
replacements. At the same time new
mechanisms are put in place for
challenging the exercise of powers
of appointment and removal, which
may provide some interesting
case law over the next few years.
Lawyers drafting documents to
remove, retire, replace or appoint
trustees will need to pay careful
attention to detailed requirements
of the Trusts Act. ▪
Dr Rhonda Powell  www.
rhondapowell.co.nz is a
Christchurch barrister who specialises in trusts and estates.
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Family Protection Act
awards for adult children
The future of the percentagebased approach
BY KIMBERLY
LAWRENCE

Percentages have long dominated the approach
lawyers and judges take to assessing claims under the
Family Protection Act 1955. However, the recent case of
Carson v Lane [2019] NZHC 3259 squarely addressed the
limitations of such an approach, and in particular, whether
percentages should determine awards for adult children
claiming against an estate of $17 million.

Carson v Lane – the facts
David Wayde Carson (Wayde) died leaving an estate
worth $17 million derived from a Lotto win in 2009. After
bequests, his residuary estate of about $15 million was left
to the Carson Family Trust, a discretionary trust with a
range of beneficiaries. His four adult children, from whom
he was estranged, were discretionary beneficiaries of the
trust but were not otherwise included in his will. His six
grandchildren were discretionary and final beneficiaries of
the trust but also received no direct provision in the will.
The trustees of the Carson Family Trust were Wayde’s
niece and solicitors’ trustee company. A memorandum
of guidance explained that, for as long as possible,
Wayde wanted the trust assets to be held for research
and development of the Galloway breed of cattle. He
also wanted his wider family to benefit. On winding up
Wayde wanted the trustees to consider gifting some of
the trust assets to Lincoln University or a similar training
and research facility.
The trust essentially had two purposes: to further
Wayde’s interest in research and development of Galloway
cattle, and to provide for his wider family members. His
children and grandchildren were members of a large and
varied class of discretionary beneficiaries, and enjoyed no
preferential status. The children were, variously, in difficult
financial or personal circumstances. Their mother was alive
but they were unlikely to inherit from her.
The children and the grandchildren therefore made a
claim against the estate for further provision under the
Family Protection Act 1955.
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The competing
arguments
It was accepted that Wayde breached his moral duty by
failing to provide for his children directly in his will. The
question was how his failure should be remedied. The
children claimed that they should be awarded 20% of
the residuary estate each, or about $3 million per child.
The trustees of the trust said that the children should be
awarded $1 million each, and that any future needs could
be considered by the trustees. The main question was
whether a percentage-based approach should be used to
determine the awards to the children.

The history of the percentagebased approach
The modern approach to awards under the Family
Protection Act 1955 developed from the Court of Appeal
decisions in Williams v Aucutt [2000] 2 NZLR 479 (CA) and
Auckland City Mission v Brown [2002] 2 NZLR 650 (CA).
These cases established the following general principles:
a. When making awards under the Family Protection
Act, the court is not to be generous with a will-maker’s
property, beyond what is required to repair any breach
of moral duty;
b. Beyond what is required to provide for the proper
maintenance and support of those who are entitled to
it, testamentary freedom should prevail;
c. The court is not authorised to rewrite a will simply
because it is perceived as being unfair; and
d. A beneficiary is not required to justify the share which
has been left to them in a will.
In Williams v Aucutt, Blanchard J referred with disapproval
to the “expansive” view courts had been taking toward
rewriting wills in the 1980s and 1990s (at [68]). The claimant, who was comfortably situated, was awarded 10% of
her mother’s estate. Shortly thereafter the adult daughter
claimant in Auckland City Mission v Brown, who was neither
well off nor in financial need, was awarded $870,000, or
20% of her father’s estate.
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The Court of Appeal further emphasised
what it termed the “conservative approach”
in Henry v Henry [2007] NZCA 42. However,
despite its shortcomings, the trilogy of
cases has subsequently been used to justify
percentages being used as a kind of tariff in
estates of all sizes. A financially stable adult
child can often expect to receive 10-20% of
their parent’s estate (see the discussion in
Ormsby v Van Selm [2015] NZHC 2822 at [45],
then, for example, Prouse v Grieve & Tipene
[2016] NZFC 4970, Waine v Tigg [2018] NZHC
1976, Cousine v New Zealand Guardian Trust
Company Ltd [2019] NZFC 1318, and Scott v
Garnham [2020] NZFC 678).
In the recent case of Kinney v Pardington
[2019] NZHC 317, a needy child was
awarded 70% of her father’s estate. That
case sparked some commentary about
the possibility of higher awards under the
Family Protection Act than had previously
been understood to be available. However,
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a previous decision in the same litigation
indicated that:
a. Undisclosed assets had passed to the
deceased’s widow by survivorship;
b. The deceased’s sons had received significant benefits from the family trust;
c. The gross estate (from which significant
liabilities were still to be deducted) was
worth only $615,000; and
d. It was accepted that the claimant should
receive at least 50% of the estate.
The reference to 70% of the estate in that
case made some sense in light of the
fact that the residue had not been fully
ascertained. However, it illustrates the
dangers of taking a percentage award on
its face: the real question will often be “a
percentage of what?”.
Similarly, in the often-cited Moon v
Carlin (HC Auckland, CIV-2010-404-5496,
Woodhouse J, 23 February 2011), a group
of adult children received $150,000 each

or 75% of their father’s estate in total.
However, in that case, significant assets
were held in a trust of which the claimants were not beneficiaries. The award
amounted to only around a third of their
father’s total asset pool when the trust
assets were considered.
Percentages are therefore not overly
helpful when dealing with small estates,
or any situation where there are additional
assets held in trust or which otherwise
remain outside of the estate in question.
The question in the Carson case was
whether percentages should be applied to
determine the award in a very large estate.

The Carson decision
Justice Thomas considered that the arguments in favour of a percentage-based
approach – particularly where a higher
percentage was awarded – were most
compelling in small estates and estates
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where there were a number of disadvantaged claimants. She did not accept that
such an approach was appropriate in the
context of an estate worth $15 million,
and observed that a percentage-based
approach had previously been rejected in
an $11 million estate (Wightman v Public
Trust [2014] NZHC 3124). She found that
a percentage-based analysis can create a
misleading impression where, for example,
there are assets held in an inter vivos trust,
as there were in Moon v Carlin. She found
that “percentages should not be treated as
placing either a cap on awards, nor used
as a means to inflate an award in the case
of a large estate” (at [94]).
Instead of using percentages to determine the award to each of the children,
the court considered the factors relevant
to repairing the specific breach of moral
duty in the Carson case. The children argued
that the award should place them each
in a position where they could acquire
mortgage-free homes, attend to their health
needs, repay their debts, support themselves in future, and adequately recognise
Wayde’s neglect. The court found that while
Wayde’s lack of provision for the children
during his lifetime was relevant, the Family
Protection Act 1955 does not operate to
punish a deceased person for unacceptable
behaviour during their lifetime.
Ultimately, the court decided that
appropriate provision for the children was
$1.25 million each, and they would remain
discretionary beneficiaries of the Trust.
This sum was said to be “life changing”,
and was slightly more than the $1 million
each that the trustees had submitted was
appropriate.

The relevance of the trust
The trustees’ position was that more
limited provision could be made for the
children on the basis that they were discretionary beneficiaries of the trust, and
their interests would still be considered by
the trustees over the long term. The court
accepted that could be the case if the trust’s
only purpose was to provide for Wayde’s
family, but that particular trust was
likely to be administered in accordance
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with Wayde’s wishes, which were, first and foremost, to
focus on research and development of Galloway cattle. The
decision did, however, confirm the position as set out in
Flathaug v Weaver CA237/02, 13/05/03, that a discretionary
trust managed by independent trustees may, in the usual
course, constitute meaningful provision for the purposes
of assessing a claim under the Family Protection Act 1955.

The position of the grandchildren
Submissions were made on behalf of the grandchildren
but ultimately their claim was rejected. The judgment
traversed the history of grandchildren’s claims and noted
that following the enactment of the Family Protection
Amendment Act 1967, grandchildren could claim in more
expansive circumstances than simply when their parent
was unable to provide for them directly.
However, s 3(2) of the Family Protection Act 1955 provides
that the moral duty to provide for grandchildren will be
determined with regard to any provision made by the
will-maker (or the court) for the grandchild’s parents.
The court declined to make any further provision for the
grandchildren, saying that:
“Where both grandchildren and their parents are
claimants under the Act, and adequate provision can
be made for the proper maintenance and support of
all parent claimants, there should be some particular
circumstances identified before it would be appropriate to grant provision directly to the grandchildren.”
(at [103])
In the Carson case, there was nothing to suggest that the
grandchildren would not benefit as a result of provision
made for their parents. The court found that “[w]hile a
loving grandfather might well make some provision for
his grandchildren in his will, that does not mean he fails in
his moral duty toward them if he does not do so” (at [124]).
The grandchildren also, however, remained beneficiaries
of the trust.

Where to from here?
The Carson case may have wide-ranging implications.
Percentages are routinely used as a tariff or benchmark
for whether proper provision has been made for an adult
child, irrespective of the size of the estate. Percentages
can also constrain awards which are made out of smaller
estates. This decision may give judges more confidence
when awarding higher percentages to address the needs of
claimants against smaller estates, and lower percentages
when dealing with larger estates. It encourages a less artificial approach to awards under the Family Protection Act. ▪
Kimberly Lawrence  kimberly.lawrence@trustlaw.co.nz
is an Associate with Greg Kelly Law Ltd in Wellington.
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Update on posttermination problems
in franchising
BY DEIRDRE
WATSON

Post-termination obligations such as
restraint of trade clauses are a common
source of disharmony upon termination of
a franchise, especially where the termination follows a souring of the relationship,
where there are mutual allegations of
breach, and where all trust and confidence
between the parties has been lost.
Franchisees who have become embittered at their franchisor, who have lost
faith in the franchise and who are at risk
of losing their entire investment, will take
desperate measures as they look to push
the envelope in terms of their post-termination obligations. It is only human nature
that an embittered or disenchanted franchisee will look to find ways that they can
put to good use the skills and knowledge
they have acquired as a franchisee.
In my experience, franchisees often
underestimate the commercial factors
that drive a franchisor to take enforcement
action to ensure compliance with post-termination obligations, including restraint
of trade enforcement. Not only will a
franchisor regard breach of a restraint as
likely to diminish the value of the franchise
and harm its legitimate interests, it will
want to take action to ensure it sends a
message throughout the network to other
franchisees who might be contemplating
the same activity.
Cases I have reviewed in previous articles
(“Update on restraint of trade clauses in
franchising”, LawTalk 928, May 2019, pages
37-39; and “Enforcing restraint of trade
clauses in franchise agreement”, LawTalk 913,
December 2017, pages 27-29) show the court
to be very willing to grant interim injunctions
enforcing restraint of trade obligations.

Deirdre
Watson

In premises-based franchises (franchises where the
business is being operated from a commercial or retail
premises), it is important to franchisors on termination to
not only restrict competitive activity by way of enforcement of a restraint of trade clause but also to gain control
over the premises themselves or the way in which they
are used after termination. A post-termination problem
which not a lot of franchisors of premises-based franchises
give adequate thought to at the outset of the franchise is
what happens if they do not have an adequate contractual
mechanism to control what happens to either the premises
from which the franchise has been operating or the underlying business that has been operated by the franchisee.

Assignment of lease
Some franchise agreements will contain post-termination
obligations that require the franchisee to assign, upon
request, the lease of the premises to the franchisor. This
obligation still requires the consent of the landlord, which
the landlord might not be inclined to give, particularly if
the franchisee has been in arrears and the landlord no
longer has a favourable view of the franchise brand at
that location. A clause like this will not assist a franchisor
where there is no longer any lease in place but simply a
holding over arrangement, meaning there is nothing much
to assign anyway. In this regard, it is surprisingly common
to see leases for franchise businesses not renewed and
franchisees in occupation on a month by month holding
over arrangement. Complicating matters further are problems that arise when the landlord is an entity related to
the franchisee.
The spotlight was recently shone on this issue in
Foodstuffs North Island Ltd v Ravla Trading Ltd [2019] NZHC
2357.
The franchisee purchased the premises from which it
operated its Four Square franchise during the term of the
franchise agreement. The agreement contained a standard
restraint of trade provision and also a clause providing that
if the franchisee wished to sell the business, the franchisee
must first offer the business to Foodstuffs, the franchisor.
Following health problems of one of the directors of
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the franchisee (Mr Ravla), the franchisee approached the
franchisor with a proposal for the franchisor to agree a joint
termination, with Mrs Ravla to take over the running of the
business and to rebrand as a “corner dairy” or “superette”.
When the franchisor understandably refused to agree
to that proposal (pointing out that there was no ability
for the franchisee to terminate unilaterally), a period of
silence from the franchisee then ensued, during which
time, it was later discovered, the ownership of the premises
was transferred to the Ravla’s family trust. This change in
ownership was then disclosed to Foodstuffs who were also
informed that there was, in any event, no lease in place,
only a holding over position and that the trust would not
be granting a lease of or selling the premises to Foodstuffs.

High Court proceedings
The case came before the High Court as an interim
injunction application to restrain the respondents (which
included the family trust), amongst other things, from
taking any steps to transfer to any party the franchise
business or any interest or right of possession in respect
of the premises.
There was no allegation of breach or lack of good faith
against the franchisor, such as will sometimes typically
be advanced in franchising cases. Clearly, the franchisee’s
motive was purely one of self-interest.
In granting the injunction, and whilst making it clear
that no final views were being expressed, Ellis J was of
the view that it was seriously arguable that:
a. The franchisee’s intention to transfer its business to some
new entity was an anticipated breach of the agreement,
in that it was without Foodstuffs’ consent and without
first offering it to Foodstuffs.
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b. The franchisee’s transfer of the premises to the family
trust was for the purposes of avoiding its obligations
under the franchise agreement and the trust itself was
a sham in so far as the transfer of the premises was
concerned.
As to the balance of convenience, Ellis J was of the view
that there was little undue prejudice that might be suffered
by the respondents whereas, by contrast, Foodstuffs would
suffer damage to the goodwill of its brand and its goodwill
at the premises. Further, that damage would have a broader
deleterious effect on other Foodstuffs’ franchisees and on
the franchise system itself.
Foodstuffs no doubt pursued this application because it
identified that, without the ability to control or get access
to the premises (with which the goodwill and its brand
was associated), enforcing the restraint in and of itself
would be fairly pointless.
The case serves as a strong warning to franchisees and
their advisers that the court will be willing to see through
sham arrangements where they have as their outcome and
purpose the avoidance of contractual obligations under a
franchise agreement. Given that the costs of High Court
litigation are not normally within the ready grasp of most
franchisees, franchisees would be well advised to explore
other options before setting out to avoid contractual obligations under franchise agreement, particularly where
there is no fault or breach on the part of the franchisor. ▪
Deirdre Watson  deirdre.a.watson@xtra.co.nz is an
Auckland barrister, specialising in franchising. She lectures in franchise law at Auckland University, is a frequent
presenter and speaker on franchise topics, and is Vice
Chair of the Franchise Association of New Zealand.
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Principles of influence
Scarcity
BY PAUL
SILLS

Scarcity is a particularly relevant principle of
influence because it applies to our everyday lives, both
personally and professionally. Being aware of the effects
that the scarcity principle has on our thinking, and adopting strategies to successfully address such effects, is vital
to achieving our goals.
The scarcity principle refers to the imbalance between
our unlimited wants and our limited means. Scarce
resources such as time, skills and money force us to
make choices, which result in opportunity costs for every
decision we make.
Fascinated by the human mind, a behavioral economist
at Harvard University, Sendhil Mullainathan, investigated
scarcity as an economic principle in relation to human
interaction (Cara Feinberg “The Science of Scarcity” Harvard
Magazine, May-June 2015).
Mullainathan discovered that the effects of scarcity on
the brain are not limited to decisions regarding economics
but reach into in all aspects of our lives.
One of the catalysts for Mullainathan’s research was the
Second World War Minnesota University study on starvation (David Baker and Natacha Keramidas, “The Psychology
of Hunger” (2013) 44 APA 9 at 66).
In 1944, 26 male volunteers moved into
the university’s football stadium and
voluntarily ate to reduce their calories so
that researchers and relief workers could
develop methods for starvation recovery. This was known as the Minnesota
Starvation Experiment and lasted almost
a year. The first three months involved
eating a normal diet of 3,200 calories per
day, then six months of 1,570 calories per
day, followed by subsequent rehabilitation
periods of restricted and unrestricted
calorie intakes. The psychological and
physiological effects of starvation were
investigated.
The semi-starvation period produced the
most dramatic results in the experiment.
Aside from the physical appearance of
the men, decreases in strength and heart
rate, the psychological results were most

profound. Hunger consumed the subject’s
whole mindset. The men would dream of
food, talk and read about food and savour
the meals they were given during this time.
Some even discussed opening restaurants
or becoming farmers when the experiment
ended.
Paul Sills
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Three key questions
Nearly 70 years after the publication of
the findings, this experiment attracted
the attention of Professor Mullainathan.
To him, the findings demonstrated that
“scarcity had stolen more than flesh and
muscle – it had captured starving men’s
minds” (Sendhil Mullainathan, Eldar Shafir,
Scarcity: Why having too little means so much
(Henry Holt and Co. 2013) at 67).
Mullainathan honed-in on three key
questions in relation to scarcity and
human behaviour: what happens to our
thinking and decision-making when we
feel we have too little of something? Why
do people often make irrational decisions
when faced with scarcity? And finally, why
are there so few programmes and regimes
that take this into account?
To explore these questions, Mullainathan
teamed up with Eldar Shafir, professor of
psychology at Princeton University, and
their findings were presented in Scarcity.
Through their work, it was determined
that just as food had taken over the minds
of the Minnesota volunteers, scarcity
affects our mental capacities wherever it
occurs.
Essentially, the pair concluded that
regardless of whether it is food, time or
money that is absent, “scarcity captures the
mind” (Ibid at 14.) In other words, scarcity
is a mindset.
Mullainathan and Shafir concluded that
if our minds are focused on one particular thing, our ability to balance our other
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commitments, exercise self-control and
pay attention all suffer. Interestingly, the
pair liken our thinking in these situations
to that of a computer. Having multiple programmes open at once slows the computer
down, compromising its ability to be used
to the full extent of its ability. This is just
like the human brain. While we don’t lose
any of our skills, we instead lose the ability
to fully apply ourselves. The cost of this is a
lack of curiosity about outside issues and
an inability to imagine long term effects
and consequences.

Balancing work and life
It is often a struggle to balance our commitment to being a successful professional on
one hand with our personal commitment
to families, friendships and desire to be
positive and caring members of society.
Time is a commodity, and this often
forces us to make irrational decisions,
surrendering to immediate gratification.
Scarcity therefore shapes our behaviour as
it rearranges what is important to us at any
particular time. Although we have goals
and expectations, scarcity of resources
can force us to act in a way that tunnels
our thinking, which can result in actions
that would not have occurred if we had
unlimited resources. Therefore, we must
develop techniques to avoid the manipulative influence of scarcity.
Robert Cialdini proposes a two-stage
response to the pressures resulting from
the scarcity principle (Robert B Cialdini
Influence: The Psychology of Persuasion 284
SE 2 at 80):
Notice the signs of a “scarcity response”.
If you feel an increased heart rate or a general feeling of being “on edge,” then most
likely you are reacting emotionally. Taking
the time to realise you are overwhelmed
with the expectations upon you and the
subsequent scarce resources you have (ie,
time) is a beneficial first step in responding
to the effects of scarcity. Pausing to take a
few deep breaths is a good way to collect
your thoughts before proceeding.
Once you are in a cool headspace, work
out the driving force behind your actions.
Are you acting irrationally because of
limited time and/or money? Would you
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be acting differently if you had unlimited
resources? If yes – take the time to map
out a plan, including potential steps for a
way forward. This is a very effective way
of getting back on track in terms of your
goals and expectations. Writing out a plan
is a helpful way to visualize a clear way
forward. Given that the scarcity principle
distorts our thinking, putting our thoughts
on paper is a good way to ‘declutter’ our
minds.
Unfortunately, we will never have
enough of what we desire. We will forever
be overwhelmed with the pressures of the
scarcity principle unless we accept its realities and adopt strategies to successfully
balance life’s commitments. ▪
Paul Sills  paul.sills@paulsills.co.nz is
an Auckland barrister and mediator, specialising in commercial and civil litigation.
He is an AMINZ Mediation Panel member.
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Former police officer in
Norway now mentor to Kiwi
lawyers and their clients
BY NICK
BUTCHER

Auckland counsellor Maggie Cruz has
lived a life less ordinary.
Born in Norway, she started her career
training to be a police officer in the
Scandinavian country. She then left for
Hawaii to undertake further studies before
changing her focus to social work and
settling in New Zealand.
Her parents emigrated from the Cape
Verde Islands, a former Portuguese colony
located about 500km off the west coast
of Africa, in the 1970s. The move from the
tropics of Cape Verde to the mountainous
chill of Norway might seem extreme but
that was the nature of her father’s work.
“My father was a fisherman and would
work on boats all over the world. He met
my mother while he was staying in Italy
for a few days and they eventually decided
to move to Norway of all places,” Ms Cruz
says.
While she didn’t grow up in Cape Verde,
Ms Cruz is still drawn to her heritage and
has visited the islands. It’s a place she feels
a deep sense of connection to.
“I feel the most at home there, especially
in terms of a strong sense of identity and
belonging.”

From police to counsellor
Maggie Cruz had an early connection to
the law, having started her professional
career training as a police officer at an
academy in Norway. She was in what is
called KRIPOS, which in New Zealand
would be the equivalent of the CIB, and
her work was mostly within the serious
crime unit dealing with organised crime.
“I wanted to complement my role by

studying and decided on counselling social work. I moved
to Hawaii to get away from the cold, to learn more about
the local culture and to complete my masters at university.
While I was in Hawaii I worked in the district courts as
a court liaison and from there I made the decision to not
continue with the police. The police were really supportive
of my choice to study social work,” she says.
Ms Cruz moved to New Zealand in 2014 and has been
working in the violence intervention field since then. In
addition to court work and coaching, she works as an
independent contractor, which includes presenting on
issues related to family violence and child protection.

A stressful environment

The idea is for
me to be a
middle person
between the
lawyer and
the client,
particularly
when
they’re not
communicating
well and it’s
affecting the
best possible
outcome in a
case

Court can be a stressful environment, especially in the
family or criminal court environments, and understanding
that tense court process can be a challenge to deal with.
Maggie Cruz’s role as a court liaison coach involves using
her counselling techniques to work with lawyers and their
clients, to calm and manage any stress by building a mutual
understanding between a lawyer and client to enable a
stronger working relationship.
“The idea is for me to be a middle person between
the lawyer and the client, particularly when they’re not
communicating well and it’s affecting the best possible
outcome in a case.
“I came into this position after witnessing lawyers
explain important legal matters to clients in crisis. I
realised that the clients were sometimes not completely
understanding of what was being said to them. This weakens both the client’s wellbeing and the lawyer’s ability to
assist their client. My role is to ensure that clients who
are experiencing challenging times truly get the value of
their lawyer’s guidance, while communicating with the
lawyers about what the client might have failed to express
to them,” she says.
Her work also includes managing the emotional and
psychological impact of court proceedings on people. As
Ms Cruz points out, trauma can have a massive effect
on a person’s memory and their subsequent behaviour.
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between their
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end up chasing
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Work focused on lawyer
wellbeing too
While the work of Ms Cruz is focused on
being a mediator between the lawyer
and client, she also provides one-on-one
services to lawyers to help them manage
the often high level of stress and challenges associated with their court work
as advocates.
“Most of my legal clients initially come
and see me because there’s a disconnection
between their work and how they want to
live their lives. Some of them find the job
really taxing on their personal lives and
end up chasing an unsatisfactory sense
of happiness. Their initial goals tend to be
around having the coach create a solution
for them.”
But it doesn’t really work like that, as
she explains.
“Once they realise that getting to know
and understand themselves better can
radically improve their lives, things start
shifting for them. The way I assist my
clients is by being present and listening
to the patterns of their lives, especially
when it’s overly negative. Using strategic
exercises, I help them become more aware
of what always brings them down and how
to develop tools to change those habits,”
she says.

Fulfilling work one of the
keys to happiness
Maggie Cruz says one of her biggest fears
was to end up in a career that she was
not happy in. Thankfully she says, that’s
not the case.
“I wouldn’t want the dread of waking
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up every day to do the same thing. I think
a lot of people spend time doing things
they never wanted to because either other
people wanted them to do it or they fell
into something and got comfortable. I
have, since I was very young, been aware
of what I wanted to do, and I think that
automatically makes me feel fulfilled.
“I wanted to help people especially
because as a child, I witnessed a lot of
situations that made me curious about why
people do the things they do, mainly when
it’s negative things towards other people.
I always stayed true to that feeling of what
I wanted to do regardless of what others
had to say about it.”

Some lawyers can take
better care of themselves
Lawyers are often dealing with disturbing
facts when representing clients. Ms Cruz
says it is essential that lawyers look after
their wellbeing during this process. She has
experience dealing with some lawyers who
have not and it’s often a downward spiral.
“Some lawyers have been practising
law for a long time and come to realise
that unless you take care of yourself in
every possible way, you’re not going to
have enough resilience and flexibility in
the job or in life. Others keep going even
though they are miserable in their jobs
and take their resentment out on those
closest to them.
“We’re never going to be able to help
others or do our jobs if we ourselves don’t
feel fulfilled or content. You can only give
so much to the people around you until
you don’t have any more to give. This can
often start developing into health issues,
feeling low and disconnected and feeling
indifferent about life. It’s amazing what
some boundaries and knowing ourselves
better can do for our wellbeing,” she says.

No nut is so hard it
can’t be cracked
Lawyers are resilient and can be hard nuts
to crack, she says, and won’t easily admit
that they’re struggling in their professional
lives.
“In the beginning, they rarely connect
their dissatisfaction or burnout straight
away to their work. They know deep down
that the work might be the cause of their

constant lack of fulfilment, but by realising
that, they also know that something needs
to change. It tends to be a challenging
thing to face straight away, so I often first
encourage them to talk about other matters
in their lives that are not as pertinent to
begin with.”
Ms Cruz says coming to realise that
something you have invested a lot of time,
energy and money in might need a change
of strategy can create a lot of anxiety and
fear for a person.
“It is, of course, eventually unbearable
to ignore your feelings, particularly those
that are telling you that something needs
to change. Once someone is open to really
facing their true emotions about anything
in their lives, there’s no stopping them.
Some clients are not ready to really deal
with these things and tend to drop off
because it becomes too confronting. They
want things to change but are afraid of
what they’re going to realise about themselves along the way.”

Walking the talk
Becoming consumed by your work is something that can creep into anyone’s life, not
just a lawyer’s. And most of us rarely see
it coming or ignore the signs until it is too
late. Ms Cruz says she too has learned some
of these lessons the hard way.
“I used to think that I could do everything
and just automatically switch off when
I came home, but that never happened. I
would spend a lot of time and energy thinking about how else to help my clients, and
would spend hours on this at home.
“On the one hand I feel that I have heard
and experienced a range of things to the
point where nothing really surprises or
shocks me anymore. On the other hand,
there are certain things that I know can
be a trigger.
“It helps to remember that it’s not my
job to save the world and I’m no use to
anyone if I carry their stories in a way
that’s ineffective or too internalised. I also
focus a lot on having strong boundaries and
strongly believe that people can change
things for themselves.”
She says physical stimulation such as
CrossFit and Muay Thai (kick boxing) help
ease her mind when preparing for a new
work day. ▪
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What if we were trained
to help each other?
BY SARAH
TAYLOR

Our friend Tony Southall died on 9 September 2019.
He took his own life. I say ‘our’ friend because there were
hundreds of us at his funeral, and hundreds more in our
legal whanau who were deeply saddened by his death.
I interviewed Tony for this series (LawTalk 925, February
2019 pages 44-47) and we met up several times, usually
over a glass of wine, to talk about what more could be
done to support lawyers and create more mentally-healthy
workplaces. Tony was very keen on the idea of a ‘go-to’
organisation for lawyers to turn to in times of mental
distress. He was adamant that such a body needed to be
independent of the Law Society so that we could open up
about our issues on a confidential basis without fear of
stigmatisation or regulatory consequences.
The idea of such a body or programme – one that
stretches across a profession or sector, rather than being
housed within an individual workplace – is not new, but
there is nothing currently within the New Zealand legal
profession of this nature. We can learn from other countries
and industries.
In this article, I explore one such programme: PAN
NZ – the Peer Assistance Network established within the
New Zealand aviation industry to support pilots and air
traffic controllers. In a future article I’ll be writing about
Farmstrong – a nationwide wellbeing programme that
supports the farming community.

What is PAN NZ?
PAN NZ is a collegial mental health support programme for
the aviation industry. It is made up of a voluntary group
of pilots and air traffic controllers who have been trained
in the fields of occupational psychology, stress response,
substance abuse, performance failure, relationship resolution and suicide. These “volunteer peer workers” are
available 24/7, on a confidential basis, to support fellow
pilots and air traffic controllers in times of need.
I found out about PAN NZ from Herwin Bongers, an
airline pilot, who contacted me and the Law Society after
reading Tony’s obituary in the Dominion Post.
“The similarities with Tony calling for a go-to organisation for lawyers suffering mental distress and what
we’ve achieved for the New Zealand aviation industry is
striking,” said Herwin. “We’ve learned that the power of
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collegial connective empathy has an overwhelming effect
on establishing the trust quotient so important in building
an effective professional support network.”
Herwin kindly offered to share his lessons from the PAN
NZ programme with me.

Why was PAN NZ established?
Pilots and air traffic controllers need to operate at peak
performance but, like us, they’re human and vulnerable
to mental health issues. “In the past, pilots and air traffic
controllers held grave concerns about seeking help for
mental health issues,” said Herwin. “The shame and fear
of losing our medical certificates – and our very means to
earn a living – drove many to avoid seeking help. It was
considered a career-ending move.”
After a number of suicides in the industry, it became
apparent that the standard programme for help and
support wasn’t working. “Our biggest obstacle was the
reluctance to reach out when personal or professional
issues became overwhelming,” said Herwin. “The predominant attitude was to bury and hide the problem. Mental
health issues went untreated.”
Herwin and his peers wanted to establish an effective
support programme that was independent
of the regulator and trusted by those who
needed it. Qantas had a well-established
model of peer support network for pilots,
but Herwin and his colleagues wanted to
develop a programme that stretched across
The shame
companies and extended to air traffic conand fear of
trollers. PAN NZ was established in 2014.
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How is PAN NZ
different from EAP?
An Employee Assistance Programme (EAP)
is a counselling service often provided by
employer organisations for employees who
need help with work or personal problems
that may be affecting their wellbeing or
ability to work. I’ve talked to several people
who have used EAP, myself included, and
the common themes seem to be: “It can be
great, or awful, depending on who you get”.
And: “I’m sure they’re good counsellors
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but they just don’t ‘get it’. They don’t
understand what it’s like to have a busy
practice/tight deadlines/demanding clients/
challenging budgets ...”
The key difference between EAP and PAN
NZ is in talking to someone who shares
the same or similar job, has similar lived
experience, and who can genuinely empathise. Like EAP, PAN NZ is a confidential
service and while they’re not professional
counsellors, PAN volunteers are all welltrained to support those who contact them.
What if you could talk to a trained peer
who ‘gets it’? Lawyers could talk to lawyers, legal executives could talk to legal
executives, legal support crew could talk
to fellow legal support heroes.
Herwin says that research confirms that
talking to a peer as a first point of contact,
rather than talking to someone outside
the profession or industry, is much more
effective in helping people.

But these people aren’t
trained counsellors
PAN NZ is upfront about this – the volunteers are not trained counsellors or
psychiatrists. “But,” says Herwin, “they’re
all well-trained to know the limits of the
assistance they can provide and, most
importantly, they know when a referral
to a health professional is needed.”
Not everyone who volunteers is chosen
to be part of the support group. Each
person goes through an interview and
selection process before proceeding to
training. “Not everyone is suitable,” said
Herwin. “Those who are selected have
been shown to possess the right level of
capability, empathy, and discretion to be
able to help.”

Is PAN NZ helping?
Herwin says that in a few years, PAN NZ
has changed the attitudinal narrative surrounding mental health in aviation – from
one of secrecy and fear, to one of trust and
support. “Not only do pilots and air traffic
controllers have a portal to seek refuge in
a time of turmoil, but aviation workplaces
across the whole country gain from safety
improvements,” said Herwin. “And every
passenger who entrusts their lives to us
when they fly gains from a safer aviation
industry.”

The PAN NZ assistance line is contacted with new cases
about three times a week. Herwin indicated that the issues
are about anything and everything – people struggling with
extra training at work, job changes, marital break-ups,
and finances.
At the time of writing, there are 45 volunteers across
New Zealand – made up of airline and helicopter pilots,
and air traffic controllers – supporting about 3,500 of their
peers. A volunteer handles no more than three cases at a
time. “PAN NZ has reduced stigma, flipped the narrative,
and improved self-awareness,” said Herwin. “It is now
known that asking for help doesn’t curtail your career.”

Workplace programmes
While PAN NZ spans an industry, several organisations
have implemented their own peer support programmes.
One example is Vodafone NZ’s Manaaki Support Network
which was launched in mid-2018.
Like PAN NZ, Vodafone’s Manaaki Support Network
relies on a crew of volunteer employees who have been
selected after a robust interview process and trained, as
a collective, to support their colleagues. There are currently 18 volunteers providing easy-to-access, confidential,
and meaningful support to about 1,800 of their peers.
Volunteers are selected mainly on the strength of their
empathy and compassion for others and they, in turn, are
well-supported with fortnightly catch-ups and professional
supervision and support when needed. It is early days,
but engagement levels indicate that the programme is
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the regulator, and the medical fraternity has seen us breach
many of the earlier barriers,” said Herwin. “Conversations
about mental illness and distress are now normalised.”

How is PAN NZ funded?
Companies across the New Zealand aviation industry
can sign up and pay a capped subscription fee, based on
employee numbers, that enables their pilots and air traffic
contollers to access the programme. PAN NZ operates on
a relatively modest budget (less than $100,000 p/a) which
primarily pays for volunteer training and a psychologist
who provides supervision for the programme, ongoing
training, and professional support for referrals.
PAN NZ is working to sign up additional companies to
the programme, particularly small or single-person owner/
operators, and in the future they’d like the programme to
extend to others working in the industry.

What pitfalls should be avoided?
Herwin emphasises that the structure of any programme
must be properly formed from the outset and that confidentiality and trust are critical. “Get it wrong, and the
results of badly handled cases will cause certain failure,
no matter how well intentioned a peer programme is,”
said Herwin.

Could such a programme work
across other sectors?
Herwin is clear on this: “Why not?” he said.

Could a peer support programme
work within the legal profession?
What do you think? Tell me: sarah.taylor@lodlaw.com
having a meaningful impact.

What are the key to success?
In relation to PAN NZ, Herwin says there are three key
pillars for success, and all involve trust:
Trust of the worker group: “This of absolute inviolate
importance,” said Herwin. “It is achieved by structuring
the programme as independent and with strict adherence
to confidentiality protocols.” Herwin also said that getting
endorsement from relevant worker representative groups
or unions is vital.
Trust of the management: “The programme can’t be
viewed as a means for workers to hide from proper clinical
help or responsibilities,” said Herwin. He emphasises the
importance of codified escalation protocols which the volunteers are trained in and having a steering committee
which provides oversight and support.
Trust of the health profession: Professional training is
seen as an essential and ongoing investment. To avoid the
risk of volunteers delivering “help” which could clinically
worsen a situation, workers are trained to a very high
standard and, if needed, individuals are guided towards
health professionals.
“The collaboration between the profession, the industry,
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Thank you to Herwin Bongers for sharing lessons about
PAN NZ, and to Tuihana Ohia and Angela Simmons for
information about Vodafone NZ’s Manaaki Support
Network. You’re all doing wonderful things. ▪

Sarah Taylor  sarah.taylor@lodlaw.com is the
co-ordinator of this series, a senior lawyer, and
the Director of Client Solutions at LOD, a law firm
focused on the success and wellbeing of lawyers.
If you’d like to contribute to this series, please
contact Sarah at the email address above.

The Law Society, Te Kāhui Ture is currently trialling
a free confidential professional counselling service, through Vitae, for anyone working in a legal
workplace. The service is available 24/7. To utilise
the service, free call Vitae on 0508 664 981 (mention that you’re accessing the “Legal Community
Counselling Service”) or fill out a referral form on
the Law Society’s website.
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Real self-care
BY RAEWYN
NG

In May 2019 the World Health
Organisation declared a global mental
health crisis and defined burnout as
an occupational risk and a workplace
condition.
It’s not surprising that in a world that
glamorises being overworked and stressed,
the self-care industry has grown to be
worth US$11 billion a year in the US alone.
Globally, the wellness economy is worth
US$4.5 trillion, according to the Global
Wellness Institute.
Author Brianna Wiest makes a good
point: “A world in which self-care has to
be such a trendy topic is a world that is
sick. Self-care should not be something
we resort to because we are so absolutely
exhausted that we need some reprieve
from our own relentless internal pressure.”
When we think self-care, it’s easy to
think of curated, consumer-driven social
media pictures – bubble baths, massages
and holidays – but it needs to be simpler
than this. It needs to be about emphasising
the ordinary things that make it easier for
us to be in our lives without feeling like
we always need to escape.

Using rewards
It’s great to be able to look forward to our
next holiday, or to ‘treat’ ourselves to chocolate cake or a glass of wine, and while this
approach can, of course, contribute to our
sense of wellbeing overall, it should not be
the totality of our self-care actions to ‘get us
through’ the demands of our work, family
and home life. When we use rewards like
this for doing our jobs or living our lives
and come to rely on them as the only
source of relief from our responsibilities,
what we’re really looking for is an escape
from our reality.
That’s not to say that everyone who looks
forward to holidays or likes to get a regular
massage is looking for that escape, is trying
to avoid their life, or is self-medicating and

Raewyn Ng

numbing out from their reality. After all, who doesn’t look
forward to these things – they contribute to what makes
life good. We just need to be aware that if these are the only
things keeping you going, and if you’re that person that
always says ‘I just want this week to be over’ every week,
there might be some things you can do to make life better.
We need to take a breath and focus on the small,
unglamorous things we can do each day to make us feel
good about our reality and take away the overwhelming
desire to run away.
Self-care is any activity that we purposely do to take
care of ourselves and help to build our energy so we can
function better – mentally, physically and emotionally.
When you’re thinking about what you can do to take better
care of yourself, bear in mind the following:
• Give yourself permission to take time to do things
that help you re-energise and rebalance. Many of us
are uncomfortable with this idea. It’s not always seen
as acceptable, but remember that when we look after
ourselves, we have more energy to look after those
around us and to carry out our responsibilities.
• Self-care activities can be different for everyone, so
experiment to find what works for you.
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• Plan for your self-care actions and set aside time, rather
than just fitting it in as time allows, waiting for a gap
in your day or for it to just happen.
• Small actions can add up. You don’t need to make major
time commitments or do expensive things. If the commitment is too big and we don’t feel like we have space
for it in our lives, it’s much easier to give up on them – so
focus on small things that you can easily fit in to your
day or week and make them consistent.
• Make sure it’s something you want to do, as opposed to
something you think you ‘have to’ do. If you don’t see
it as something that adds to your feeling of well-being,
then it probably won’t.
The following are simple self-care actions to consider:

Mental self-care
Self-talk: Perception is everything. How we talk to ourselves and how we see things influences our mood and
stress levels so be aware of what you tell yourself. Reframe
that voice in your head that admonishes your actions
and decisions. Allow room to talk to yourself with more
understanding and compassion. If you’ve chosen to do
something to help you destress and relax, make sure you’re
all in – there’s no point getting a massage and stressing
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about the things you’re not doing while you’re there or
going to yoga and competing and comparing yourself with
others in the room.
Doing the everyday things: Sometimes self-care is doing
the everyday things every day. While you might want to
just leave the dishes because you’re tired, consider whether
waking up and seeing them there in the morning is going
to be a bigger stress. Doing the basics on time can make
a big difference to your mindset.
Addressing the stress: If your self-care often comes in
the form of escapism as a distraction from your stressors,
be aware that it’s not adding to the stress. Sometimes we
just need to binge on Netflix or read a book, but when
the things that let you check out for a while leads to your
responsibilities and tasks turning into an unmanageable
mountain, it’s time to rethink the strategy. Do not let your
small escapes turn into full-blown numbing and avoidance
behaviours.

Physical self-care
To me, these are the absolute basics and they always seem
to be the first to go for many people when things get rough.
Sleep: When we want to squeeze more work and play
into our days, sleep is often one of the first things to go.
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for example, no checking emails at night,
no going to events you don’t want to. It
will help you live more in alignment with
what you love and value, decreasing your
overall stress.
Connecting with others: Spend quality
time with loved ones doing the things you
want to do. Remove distractions and be
in the moment so you can really enjoy it.
Time to reflect: When we don’t give
ourselves enough time out, we limit our
opportunities for introspection, reflection
and unconscious thought. During our
workdays we tend to be mostly left-brain
dominant (associated with logic, analysis,
objectivity and language). When we take
time out, the right-brain becomes more
active and because it’s the more visual,
intuitive and holistic side of our brain, we
tend to get more inspiration, new ideas
and creative problem solving during our
down times.

The checklist of our lives

Typically, we need around seven to nine hours sleep a
night and reduced sleep impacts on a number of things –
neural and physical repair, immunity, liver function, energy
restoration, hormonal balance and decision-making.
Eat well: When ‘treat’ foods become everyday foods
because we work so hard and we ‘deserve’ it, we’re doing
ourselves a disservice, moving into escapism and not
looking after ourselves at all. We literally are the food we
eat – so choose your food well to boost your energy, mood
and health. I’m not saying never have an ice cream or
burger, but be aware of your reasons behind your choices
and ask if it’s taking care of your mental, physical and
emotional self.
Move: Movement and exercise is not just for the purpose
of losing weight and looking good. Move because you
enjoy it, move to reduce stress and anxiety and move
to improve your mood energy and concentration. Find
ways to add movement into your day, not just relying on
structured exercise.

Emotional self-care
Saying no: Many of us find it hard to say no, even to things
we don’t really want to do. Make it easy and start a ‘no’
list – things you don’t like and don’t want to do anymore;

As with many things, the flip side is that
we’ve tended to get a bit obsessive with our
self-care as well, turning it into yet another
thing to do on the check list of our lives.
We’ve taken to counting our steps, calories,
sleep and breaths with seriousness and
turned it into ‘work’ as well.
Studies have demonstrated that while
wearable technology such as Fitbit promote feelings of happiness, pride and
motivation upon reaching goals and targets, it also promotes feelings of guilt and
pressure when targets are not met. Leaving
home without your Fitbit may have you
feeling naked (just like the unthinkable of
leaving home without your phone) and it
may prompt you to go back home to get
it, or else leave you with lower motivation
or feeling like your exercise for the day is
‘wasted’.
Yes, let’s be accountable in our actions
to be healthy, but be mindful of when the
things that are supposed to help us relax,
unwind or rebuild our energy no longer do
this and instead of keeping us well, start
to stress us out. ▪
Raewyn Ng  rae@mybod.co.nz is a
movement coach with an interest in
wellbeing and holistic health, managing
stress and living a balanced lifestyle.
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Climate change
and educating girls
Project Drawdown
BY TRACEY
CORMACK

United Nations data shows
there are economic, cultural and
safety-related barriers to impede
about 130 million girls around the
world from realising their right to
education.
One nation where female eduShabana
cation is particularly limited is
Basij-Rasikh
Afghanistan where the Taliban
banned education for girls when it
seized power in 1996.
Shabana Basij-Rasikh is the President of School of
Leadership, Afghanistan (SOLA), an Afghani school she
co-founded while still a teenager. She was in primary
school when the Taliban came to power. Despite the
Taliban banning girls’ education, a network of secret
schools for girls opened up around Kabul. Ms BasijRasikh attended one of those schools, dressing as a
boy to get there each day. This year SOLA will educate
nearly 80 girls in grades 6 to 10.
In 2018, Ms Basij-Rasikh wrote a piece on Ted.com
on the subject of fighting climate change by educating
girls. She spoke of a 2017 project where a collection of
researchers, scientists and policy-makers came together
to identify the most substantive solutions to not just
halt global warming, but to actually cause an annual
decline – a “drawdown”. The effort was named Project
Drawdown which resulted in 80 immediate and practical
measures and 20 near-future concepts being identified.
Educating girls was listed at number six.
Ms Basij-Rasikh spoke to LawTalk about her background and her thoughts on the potential impacts on
climate that educating girls can have.
What has driven you to be involved in climate
change and the education of girls? What direct
impacts have you seen from the founding of SOLA?
“I was born and raised in Afghanistan, and I spent six
years of my childhood living at a time when it was
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illegal for girls to be educated. I
know that education changes lives
because it’s changed mine. And
even though times have changed in
Afghanistan, Afghan girls who want
to be educated must still confront
challenges that just don’t exist for
women in the West.
"I co-founded SOLA so that girls
would have a safe and secure place
to grow into the confident women
who will lead our country to a
peaceful and prosperous future. I
see the change in our students even
now. Society tells them that their
education is less important than
their brothers’ and that their role
is to marry and bear children; at
SOLA, they learn to see the entirety
of possibilities life holds for them.”
Can you explain the relationship
between education and the
fight against climate change?
“The relationship is two-fold: preventive and responsive.
"On the preventive side, educated
girls marry later, have fewer and
healthier children, are employed
in higher-paying jobs, and can be
expected to direct a significant
percentage of their incomes back
to their families. Taken together, all
these factors yield stronger family
units with smaller environmental
footprints, and these families create
self-perpetuating cycles in which
educated girls grow to become educated women who raise educated
girls who become educated women
…and on and on.
"On the responsive side, an educated girl – and woman – is far better
prepared to manage, and overcome,
climate shocks. Researchers at the
Brookings Institution, for instance,
have reported on the positive relationship between girls’ schooling
and a country’s resilience to climate
disasters, while on a more local
level, educated girls can support
their families during economic
downturns caused by climate
change – which is something we
see even now in Afghanistan.”
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Do governments accept the Project Drawdown
solutions – why isn’t this a topic of worldwide
government policies or media coverage?
“I’ve wondered that myself – you may have read my
piece on TED.com that touches on this very question.
Part of the answer, I think, is this: the climate change
discussion is largely led by Western nations, and in these
nations, whether they be New Zealand or the United
States, girls’ education is a given. Westerners, perhaps,
can overlook the extraordinary power of girls’ education
because it’s not a new ‘technology’, so to speak, in the
way that solar panels or electric cars are. But to overlook
it is a mistake that all nations pay for.”
What else is being done currently?
And what should be done?
“I feel that Project Drawdown is a tremendous wake-up
call to the world. It encourages us to take a holistic
view of combatting global warming – there’s no such
thing as a single solution. Electric cars won’t do it alone,
solar panels won’t do it alone, girls’ education won’t do
it alone … but we’re going to see
change happen when we invest in
all these solutions, as well as others.
What troubles me, of course, is that
the world-changing power of girls’
education seems to fly under the
global radar.
"I think things are changing,
though. We’re seeing leadership
on climate issues that we’ve never
seen before – and it’s no small thing
to say that one of the most compelling leaders on the world stage is a
teenage girl: Greta Thunberg. She’s
inspired millions of people, and I’m
It encourages
one of them.”
us to take a
What simple things can
people do to support the
education of girls?
“You’re doing it right now. I’m
talking directly to you, the person
reading these words – I don’t know
your name, I don’t know your age or
your gender or your background, but
I know that if you’re reading this,
you care about girls’ education. You
care about its potential to create a
better world that benefits all of us:
men and women, young and old,
all of us.
"So keep reading! Read articles like
this one, and search out others. Go
online and talk about what you’ve
read; get together with friends and
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do the same. Powerful ideas need powerful ambassadors,
and I hope you’ll decide to be one.”
Have you had much pushback or
disagreement that this is a valid strategy?
“It’s hard for anyone to honestly disagree with a strategy
strongly backed by both quantitative and qualitative
data. Improving girls’ access to quality education yields
benefits to families, communities, nations, and the
world – this is, quite simply, the truth.”

Strategies
Educated girls receive higher wages and have fewer
and healthier children. They are less likely to marry as
children or against their will. Their agricultural plots are
more productive, and their families are better managed.
Key strategies include:
• making school affordable,
• helping girls overcome health barriers,
• reducing the time and distance to get to school,
• making schools more girl-friendly,
• providing uniforms.

NZ Lawyers
Lawyers for Climate Action New Zealand, which was
formed last year, is a group of practitioners and academics who want to use their legal skills and experience to
ensure a better future for everyone. It says it accepts
that the scientific evidence shows that climate change
will cause global catastrophe unless we cut emissions
now and achieve zero net carbon emissions by 2050.
“It’s great to see diverse and innovate initiatives that
focus on addressing climate change,” says committee
member Emily Sutton.
“It’s true that there’s no single solution to addressing
climate change, and it requires a holistic and varied
approach. We are working to mobilise the legal profession on climate action.
“We want to make sure that New Zealand meets its
obligations under the Paris Agreement to reduce emissions and that it does so in a way that is evidence-based,
effective, and consistent with the rule of law, Te Tiriti o
Waitangi, international law, and with the New Zealand
Bill of Rights Act.” ▪

Find out more here
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

https://www.lawyersforclimateaction.nz/
http://www.aidforafrica.org/girls/
https://camfed.org/donate/
http://forher.org/donate/
https://act.girlup.org/onlineactions/
BEvYizOoI0m8DYRI6hPBVQ2/?cons_id
https://girlrising.org/
https://sites.google.com/site/akilidada/support-us
https://www.monafoundation.org/
https://www.malala.org/donate
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Complaints decision summaries
Patrick James
Kennelly censured
and fined
Orewa lawyer Patrick James Kennelly has
been censured and fined $20,000 by the
New Zealand Lawyers and Conveyancers
Disciplinary Tribunal after admitting that
he breached an undertaking given to the
Tribunal and also breached the Trust
Account Regulations.
Mr Kennelly’s undertaking was that he
would commit to moving to approved trust
account software by 31 March 2018 and that
he would undertake appropriate training.
However, he resolved problems with the
software he was using and decided it was
not necessary to change. In spite of advice
from the Law Society, Mr Kennelly did not
apply to the Tribunal to be released from
his undertaking.
The Tribunal found that the breach of
the undertaking reached the threshold
of misconduct. It said as an experienced
practitioner he was fully aware of the
obligation but chose to do nothing about it.
However, the Tribunal noted that Mr
Kennelly had made a good effort in cleaning up his trust account under the supervision of an independent trust account
consultant. It did not oppose him being
released from his undertaking despite the
fact that he should have sought release, and
accordingly released him from it.
The Trust Account Regulation breaches
occurred when Mr Kennelly deducted
fees on two occasions without sending
an invoice, failed to report to clients
about funds held on trust and/or on IBD,
and failed to reconcile the IBD account.
He also breached the Conduct and Client
Care Rules by failing to pay to his clients
money held dormant for over 12 months
in his trust account.
The Tribunal made a finding of unsatisfactory conduct in relation to these. In

doing so it took into account the underlying
background regarding Mr Kennelly’s trust
accounting software, the acknowledged
progress he had made in clearing outstanding matters, the improved operation
of his trust account, and the fact that Mr
Kennelly had taken full responsibility for
the trust account.
In its censure the Tribunal said Mr
Kennelly had escaped suspension, because
of the progress he had made in respect of
his trust account.
As well as a censure, it imposed a fine
of $20,000, saying the substantial size was
to reflect the seriousness with which it
regarded Mr Kennelly’s actions in failing
to adhere to his undertaking and failing
to seek a release when his circumstances
changed. Mr Kennelly was also required
to pay total costs of $15,061.50. He must
continue to employ the independent trust
account consultant until 31 January 2021
and to pay all dormant balances.

Daniel Robert
Healy censured
and fined
Jersey-based lawyer Daniel Robert Healy
has been censured and fined $8,000 by the
New Zealand Lawyers and Conveyancers
Disciplinary Tribunal.

Mr Healy, who holds a practising certificate issued by the New Zealand Law
Society, admitted one charge of being
convicted of an offence punishable by
imprisonment with the conviction tending
to bring his profession into disrepute.
The conviction was entered at the Royal
Court of Jersey after Mr Healy pleaded
guilty to a charge of grave and criminal
assault. He was sentenced to 180 hours
of community service, ordered to pay
compensation to the victim of £5,000, and
ordered to pay costs of £1,000.
The Tribunal said the assault was serious
as Mr Healy had a glass in his hand when
he struck the victim, who suffered quite
serious injuries. However, it said that, as
reflected by the non-custodial sentence,
there were significantly mitigating features in relation to the offending, and to
Mr Healy’s own personal circumstances.
“The practitioner was able to point to
11 glowing character references, a blemish-free conviction history, the ongoing
support of his employers as well as considerable steps taken to demonstrate his
remorse and rehabilitation,” it said.
A conviction for an offence of serious violence will always be considered at the high
end of seriousness by the Tribunal, it said.
However, the Jersey Court did not identify
any aggravating features of the offending and
the fact that the court accepted that Mr Healy
had no intent to use the glass as a weapon
and that he genuinely felt threatened and
reacted instinctively did reduce somewhat
the level of seriousness that might otherwise
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be attributable to his actions.
The tribunal said it considered the matter
could be dealt with short of suspension.
However, it said a censure would be an
inadequate reflection of the seriousness
of the conduct and there ought to be a
meaningful fine, with $8,000 a proper level.
As well as the censure and fine, the tribunal ordered Mr Healy to pay total costs
of $8,665. It noted that the New Zealand
profession as a whole had incurred the
costs of bringing the proceeding as a direct
result of his conduct.
“While we have some sympathy for
the high costs he has already borne in
relation to the criminal proceedings, that
is of course a proper consequence for his
actions and there ought not to be an unfair
burden on his profession as a whole.”

supervision, Ms C, was handling the matter,
and expressed her concern in relation to
the power of attorney.
Radnorshire contacted a New Zealand
Law Society inspector, who advised that
Mr K’s half share of the sale proceeds
should be held in trust by Radnorshire’s
firm until proof was received that the firm
was authorised to transfer funds to Mr J’s
bank account.
Following that, Mr K emailed Radnorshire
confirming the power of attorney. The email
also said that if anything more was required
not to hesitate in contacting him. Neither
Ms C nor Radnorshire had taken steps to
contact Mr K; the email received must have
therefore been prompted by Mr J.
Radnorshire forwarded Mr K’s email
to Ms C. When she asked if Radnorshire
was “happy we can rely on this email for
settlement,” Radnorshire responded “all
systems go”.

Lawyer should
have sought
confirmation

Authorisation should have
been sought direct

All names used in this article are fictitious.
A lawyers standards committee has found
the conduct of a lawyer acting for joint
owners on the sale of a property was
unsatisfactory.
The firm of the lawyer, Radnorshire,
acted for both Mr K and Mr J on the sale
of their jointly owned property.
Mr K left New Zealand after separating
from his then partner, Mr J. Before leaving the country, Mr K appointed Mr J his
attorney in relation to property matters.
Nearly 11 years later, Mr J contacted Mr
K to advise he was terminally ill. A few
months later, Mr J decided to sell their
jointly owned property.
An authority to transfer funds specified
that the proceeds of the sale were to be
transferred solely to an account nominated
by Mr J. That authority was signed by Mr
J for himself and on behalf of Mr K, by Mr
J as Mr K’s attorney.
A lawyer working under Radnorshire’s
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The standards committee said it considered that authorisation to transfer all the
proceeds of the sale solely to an account
nominated by Mr J, “should have been
sought from Mr [K] direct. Otherwise the
concerns leading to [Radnorshire] taking
advice from [the inspector] have not been
fully addressed.”
The committee also noted that when Ms
C met with Mr J, he appeared to react badly
to the prospect of her contacting Mr K to
confirm his instructions.
That, the committee said, “should have
rung alarm bells, which should have
resulted in [Radnorshire] insisting [his firm]
received direct confirmation from Mr [K] as
to the disbursement of the sale proceeds.
“Mr [K] was clearly contactable via email,
and it would not have taken a lot of effort
to confirm instructions to disburse all net
sale proceeds to his attorney, a situation
which is out of the ordinary.”
Mr K had, in fact, invited further contact
if anything further was required of him,
the committee noted.
The committee found that Radnorshire
did not competently manage and supervise
Ms C, in relation to the file, in breach of

Rule 11.3 of the Lawyers and Conveyancers
Act (Lawyers: Conduct and Client Care)
Rules 2008 (RCCC), and that was unsatisfactory conduct.
In addition, the committee found that
Radnorshire had a duty to both clients
and while he took some steps to address
concerns around the use of the power of
attorney, he did not go far enough to ensure
those concerns were addressed or to ensure
Mr K was kept informed, in breach of Rule
7.1 of the RCCC.
The instruction from Mr J to pay the full
net sale proceeds to him created a potential
conflict of interest, as the interests of the
two vendors diverged at that point.
“This potential conflict could have been
resolved by confirming instructions as to
disbursement of funds direct with Mr [K],”
the committee said.
The committee reprimanded
Radnorshire, fined him $2,000, and ordered
him to pay $1,000 costs to the NZLS.
On review, the Legal Complaints Review
Officer (LCRO) confirmed the committee’s
decision and also modified it to record an
additional finding of a breach of Rule 6.1
of the RCCC, such as to constitute unsatisfactory conduct.

Failed to place
cash received
in trust
All names used in this article are fictitious.
A lawyers standards committee has
found unsatisfactory conduct on the part
of a lawyer who received a $3,000 cash
payment from a client without placing the
funds in trust.
The lawyer, Rutland, who had failed to
raise an invoice or issue a receipt, was fined
$2,000 by the committee.
Rutland acted for his client, Mr A, in
protracted relationship property negotiations. Mr A and his former wife had
previously entered into a contracting-out
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agreement that had identified a number
of separate residential properties that Mr
A had acquired before the marriage as his
separate property.
However, during the marriage, Mr A
sold those properties and, together with
his wife, purchased a property which then
served as the family home.
After the relationship broke down, Mr A
instructed Rutland to pursue an unequal
division of the relationship property relating to the family home, while Mr A’s former
wife claimed a half interest. However,
Rutland advised Mr A that the use of the
proceeds from the sale of the properties
described in the contracting-out agreement
to purchase a new family home during the
marriage might mean that his wife had a
case for a 50/50 division.
After settlement was reached some
two-and-a-half years later, Mr A lodged a
complaint with the Lawyers Complaints
Service alleging that Rutland had acted
incompetently, adopted an inappropriate
strategy, involved Mr A in unnecessary
delays, had overcharged, and had requested
and accepted a cash payment of $3,000 but
failed to raise an invoice or issue a receipt.
While the committee accepted that Mr
A was entitled to maintain the position
he did, and that he genuinely believed
his former wife was making an unfair
claim, it did not follow that Rutland had
acted incompetently or that the strategy
adopted by Rutland was inappropriate.
Neither did the committee consider that
Rutland had caused unnecessary delays
with the matter, or that Rutland’s fees were
unfair and unreasonable. While Mr A may
have been dissatisfied with the ultimate
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outcome, the committee considered that
Rutland had at all times acted in accordance with instructions received.
With regards to the cash payment of
$3,000, Mr A told the committee that this
was made at Rutland’s request and that
no invoice for that payment was raised.
However, Rutland said that it had become
clear that Mr A had limited funds available and that he agreed, at Mr A’s request,
to offer a discount of $3,500 plus GST in
consideration of a cash payment of $3,000.
The committee noted the while there
was some factual dispute between the parties, it was common ground that Rutland
had accepted a cash payment of $3,000
from Mr A.
It therefore fell to the committee
to consider whether this transaction
amounted to a breach by Rutland of his
professional obligations under the Lawyers
and Conveyancers Act (Lawyers: Trust
Account) Regulations 2008 (TAR), which
it considered “an integral part of the focus
of the Act on consumer protection.”
Rutland said that while the transaction
may technically have been a breach of the
TAR, the monies were not paid for services
into the trust account. He accepted that he
had – “perhaps foolishly” and in trying to
be helpful to his client – put himself in a
very difficult situation.
It was the committee’s view that the
transaction, which Rutland had admitted
to and described as a “cashie”, was plainly
incompatible with regulations 9 and 10 of
the TAR.
”By failing to hold the $3,000 on trust,
and instead accepting those funds in
reduction of legal costs apparently incurred

but in respect of which an invoice had
not been raised and duly provided to the
client, [Rutland] had failed to comply with
both regulations 9 and 10 of the TAR,” the
committee said.
As well as the $2,000 fine, the committee
ordered Rutland to pay $500 costs.

Record keeping
‘woefully
inadequate’
All names used in this article are fictitious.
A lawyer who failed to act competently
in relation to a medical misadventure
claim has been fined $2,000 by a lawyers
standards committee.
A client, Mr B instructed the lawyer,
Leicester, in March 2013.
Following two meetings between Mr B
and Leicester, the lawyer said she read the
file notes, undertook two hours research
and did an internet search on the procedure. She also said she wrote to an oral
surgeon in May 2013.
Considering insufficient progress was
being reported to him, Mr B emailed
Leicester in November 2013. The email
asked: “Could you please advise me of
the current situation at your earliest or
refund the $750 fees you requested prior
to acting for me if you still have nothing
of significance to report.”
Leicester said she rang Mr B as a result
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of that email. She said that Mr B told her
he did not wish her to continue with the
file and she wrote to him to confirm his
instructions to close the file.
Mr B denied that such a call took place,
and that he never received any letter
confirming his instruction to close the file.
After that, Leicester did no further work
on the file.
In December 2015 Mr B sent Leicester
a couriered letter. In that Mr B said that
despite his numerous phone calls and
Leicester’s assurances that she would get
back to him “shortly”, in the two years
Leicester had not responded in any positive
manner, with no communication initiated
from her and no tangible evidence of progress on his file.
He formally terminated the arrangement
to act on his behalf. He sought a refund
and the return of his file.

Failed to act competently
“Having considered all the available material and stated recollections of the parties
the committee has come to the conclusion
that, in the absence of a record of advice
to Mr [B] on ‘medico legal procedure and
negligence issues’ and of any reporting
letter on termination of the retainer,
[Leicester] has failed to act competently
and in a timely manner consistent with
the terms of her retainer and the duty to
take reasonable care,” the committee said.
The committee determined that was
unsatisfactory conduct on Leicester’s part.
In her initial response to the complaint,
Leicester did not address Mr B’s request
for the return of his file.
The committee then directed Leicester
to produce the file. She told the committee
she could not locate the file and had sought
assistance to find it.
Leicester failed to respond in a timely
manner to Mr B’s request for the return
of his file, and that was unsatisfactory
conduct, the committee found.
“In the committee’s view the practitioner’s file and records maintenance
procedures were woefully inadequate.”
As well as the $2,000 fine, the committee
ordered Leicester to pay $1,000 costs.
On review, the Legal Complaints Review
Officer reversed a finding by the committee that Leicester’s fees were fair and
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reasonable and instead made a further
finding of unsatisfactory conduct. All other
aspects of the committee’s decision were
confirmed.

Lawyer erred
significantly in
family transaction
All names used in this article are fictitious.
A lawyer “significantly erred” when
acting for both a father and a daughter in
a property transaction, a lawyers standards
committee has found.
The lawyer, Lincolnshire, acted for
all parties in the sale and purchase of a
property.
Mr A sold the property to his daughter,
Ms B, and her partner. The $100,000 deposit
for the purchase was provided by a trust,
of which Mr A was a trustee.
When Ms B sought to sell the property
some years later, she faced difficulties
because of access. The physical access
differed from the legal access, which
was partially blocked by a neighbouring
building.
Ms B complained that she was not made
aware of the access issues at the time of
purchase, and that the $100,000 provided
by the trust was intended as a gift, not a
loan as Mr A contended.
Ms B issued proceedings against Mr A,
Lincolnshire and others, and these proceedings were later settled.
She also lodged a complaint about
Lincolnshire with the Law Society, Te
Kāhui Ture.
The standards committee found that
aspects of the transaction created a “significant risk” that Lincolnshire would be
unable to discharge all of his obligations.

Power imbalance
The committee noted a large power imbalance between Mr A, an experienced property developer, and Ms B, a first home buyer.
“There was therefore a risk that Ms [B]
might lack some awareness of the technical

aspects of the arrangement.
“In such circumstances, where an
agreement is essentially being ‘driven’ by
one party, lawyers should recognise that
they may be called upon to provide advice
which does not accord with the interests
of one of their clients,” the committee said.
Also, issues with access ought to have
alerted Lincolnshire to the fact that the
interests of his clients might not be aligned
in all respects.
Ms B was buying a property with a
defective title, and although the parties
had already agreed on the transaction,
there was an “undoubted risk of conflict”.
Had he been acting solely for Ms B, “it
was likely that [Lincolnshire] would have
provided advice as to remedying the
defective title in order to best protect her
interests.”
A prudent lawyer would have recognised
the existence of a risk of conflict and would
have either refused to act or insisted that
his clients seek and receive independent
legal advice.
“At the very least, [Lincolnshire] ought to
have had his clients sign a waiver setting
out the potential issues and confirming his
instructions to act for both sides.
“That [Lincolnshire] took none of these
steps and continued to act in spite of
the clear red flags, was of concern to the
standards committee,” the committee said.
The committee determined that
Lincolnshire had breached rule 6.1 of the
Lawyers and Conveyancers Act (Lawyers:
Conduct and Client Care) Rules 2008, and
that was unsatisfactory conduct.
The committee ordered Lincolnshire to
apologise to Ms B and to pay $500 costs.

Failed to engage
with complaints
process
All names used in this article are fictitious.
A lawyer has been fined $500 for failing
to engage with the complaints process in
a timely manner.
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A lawyers standards committee commenced an own motion investigation of
the lawyer, Cumbria, after a District Court
Judge sent his sentencing notes to the
Lawyers Complaints Service.
Whilst inquiring into that matter, the
standards committee directed Cumbria to
produce his file in relation to the retainer.
However, after requests by email and
telephone failed to elicit the production
of the file, the committee commenced a
second own motion investigation into
Cumbria’s failure to comply with a lawful
direction.

Further requests
Further requests for Cumbria’s file were
made in February, March and April 2019.
Cumbria eventually provided his file on
6 May 2019.
“Even though [Cumbria] has now provided
the file, it was late by some margin and no
sensible (let alone reasonable) excuse has
been proffered,” the committee said.
“[Cumbria]’s failure to provide his file
in a timely manner has hindered the
committee’s inquiry and prevented the
committee from addressing in an efficient
and timely manner concerns raised by a
judicial officer about the practitioner’s
conduct and competence.”

Non-compliance serious
Non-compliance with directions of a committee is, without lawful justification, a
“serious matter”. Otherwise, “there would
be a tendency for directions to be regarded
by a lawyer and the profession to be futile,
undermining the credibility and authority
of the Lawyers Complaints Service”.
Reasonable engagement with the
complaints process and mandatory
compliance with directions is necessary
for the Lawyers Complaints Service and
committees to comply with the focus of
section 3 of the Lawyers and Conveyancers
Act 2006, to protect the consumers of
legal services and provide a responsive
regulatory regime.
The committee determined there had
been unsatisfactory conduct on the part
of Cumbria. In addition to the fine, the
committee ordered Cumbria to pay $1,000
costs.

Law Care
0800 0800 28
Here to listen. Here to help.
Confidential, non judgemental support on
sexual harassment and unacceptable behaviour
in the workplace.
Call the Law Society’s Law Care 0800 phone
9am – 7:30pm Monday to Thursday, 9am – 5pm
Fridays, or email lawcare@lawsociety.org.nz
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Why are iPhones
so expensive?
And should I be
paying so much?
BY DAMIAN
FUNNELL
Commoditisation has been a constant since the
dawn of the tech era.
Until the advent of the iPhone it never mattered how
innovative or advanced a product was – the market
would always catch up. The clones would arrive and
prices (and margins) would plummet.
Sony charged a fortune for the Walkman and sold
millions of units, but only until the clones arrived and
the portable tape player became a commodity. IBM made
billions selling PCs before Compaq and a slew of other
competitors commoditised the PC industry and drove
profit margins into the low single-digits.
If I put my mind to it, I’m pretty sure I could come
up with a thousand examples of where innovative,
high-margin products have been commoditised over
time. Hell, even space travel and self-driving cars are
in the process of being commoditised – before any of
us have even experienced the ‘high margin’ versions.
Before the iPhone every product or technology faced
eventual commoditisation. Every break-out product
was soon dragged back down to earth by the gravity
of commoditisation and copycat products. They all soon
lost their technological lead and brand kudos and their
manufacturers were forced to slash margins and/or move
on to other inventions to stay relevant.
Every product, that is, except the iPhone, which is
actually getting more expensive over time. Apple is
making more profit on each iPhone sold year on year
and this is truly remarkable. Apple has figured out how
to defy gravity.

Customer loyalty
Apple has generated such fierce (some would say blind)
customer loyalty that they can put their prices up with
each new iteration of the iPhone while maintaining
sufficient sales volumes to push profits up rather than
down. This is with a product range that’s now over 12
years old – several lifetimes in the tech world.
This loyalty is even more remarkable when you look
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at how badly Apple treats its customers. They hike
up the prices of their phones, they slow their phones
down with successive software upgrades to encourage users to upgrade (the firm was fined €25 million
in 2017 by France’s competition and fraud watchdog
for doing exactly that, and according to a report in the
Sun newspaper it was still doing it in late 2018). They’re
also notoriously hostile to third party repair agents so
they can maintain high margins in the repair industry.
Despite all this Apple devotees remain loyal and the
numbers are staggering. According to Forbes, Apple captures about 32% of global mobile phone revenues but
an astounding 66% of industry profits. These numbers
are made even more remarkable when you consider
that Android devices outsell iPhones by almost four to
one worldwide.
The iPhone is already the most successful product
known to humankind – one that propelled Apple into
being the first trillion dollar company (in USD, by market
cap). The influence of the iPhone is so great that competitors such as Samsung have been able to increase
the margin on their premium smartphone ranges too,
but only due to the iPhone effect.

Has it peaked?
Personally, I think the iPhone has peaked. The iPhone
11 sold very well upon release, but this is in the context
of softening global smartphone demand as markets
become increasingly saturated and consumer refresh
cycles (ie, the length of time we hold on to our phones)
lengthen. iPhone sales volumes have been flattening
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consumer demand hasn’t fallen significantly, even as
iPhone prices have risen.
But brand loyalty is a funny thing. Many iPhone users
will read this article and think: “this guy just doesn’t get
it ... if he used an iPhone he’d get it!” But I do get it. We’ve
all experienced feverish brand loyalty and when we do,
we couldn’t possibly imagine using anything else. Ever!
But it doesn’t last forever. In fact, often the more
extreme the loyalty the faster public opinion can turn
against a once loved brand or product. Many of us were
even more loyal to our Blackberrys back in the day and
we all know what happened to those.
Should you be paying so much? That depends on your
values.
If you value the kudos that goes with an almost three
thousand dollar phone then maybe you can justify
shelling out that kind of coin for a device that’s worth
a fraction as much.
If you’re less worried about status but want to remain
an iPhone user, then for goodness sakes buy a cheaper
one. The iPhone XR is still a very capable and beautiful
phone and you can pick them up for about $1,100.

The alternatives
out for years. Apple has been releasing new models
at a frenetic pace to try and counteract this softening
demand, but there’s less and less to differentiate each
successive model from the last.
Although Apple’s consumer loyalty remains incredibly
strong and they have done an excellent job of attracting
users into their cosy ecosystem of services (such as the
App Store, iCloud, etc) they have struggled to keep up
with the unrelenting pace of innovation in the smartphone industry.
Yes, you may get three cameras, Face ID and fast charging with your $2,900 (say that out loud – two thousand,
nine hundred dollars) iPhone 11 Pro Max, but so do I on
my $1,100 OnePlus phone.
In fact, Apple has trailed the market in hardware and
software innovation for years. The iPhone redefined the
entire smartphone industry in 2007, but it’s highly unlikely
that Apple will ever lead innovation in this space again.
This is making it harder and harder for them to differentiate the iPhone in an increasingly competitive market.
Putting prices up was a stroke of genius for the short
term, but it’s not sustainable. There’s only so far they can
push that strategy before even the most devoted iPhone
lemmings stop paying so much for their handsets. Also,
even the mighty iPhone is not immune to the forces
of gravity. Unless Apple can out-innovate the clones,
commoditisation will catch up.

So, why are iPhones so expensive?
Because demand for iPhones is relatively inelastic.
Apple’s incredible brand loyalty has meant that

If you still want a premium phone that’s not a generation behind the status quo then consider switching
to Android. Forget the Samsung range – premium
Samsung phones seem almost as overpriced as their
iPhone counterparts.
Take a good long look at brands such as OnePlus, LG
and OPPO. Huawei still makes fantastic smartphones,
but I’m reluctant to recommend them given Donald
Trump’s trade ban.
I think you’ll find a variety of beautiful, easy-to-use
phones that are packed with features and that have amazing cameras, but that are much more reasonably priced.
I for one switched to OnePlus because I refused to
hand over $2,100 for the latest Galaxy Note 10+ and,
apart from missing wireless charging, I’ve never been
happier with a new smartphone. The OnePlus is fast
as a cut cat, it has a beautiful screen and a triple lens
camera that is simply amazing.
Above all else, take your time and do your research.
We hang on to our phones for an average of about 2.5
years – a lifetime that is steadily increasing. You’re going
to be stuck with your phone for a while, so make sure
you take your time to figure out what model is best for
you and resist the urge to spend too much. Generally
speaking, the more you spend on your smartphone the
worse value for money you’re getting. ▪
Damian Funnell  damian.funnell@choicetechnology.
co.nz, who has strong opinions on all matters technological, advises lawyers and law firms and is founder
of an IT services company and  panaceahq.com, a
cloud software company.
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Legal tech
roundup
Chinese court finds
AI-generated article
has copyright
protection
A court in Shenzhen, China has
decided that an article generated by
artificial intelligence (AI) is entitled
to copyright, according to the China
News Service.
The proceedings arose after an
online loan information website
operated by Shanghai Yingxun
Technology Co Ltd copied an
AI-generated report on the financial
and stock column on the website of
tech company Tencent.
The report – which covered a
slight rise of the Shanghai Index
to 2691.93 points led by telecommunications, oil extraction and
other sectors – was written by
Dreamwriter which is an automated
newswriting organism. The report
was published on 20 August 2018
and the defendant’s website carried
it on the same day.
“According to the judgment pronounced by Shenzhen Nanshan
District People’s Court, the form of
expression of the AI-written story
conforms to that of any written
work and its content has displayed
a reasonable structure, a clear logic,
as well as certain originality based
on selection and analysis of data and
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information, hence the defendant’s
infringement on the plaintiff ’s
copyright,” the China News Service
report says.
“The defendant, therefore, was
required to pay 1,500 yuan (approximately NZ$329) as a compensation
for economic losses caused to the
tech giant, reported the Legal Daily,
a state-owned newspaper in China.”
China News Service says the
automated system developed by
Tencent began in September 2015.
“Based on data and algorithms,
the newswriting robot is reportedly
capable of writing and releasing up
to 2,000 finance or sports-related
news pieces every day. In November
2017, Dreamwriter only needed
less than a second to send out the
manuscript reporting on the speech
delivered by a guest at that year’s
Tencent Media Summit.”
Information on the International
Intelligent Robot website says
Dreamwriter has averaged 500,000
articles and 80 million words annually. “Taking 15 November 2018 as
an example, robots wrote a total of
1,298 weather news, 773 financial
news, 546 cars, 126 real estate, and
76 sports [articles].” ▪

Internet access
integral part
of freedom
of speech,
says Indian
Supreme Court
In August 2019 India sent thousands of extra troops into the
Kashmir region, cutting internet
connections, mobile phone lines
and landlines. At the same time
India announced that Kashmir’s
special semi-autonomous status
was being removed. Litigation over
the internet cuts resulted in a decision by India’s Supreme Court on
10 January, Bhasin v Union of India.
NV Ramana J said in the course
of his judgment: “[24] … Non recognition of technology within the
sphere of law is only a disservice
to the inevitable. In this light, the
importance of internet cannot be
underestimated, as from morning
to night we are encapsulated within
the cyberspace and our most basic
activities are enabled by the use of
internet.” Noting that none of the
argument had been to declare the
right to access the internet was a
fundamental right, nonetheless, the
court stated:
“We declare that the freedom
of speech and expression and the
freedom to practice any profession
or carry on any trade, business or
occupation over the medium of
internet enjoys constitutional protection under Article 19(1)(a) and
Article 19(1)(g). The restriction upon
such fundamental rights should be
in consonance with the mandate
under Article 19 (2) and (6) of the
Constitution, inclusive of the test
of proportionality.” ▪
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Impact of AI
on negligence
law
UCLA Assistant Professor of Law
Andrew Selbst has raised some
interesting issues around the tort of
negligence and artificial intelligence
(AI). In a forthcoming paper to be
published in the Boston University
Law Review, “Negligence and AI’s
Human Users”, he argues that AI
poses serious challenges for the law
of negligence.
“By inserting a layer of inscrutable, unintuitive, and statistically-derived code in between a
human decision-maker and the
consequences of that decision, AI
disrupts our typical understanding
of responsibility for choices gone
wrong,” he argues.
“Tort scholars have mostly
overlooked these challenges. This
is understandable because they
have been focused on autonomous
robots, especially autonomous vehicles, which can easily kill, maim,
or injure people. But this focus has
neglected to consider the full range
of what AI is. Outside of robots, AI
technologies are not autonomous.
Rather, they are primarily decision-assistance tools that aim to
improve on the inefficiency, arbitrariness, and bias of human decisions. By focusing on a technology
that eliminates users, tort scholars
have concerned themselves with
product liability and innovation,
and as a result, have missed the
implications for negligence law,
the governing regime when harm
comes from users of AI.”
Selbst, Andrew D., Negligence
and AI’s Human Users (March 11,
2019). Boston University Law Review,
Forthcoming; UCLA School of Law,
Public Law Research Paper No. 20-01.
Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/
abstract=3350508 ▪

Marsden Fund
supports ‘killer
robot’ study
The Royal Society Te Apārangi Marsden Fund has granted $842,000
to a three-year research project into the use of lethal autonomous weapons
(LAWS). The use of these so-called “killer robots” is being debated internationally and 12 countries are known to be developing LAWS, including
China, Russia and Israel.
Dr Jeremy Moses and Associate Professor Amy Fletcher, from the
Department of Political Science and International Relations at the University
of Canterbury (UC), and Dr Geoff Ford, a political scientist at the UC Arts
Digital Lab are conducting the study.
Proponents of LAWS argue that they are needed to maintain geopolitical
balance, while other groups such as the Campaign to Ban Killer Robots are
seeking a global ban on them.
“Opponents fear a world of ‘algorithmic warfare’ in which robots can
make decisions to kill in the absence of human oversight and in which the
speed and complexity of war accelerates to the point that international
rules of conduct are rendered irrelevant,” says Associate Professor Fletcher.
The project begins this year and will apply innovative text-mining tools
to analyse the debate in order to produce data to better inform regulators
and decision-makers. ▪
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At the privy
council in
the 1960s
Some reflections
BY SIR IAN
BARKER QC

When I first qualified in the
late 1950s, the idea of appearing
in the Privy Council – then New
Zealand’s highest court – seemed
both attractive and daunting to a
newly-fledged lawyer with advocacy aspirations. No New Zealand
appeal had gone there since before
the war and a perusal of pre-war law
reports showed that English counsel
often led juniors from the “colony”
providing the appeal. Kiwi counsel
as leaders were fairly rare.
So, it was my luck after only
seven years in practice to assess
the possibility of taking an appeal
to the Privy Council. I appeared for
a group of dairy farmers in Ruawai,
Northland, whose leader was Jim
Jeffs, later of JBL fame. They did not
want to be told to send their milk to
the local factory but preferred the
factory in Dargaville which was
bigger and offered a better payout.
This was long before the days of
the Fonterra behemoth when small
dairy companies were to be found
all over Northland and Taranaki.
Amalgamations were only just
starting to happen.

Jeffs v NZ Dairy Board
The NZ Dairy Board, in those heavily-regulated times, had the power to
zone dairy farmers, requiring them
to supply their milk to a nominated
80
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cooperative dairy company. It also lent money to such
companies and did so to the Ruawai company. It held
a hearing on whether to zone the rebel farmers to the
Ruawai factory. The result saw the rebel farmers ordered,
against their wishes, to supply the Ruawai company.
The zoning hearing was before a committee of the
board and the zoning decision was made by the board
on the recommendation of the committee. The full board
had not heard the evidence at the hearing. The legislation
did not allow for a committee of the board to make a
zoning decision. The board members – other than the
three who had sat in Ruawai – received the committee’s
report when they arrived for the meeting which was
to consider the zoning ruling. They did not receive a
transcript nor the submissions from the lawyers for the
interested parties – only a rather deficient summary
from the committee secretary.
For further factual details, see Jeffs v New Zealand Dairy
Production and Marketing Board [1967] NZLR 1057 which
will also provide a good summary of the arguments
before the Privy Council and its “advice”.
Proceedings seeking the issue of the prerogative writ
of certiorari to quash the Dairy Board’s decision were
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issued in the Whangārei registry of
the then Supreme Court. This was
before the Judicature Amendment
Act 1972 which introduced the
remedy of judicial review. The
application was rejected by Hardie
Boys J (the elder) in 1964 ([1965] 1
NZLR 522) as was an appeal to the
Court of Appeal in 1965 ([1966] NZLR
73). However, North P had issued
a powerful dissenting judgment
which formed the basis for my
advice to the clients to seek leave
to appeal to the Privy Council which
was granted by the Court of Appeal.
I had to take many trips to Ruawai
(and enjoy lots of toheroa soup at
the Ruawai Hotel) for meetings with
the farmers to gain their approval
for the appeal.
There then followed unfamiliar
exercises such as preparing and
despatching the record and instructing London agents. The firm of Blyth
Dutton in London offered experience
with New Zealand appeals and
their senior clerk, Mr Iverson, was
most helpful. He was required to sit
through all the appeal hearings and
was referred to by their Lordships
to counsel as “your client”.
At around the same time, my
friend the late Paul Temm had
received instructions to consider
an appeal to the Privy Council
in Frazer v Walker. The would-be
appellant had lost in both the courts
below. Over a drink, we agreed to
combine forces with me leading him
in Jeffs and him leading me in Frazer
v Walker. It happened that their
Lordships found this swapping of
senior counsel role odd and queried
it at the start of the hearing of the
second appeal. We were able to
advise their Lordships that we had
both been admitted as barristers
on the same day in February 1958.
The explanation seemed to satisfy
the judges.

Off to London
Funding for the appeals was tight.
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I had my expenses paid but Paul went largely on a pro
bono basis. (Pro bono work was often done by leading
counsel then but was not proclaimed as a requirement
for the grant of silk.) He certainly had the right appeal
to take to London for what was to become the leading
case wherever the Torrens system of land registration
had been instituted. Sir Alfred North, in his memoirs,
called Frazer v Walker the most important case he had
heard during his time on the New Zealand Court of
Appeal because of its ramifications for the doctrine of
indefeasibility of title.
We travelled together to London. The British capital
in 1966 was not like it is today. Fewer people, cleaner
and more efficient. The tube was relatively unpolluted
and easier for breathing. No Post-Brexit trauma. No
anti-terrorist police.
The Privy Council sat in Downing Street and we had no
difficulty in obtaining permission to access the building
which housed two hearing chambers and a huge library
of Commonwealth cases. One chamber – no longer in
use – had existed for the numerous appeals from the
Indian sub-continent before independence in 1947. There
was a robing room but little else by way of amenities
for counsel.

The Judges
The judicial line-up for both appeals was:
Viscount Dilhorne presiding: He had been Harold
MacMillan’s Lord Chancellor after Lord Kilmuir had
been despatched by MacMillan at “the Night of the
Long Knives”. He had been, before his elevation to the
Lords, Sir Reginald Manningham-Buller (aka “BullyingManner”), a not-so-successful Attorney-General, if one
is to believe Wikipedia. He presided because he was
a Viscount and the others were merely Law Lords.
According to what the late Sir David Beattie told me,
Viscount Dilhorne dropped dead whilst fishing for
salmon. He was not the sharpest knife in that particular
drawer (Lord Wilberforce won that honour by a wide
margin) but he did not display any of his alleged bullying
manner and presided adequately.
Lord Denning: He was at that time Master of the
Rolls (ie, head of the Court of Appeal) but he arranged
to sit on these two Kiwi appeals after a visit to the New
Zealand Law Conference in Dunedin at Easter 1966. He
wore the Auckland Law School tie given to him on the
Auckland segment of his visit, and was very cheerful
and friendly. Paul and I visited him in his chambers
(at his invitation given when we had met him at the
law school) and we sat in on an appeal hearing where
he seemed to dominate the proceedings in the nicest
possible way.
Lord Hodson: The former head – before he became a
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Law Lord – of the Probate, Divorce
and Admiralty Division (Wives,
Wills and Wrecks as the English
Bar called it). He contributed little
to the dialogue with counsel and
seemed to “rest his eyes” at times.
Lord Wilberforce was the star
performer. Always polite but frighteningly incisive in his questioning.
As I have noted elsewhere, his was
the sharpest judicial mind that I ever
encountered in my whole career.
Sir Garfield Barwick: The Chief
Justice of Australia liked to sit on
the Privy Council at a time when
Australian States still patronised
that august tribunal. He had
appeared there as counsel often.
We felt (rightly as it turned out) that
he would be the biggest obstacle to
success in Frazer v Walker because
the English judges would rely on
his knowledge of that colonial
institution, the Torrens system.
As Paul was starting to develop
his argument for the appellant,
Sir Garfield’s distinctly up-market
Aussie tones rang out across the
Queen Anne’s snuff-boxes which
adorned the elegant table at which
the judges sat, with the comment:
“Mr Temm, you are trying to drive a
coach and four horses through the
Torrens System”. But he was friendly
and pleasant throughout the hearing
and when he visited Rotorua for the
1969 Law Conference, he went out
of his way to invite Paul and me to
have a drink with him.

George summonses us
At the appointed hour for the Jeffs
appeal, counsel were summoned
to the hearing room by George,
the Cockney usher, clad in white
tie and tails. We had been advised
by London agents that a bottle of
whisky for George could make life
easier for counsel and that advice
proved to be correct. He smoothed
paths, made us cups of tea and was
generally helpful.
Their Lordships were seated
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▴ Paul Temm QC, who was a High Court Justice from 1991 until his
death in 1997. After Frazer v Walker he appeared before the Privy
Council another five times.

when counsel were called. They
did not robe since they were not
technically a court but merely a
committee advising Her Majesty.
Denis Blundell (later Sir Denis,
High Commissioner to the UK and
Governor-General) appeared for the
respondent, the Dairy Board, with
an English junior who had a rather
superior air. Denis was, as always,
charming and friendly as opposing
counsel. He got a bit of flak from
Lord Wilberforce on the delegation
point.
The first half-day was spent
with my reading the judgments in
the courts below as one did since
the presumption was that their
Lordships knew little about the
appeal when they turned up for

the three-day hearing. But their
questioning of both sides showed
that they had cottoned on to the
basis for the appeal pretty swiftly.
After the hearing had ended,
George told me that I should not
worry about the result. There was
a boxed-off area near the entrance
to the hearing room which was
George’s space from whence he
controlled the loud speaking system.
Apparently, this system enabled
George to overhear their Lordships’
discussions in their retiring room
backstage. Their custom was briefly
to discuss the appeal they had just
heard and, if all agreed, to nominate
the author of the judgment (technically, “advice to Her Majesty”).
When back in Auckland three
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months later, my delight knew no bounds when
George’s prediction proved to be correct and the appeal
was allowed with costs to us. We had succeeded on
the delegation point but not on the “judge in its own
cause” point because of the wording of the legislation
which probably would not have been passed now in the
form it had been – ie, with no concern about conflicts
of interest. Some statutes of those times gave statutory
boards powers which sometimes bordered on the fascist.
Who now remembers the Act governing the Apple and
Pear Board, for example?

Frazer v Walker starts at 10:45
On the Monday of the second week in London, Frazer v
Walker was unusually programmed to start at 10:30am –
instead of the usual Monday start time of 11am – which
was designed to allow their Lordships ample time within
which to return to London from their country estates.
But nobody had told Paul Temm. We had been staying
at different places and when he had not arrived by 10:30,
I was very worried about what might have happened
to him and whether I would have to argue the appeal
myself – for which I was ill-prepared. But at 10:45, Paul
with his stately gait appeared up the stairs and asserted
that he believed we were starting at 11am – which we
did after Viscount Dilhorne had queried the reason for
the late start.
All six counsel appearing were Auckland graduates.
Besides Paul and me, there were Graham Speight and
David Baragwanath for the first respondent (Radomsky)
and David Beattie QC and Noel Vautier for the second
respondent (Walker). We six had
sent a greeting to Professor Geoff
Davis who was seriously ill in
England and who died shortly thereafter .We all remembered him with
After our 1966
affection as the long-term Dean of
forays, appeals
the Auckland Law School.
to the Privy
The hearing was notable for the
Council from
excellent presentations from senior
New Zealand
counsel for all three parties. Lord
became much
Wilberforce’s interventions and
more frequent
questioning showed his huge brilin the years
liance and complete grasp of what
leading up to the
would have been for an English
creation of the
lawyer, some fairly novel issues.
Supreme Court.
Sir Garfield showed preference for
Some leading
the conventional view of the Torrens
counsel enjoyed
system which we were trying to
several different
alter somewhat.
appearances and
Sir Alfred North told me (and it is
would have their
recorded in his privately-circulated
share of war
memoirs) that his friend, Lord
stories
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Denning, told him that the judges
had had “rather difficult discussions
on the matter in which Sir Garfield
Barwick was very influential”.
Lord Wilberforce appeared during
the hearing to be initially attracted
to Paul’s argument which would,
if accepted, have meant that the
appeal would have been allowed.
But that was not to be.
Sir Alfred’s final comment in the
memoirs was as follows: “The case
is far too involved and difficult to
examine the arguments in any way.
I felt at the time there was room for
a different view if Salmond J’s dissenting judgment had found favour
with the Board. I imagine that this
is where Sir Garfield Barwick stood
out firmly in favour of the orthodox
view which had existed since the
Assets case”. That was a reference
to Assets Co Ltd v Mere Roihi [1905]
AC 176.
So much academic comment has
been written on Frazer v Walker and
it has been quoted in many judgments both here and elsewhere. I
therefore suggest to those seeking
to know more about the legal issues
involved in the appeal to read the
report of the arguments and judgment in [1967] NZLR 1069.
After our 1966 forays, appeals to
the Privy Council from New Zealand
became much more frequent in the
years leading up to the creation of
the Supreme Court. Some leading
counsel enjoyed several different
appearances and would have their
share of war stories. But even after
50-plus years, the memories of my
1966 appearances before what was
then our highest court are still fresh
and satisfying. ▪
Admitted as a barrister in 1958, less
than a decade before his visit to the
Privy Council, Sir Ian Barker QC’s
legal career has seen him in the
roles of solicitor, barrister, Queen’s
Counsel, High Court Judge, law
academic, arbitrator and mediator.
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Recent legal books
BY GEOFF
ADLAM
Assessment of Mental
Capacity – A New Zealand
Guide for Doctors and Lawyers

Misuse of Drugs, 2nd edition

By Alison Douglass, Greg Young and John
McMillan

Dr Mathias originally published this definitive work in 1988, based on his doctoral
thesis. Digital editions were updated regularly and published in hardcopy in 2015.
He says this second edition is a technical
examination of New Zealand criminal law
relating to the Misuse of Drugs Act 1975. “It
is not a book about the issues of policy and
logic that concern those who ask whether
there should be drug offences.” Divided into
19 chapters plus an introduction looking
at historical drug control legislation, the
book covers all aspects of the law relating
to drug misuse and trafficking. Anyone
working in the justice system whose
work involves drug misuse will find this
an essential resource. The law is stated as
at 31 October 2019.

The title perfectly
defines this. Dunedin
barrister and health
and disability law
specialist Alison
Douglass, Capital
Coast DHB consultant
psychiatrist Dr Greg
Young and Professor John McMillan of
the University of Otago’s Bioethics Centre
have combined their expertise and experience to produce and curate an extremely
practical and authoritative resource for
doctors, lawyers, health professionals
and the wider community. The book is
based on the 2014 research undertaken
by Alison Douglass for the New Zealand
Law Foundation International Research
Fellowship. This resulted in the Toolkit for
Assessing Capacity, a clinical, legal and
practical guide for health practitioners
when assessing an adult’s capacity to
make decisions. The Guide also has contributions from 33 other lawyers, health
practitioners and academics. It is divided
into three parts, covering key concepts
and a legal overview, presenting a number
of case studies, and with the final part
containing two essays with practical
guidance for health professionals and for
lawyers. Fourteen appendices provide relevant forms and precedents. Presented in
a well-structured and accessible format –
and at a very handy price – this work is
certain to be a mandatory purchase for
anyone working in legal or health fields
where assessment of capacity is an issue.
Victoria University Press, 978-1-77656294-7, Paperback, 607 pages, February
2020, $50 RRP (postage not included).
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By Don Mathias

Thomson Reuters New Zealand Ltd, 9781-988591-74-2, Paperback and e-book,
810 pages, January 2020, $165 (GST and
postage not included).

Parole in New Zealand: Law
and Practice, 2nd edition
By David Mather
Judge Mather said he
wrote the first edition,
published in 2016, to
fill a gap in legal literature. This new edition
brings things up to
date. While there have
been no changes to the
Parole Act over the last three years, Judge
Mather says the biggest change has come
in the range of programmes provided to
offenders in prison by the Department
of Corrections. As a member and panel
convenor of the New Zealand Parole Board
he brings a practical focus to explaining

the system and process for parole. The 20
chapters each focus on a particular aspect
of our parole system. A new chapter discusses the rationale for parole.
Thomson Reuters New Zealand Ltd, 9781-988591-51-3, Paperback and e-book,
398 pages, February 2020, $135 (GST and
postage not included).

The Native/Māori Land
Court, Volume 3, 1910-1953
By Richard Boast
This third volume of the series is subtitled
“Collectivism, land development and the
law”. Professor Boast QC has undertaken
a herculean task in making available the
principal decisions of the Native and
Māori Land Courts, and the appellate
courts. Volume I covered 1862 to 1867
(published in 2013) and volume 2, 1888 to
1909 (2015). Professor Boast has now made
available decisions in the period between
the Native Land Act 1909 and the Māori
Affairs Act 1953. The decisions themselves –
all introduced with a discussion of their
significance and context – are preceded
by a 389-page introduction which considers and analyses the period from 1910
to 1953. This is a huge work and Professor
Boast himself refers in his preface to the
“massive” project which has posed many
challenges. “Whether there will ever be
a volume 4 of this sequence remains to
be seen,” he concludes. This is a taonga of
immense value to Aotearoa and it is to be
hoped he is able to muster the energy to
advance onwards over the last 67 years.
Thomson Reuters New Zealand Ltd, 978-1988553-34-4, Hardback and e-book, 1246
pages, December 2019, $296 (GST and
postage not included).
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Will
Notices
PA G E 85
Begum, Kazi Noorjahan
Brajkovich, Linda Vesna
Brown, Alexander Gavin
Burdett, Digby Desire
Chen, Toby Po Liang
Emery, Tiriti Waitangi (aka Te
Tiriti O Waitangi Waimarie Emery,
Waimarie Waitangi Emery, Waitangi
Waimarie Uruhina Emery, Waimarie
Te Tiriti o Waitangi Maraku)
Gleeson, Bernadette Ann
Huang, Guoguang
Karen, Julie Anne
PA G E 86
McCall, George Pirie
Murray, Jason
Oliver, Arthur Robert
Sun, Daxun
Taupaki, TeMamaru Wyane John
Toia, Te Rata George
Wang, Karen

Burdett, Digby Desire
Would any lawyer holding a will for the abovenamed, late of Tangowahine Valley Road, Avoca
(CT NA33A/82, Section 33 Block VI Maungaru
Survey District), please contact Lisa Walsh of
Brookfields Lawyers:
 walsh@brookfields.co.nz
 (09) 979 2219
 PO Box 240, Auckland 1140 / DX CP24134

Chen, Toby Po Liang
Would any lawyer holding a will for the
above-named, late of 25 Gerard Way, St Johns,
Auckland, Early Childhood Education Teacher,
born on 24 April 1984 who died on 11 January
2020, please contact Kenneth Sun:
 ksun@duthiewhyte.co.nz
 (09) 300 5559
 PO Box 6444, Wellesley Street, Auckland
1141

Emery, Tiriti Waitangi (aka
Te Tiriti O Waitangi Waimarie
Emery, Waimarie Waitangi Emery,
Waitangi Waimarie Uruhina
Emery, Waimarie Te Tiriti o
Waitangi Maraku)
Would any lawyer holding a will for the abovenamed, late of 245 State Highway 3, Te Awamutu,
widowed, born on 12 September 1932 who died
on 27 April 2018, please contact Takena Stirling:
 takena@stirlinglegal.co.nz
 (07) 871-5761
 PO Box 384 Te Awamutu 3840

Gleeson, Bernadette Ann
Begum, Kazi Noorjahan
Would any lawyer holding a will for the abovenamed, late of 267 Shuk Niloy, Islam Pur,
Comilla, Bangladesh, please contact Karen
Connelly, Cook Morris Quinn Lawyers:
 karen.connelly@cmqlaw.co.nz
 (09) 818 6153
 PO Box 84203, Westgate, Auckland 0657

Brajkovich, Linda Vesna
Would any lawyer holding a will for the abovenamed, late of Te Puru, Art Teacher, born on 19
April 1948 who died on 2 January 2020, please
contact Karen Brown:

Would any lawyer holding a will for the abovenamed, late of Auckland, PA Executive, born on
29 July 1950 who died on 16 January 2020, please
contact Frank Chan of Corban Revell Lawyers:
 fchan@corbanrevell.co.nz
 (09) 837 5738
 PO Box 21 180, Henderson, Auckland 0650

Huang, Guoguang
Would any lawyer holding a will for the abovenamed, late of Burswood, Auckland, Business
Owner, who died on 19 October 2019 in
Guangdong Province, PR China, please contact
Nikhat Chandra, Johnston Prichard Fee Limited:

 karen@cblawyers.nz
 (07) 8391258
 PO Box 1329, WMC, Hamilton 3204

 nikhat.chandra@jpf.co.nz
 (09) 303 3295
 PO Box 1115, Shortland Street, Auckland
1140

Brown, Alexander Gavin

Karen, Julie Anne

Would any lawyer holding a will for the abovenamed, late of Auckland, born on 12 October
1940 who died on 30 November 2019, please
contact Teresa Anderson, Martelli McKegg:

Would any lawyer holding a will for the abovenamed, late of Palmerston North, born on 10
October 1971, who died on 14 April 2018, please
contact Alan Johnston, C&M Legal:

 ta@martellimckegg.co.nz
 (09) 970 2752
 PO Box 5745, Auckland 1141

 aj@candmlegal.co.nz
 (06) 757 2119; Fax: (06) 757 2117
 PO Box 8217, New Plymouth 4342
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TAURANGA LAW PRACTICE FOR SALE
McCall, George Pirie
Would any lawyer holding a will for the abovenamed, late of Papakura who died on 26
November 2019, please contact Sandra Burgess,
Rice Craig Solicitors:
 sandra.burgess@ricecraig.co.nz
 (09) 295 1700
 PO Box 72 440, Papakura 2244

Murray, Jason
Would any lawyer holding a will for the abovenamed, late of 11 Gladfield Lane, Te Atatu
Peninsula, Auckland 0610, born on 11 February
1983 and who died on 15 October 2019, please
contact Davenports West Lawyers:
 info@davenportswest.co.nz
 (09) 836 4099
 PO Box 104040, Lincoln North, Auckland
0654

Oliver, Arthur Robert
Would any lawyer holding a will or having
knowledge of any surviving successor for
the above-named, who purchased land near
Tapawera and the Motueka River in the Nelson
Tasman region in the 1860’s, please contact
Emma Baker, The Property Group Limited:
 ebaker@propertygroup.co.nz
 (03) 363 5625
 PO Box 1551, Nelson 7040

Sun, Daxun
Would any lawyer holding a will for the abovenamed, late of Auckland, Retired, born on 23
October 1951 who died on 8 January 2020,
please contact Kelly Xu of East Law:
 kelly@eastlaw.co.nz
 (09) 533 6228
 PO Box 39 360 Howick, Auckland 2145

Taupaki, TeMamaru Wyane John
Would any lawyer holding a will for the abovenamed, late of Auckland, who died on 7 October
2019, please contact Ann Siriett of Rice Craig
Barristers & Solicitors:
 Ann.Siriett@ricecraig.co.nz
 (09) 295 1700
 PO Box 72-440, Papakura 2244

Toia, Te Rata George
Would any lawyer holding a will for the abovenamed, late of Auckland, born on 31 October
1958, who died on 22 December 2019, please
contact Oneal Mendoza of Corban Revell
Lawyers:
 omendoza@corbanrevell.co.nz
 (09) 837 5745
 PO Box 21 180, Henderson, Auckland 0650

Wang, Karen
Would any lawyer holding a will for the abovenamed, late of 71/1 Ambrico Place, New Lynn,
Auckland, Salesperson, born on 26 March
1990, who died on 14 September 2019, please
contact Winston W. Wang of Winston Wang &
Associates:
 winston@winlaw.co.nz
 (09) 522 2258
 PO Box 99974 Newmarket, Auckland 1149
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A long established sole practice, focussed on
commercial and property work, is for sale in Tauranga.
The purchaser might wish to merge the client portfolio
of the practice with their own firm or may be a senior
lawyer in a larger firm wanting their own independent
practice. This could be an opportunity to establish a
presence in Tauranga.
The vendor is willing to remain with the new owner for a
period following the sale on a part-time basis. The lease
of the premises has a renewal right to 31 August 2022.
All enquiries in the first instance to info@ioca.co.nz
marked “Tauranga Law Practice for sale”.

GENERAL PRACTICE SOLICITOR
Partnership Opportunity
Small, well established Takapuna-based general practice seeks
lawyer to assist partner looking to reduce his work load.
The successful applicant will likely have at least 4yrs + PQE with
a bias towards property, trust and estates work, and be looking to
move to a partnership role over a period to be tailored to suit the right
person, but likely within 3 years. This would also be an opportunity
for a lawyer at a more senior level, with partnership aspirations.
All applications and expressions of interest will be treated in confidence.

Please contact the advertiser, in confidence, at:
Confidential Advertiser No. 20-1, advertising@lawsociety.org.nz

LOCUM
Roger Donnell, retired general practitioner
with 45 years’ experience, is now available
to undertake locum assignments. Any
location considered.

Ph 027 2427390 or
E-mail rogerdonnell@gmail.com

Expressions of Interest
Junior Barristers 2021
Shortland Chambers invites applications for Junior Barrister
positions commencing in February 2021. This is a fantastic
opportunity to work alongside some of New Zealand’s top
barristers.
We are looking for applicants with 1-5 years’ PQE and a strong
academic record. The maximum period for which the role can be
held is 3 years.
For more information, or to apply, please email
avanwyk@shortlandchambers.co.nz. Applications must be
received by no later than 31 March 2020.
shortlandchambers.co.nz
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Almao Douch

Office of the Crown Solicitor at Hamilton
Almao Douch is expanding its diverse and progressive
team of lawyers following the appointment of a new
Crown Solicitor.
We are a well-established Hamilton firm with a strong
Crown identity. Our team of expert litigators undertake
challenging and publicly important work to exacting
standards.

Inviting new member for Chambers
Stunning room available in Chambers (established
2019) following judicial appointment. Bespoke fit out
and sea views. Join four established members specialising in civil, public, media and IP law.
Confidential inquiries to:
jane.glover@sangrochambers.co.nz

We are looking for skilled communicators who excel
in the law, demonstrate a genuine interest in people,
have a strong sense of justice and an unwavering
commitment to doing the right thing.
Ours is a highly collaborative culture with a clear team
focus. We recognise the importance of looking after our
people and providing opportunities for them to develop
and succeed.
As well as seeking applications from established trial
lawyers, we also welcome applications from diligent
and dynamic lawyers with other courtroom experience,
who are interested in undertaking Crown prosecutions,
regulatory work and asset recovery actions.
Please email your CV and cover letter through to our
office manager, Sue Brice, at sb@almaodouch.co.nz
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JUNIOR BARRISTER
Bankside Chambers
Philip Skelton QC and Kelly Quinn are looking for another
talented junior lawyer to join their busy team at Bankside
Chambers.
You will have:
• Zero to three years PQE
• An excellent academic record, particularly in the core
legal subjects
• A strong desire to practise as an advocate in commercial
litigation
• Some frustration, perhaps, that your current role does
not provide you with the genuine exposure to litigation
that you hoped it would
We have a proven track record of providing excellent
training and opportunities for talented young lawyers who
truly want to be litigators.
We are flexible regarding start date and hours of work
(though fulltime is preferred). Very competitive salary.

Please contact Kelly Quinn by email (kelly.
quinn@bankside.co.nz), providing a CV and copy
of your academic record. Naturally, all inquiries
will be treated as confidential.

CALL FOR E XPRESSIONS OF
INTEREST FOR APPOINTMENT AS AN

Environment Judge
Auckland based

The Attorney-General wishes to hear from suitably qualified
persons who would like to be considered for appointment
as an Environment Judge. In addition to appointment to that
position the successful candidate will also be appointed a
District Court Judge. To be eligible for appointment candidates must have held a practising certificate as a barrister
or solicitor for at least seven years.
Appointments to the Environment Court are made by the
Governor-General on the recommendation of the AttorneyGeneral following consultation with the Minister for the
Environment and Minister of Māori Affairs.
The Attorney-General is conscious of the value of increasing
diversity on the District Court bench generally and therefore
seeks to encourage expressions of interest from qualified
women as well as those from under-represented ethnic groups.
All eligible persons who complete an expression of interest
form will be considered. Appointments are based on merit.
The criteria for appointment include:

Litigation
Lawyer

• Demonstrated knowledge and wide application of the
law, in particular the Resource Management Act 1991,
and overall high quality as a lawyer demonstrated in a
relevant legal occupation.
• Personal qualities such as honesty and integrity, impartiality, good judgement and the ability to work hard.

We are looking for a senior litigation lawyer
with approximately 4 years post admission
experience primarily in the civil and
commercial litigation area.

• Excellent oral and written communication skills.

The successful candidate will have excellent academic
ability in the law, proven advocacy, negotiation and drafting
skills and be innovative in resolving disputes in the best
interests of our clients. Handling all types of disputes,
our team is particularly renowned in the insolvency area,
estate and trust litigation, lease disputes, insurance and
construction matters and employment issues.

• Awareness and sensitivity to the diversity of New Zealand

The work will include immediate client contact,
autonomous file handling - with partner supervision and
assistance where appropriate and court appearances.
Opportunities exist for future advancement within the firm
for the right individual.

• The ability to absorb and analyse complex and competing
factual and legal material.
society.
• Knowledge of cultural and gender issues.
A copy of the document setting out the process and criteria for
appointment and a copy of the Expression of Interest form are
available at www.justice.govt.nz/about/statutory-vacancies/
Persons interested in appointment are asked to complete
an Expression of Interest form, provide a Curriculum Vitae
and submit them to the Judicial Appointments Unit by
5pm on Friday, 27 March 2020.

If this sounds like you please respond with a curriculum vitae to:
Julie Knowles, Practice Manager, Harmans Lawyers
E julie.knowles@harmans.co.nz
www.harmans.co.nz
Applications close: Thursday 9th April
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The appointee will not take up the role until July 2020.
All expressions of interest will be handled with the highest
degree of confidentiality.

CPD Calendar
PROGRAMME

PRESENTERS

CONTENT

WHERE

WHEN

Contract law is at the heart of commercial law and practice.
A sound up-to-date knowledge of the area is essential for
all lawyers. This seminar will address recent developments
in contract law in a practical manner, including: Formation;
Interpretation – drafting mistakes and rectification; Estoppel
– no oral variation clauses; Implied terms; Obligations of
good faith; Mistake, misrepresentation, FTA, disclaimer
clauses and reasonableness; Exception clauses; Unfair
contract terms; Relief from forfeiture; Liquidated damages,
penalties; and Recovery and assessment of damages.

Dunedin

17 Mar

Christchurch

18 Mar

Wellington

19 Mar

Surveys of recently admitted practitioners repeatedly
identify civil litigation as the area in which most practitioners
in their first years of practice want formal training. This
programme responds to this need and complements both
the skills-based pre-admission courses and the annual NZLS
CLE Litigation Skills Programme. As a recently admitted
practitioner, you should not miss this unique opportunity to
develop practical skills in civil litigation and ensure you will
be able to face a court case with confidence

Auckland

COMPANY, COMMERCIAL AND TAX
UPDATE ON CONTRACT

Paul David QC

4 CPD hours
4 CPD hours

INTRODUCTION TO CIVIL
LITIGATION SKILLS

Various

9 CPD hour

INTRODUCTION TO
COMPANY LAW

Various

13 CPD hour

Webinar

19 Mar

Hamilton

24 Mar

Auckland

25 Mar

4-5 May

Wellington

19-20 Oct

Christchurch

26-27 Nov

This practical two-day “transaction” based workshop will
equip you with the knowledge and understanding to deal
with the purchase, establishment, operation and sale of a
business.

Christchurch

11-12 May

Duty lawyers are critical to the smooth running of a District
Court list. Here is a way to gain more of the knowledge and
skills you need to join this important group. You MUST be
prepared to do sufficient pre-course study and preparation
for these sessions.

Various

Mar-Oct

30 Mar

Wellington
Auckland

11-12 May
25-26 May

CRIMINAL
DUTY LAWYER TRAINING
PROGRAMME

Local Presenters

11 CPD hours

*CPD hours may vary, see website
DISCLOSURE - CRIMINAL
LAW

Matt Goodwin
Shane Kilian

One of the fundamental tenets of the rule of criminal law
is the right to a fair trial. Knowing the case against your
clients through an effective disclosure process constitutes
a key foundation for this right. This webinar will be of value
whether you are representing the prosecution or defence.
Matt and Shane will provide an overview of the functionality
of the criminal law disclosure process and consider
strategies and tools that you can employ when dealing with
disclosure-related issues.

Webinar

Jo Wickliffe

This practical two-day workshop will cover the fundamentals
of being an effective criminal lawyer. The course addresses
the steps that lawyers new to criminal practice need to
know about to prepare for and run a Judge-alone trial in the
District Court.

Auckland

Wendy Kelly
Lisa Samusamuvodre
April Trenberth
Jason Wren

An integral part of the New Zealand Family Court system is
the state-funded legal representation of children. Lawyers
entrusted with these duties must possess a range of skills
to enable them to represent children effectively in care
and protection cases, in addition to facilitating the new
emphasis on children’s participation in respect of parenting
arrangements. This workshop has been designed to ensure
participants have the opportunity to develop the full range
of skills, knowledge and attitudes required to carry out the
role effectively.

Wellington

25-27 Mar

Various

The Property (Relationships) Act 1976 remains (in its
much amended form), a complex and challenging piece of
social legislation, a minefield for the casual or the unwary.
The many and varied provisions of the Act are engaged
whether one is considering a so called “big money case”,
the division of a house-car-dog property pool or signing
off a contracting out agreement. Case law has continued to
evolve as legal innovators and those willing and able to think
outside of the box have tested the boundaries of the Act.

Wellington

3 Jun

1.5 CPD hours

INTRODUCTION TO
CRIMINAL LAW PRACTICE

13 CPD hours

Wellington
Christchurch

4-5 May
18-19 May
3-4 Aug

FAMILY
LAWYER FOR CHILD

18.5 CPD hours

PRA INTENSIVE – KEEPING
AHEAD OF THE PACK 2020

6 CPD hours

Live Web Stream

3 Jun

Auckland

4 Jun

For our FULL CPD calendar with programme details see www.lawyerseducation.co.nz

Online registration and payment can be made at:
www.lawyerseducation.co.nz

PROPERTY & TRUSTS
AGREEMENT FOR SALE
& PURCHASE – VENDOR
WARRANTIES

Barbara McDermott
Gill Whinray

Practitioners and legal executives can add real value for their
clients by providing proactive and practical advice to both
vendors and purchasers regarding the scope and application
of the vendor warranties in the Agreement for Sale and
Purchase – prior to the signing of the agreement and when
potential breaches arise, before or on settlement.

Webinar

11 Mar

Michelle Burke
Elizabeth Rowe

It is a statutory requirement that clients buying into a
retirement village receive independent legal advice. This
practical seminar will focus on providing you with the
resources and knowledge to help you ask your clients the
right questions and provide them with robust advice, to
assist them with making informed choices.

Webinar

12 Mar

Viciki Ammundsen

The long-awaited Trusts Act 2019 comes into force on 31
January 2021 with fundamental changes for practitioners
working in this area including the information that must be
provided to beneficiaries of family trusts. Following on from
a session at the Auckland CPD Top-Up Day on 13 February
this year, this webinar will consider the practical aspects of
the new legislation and the steps you need to take in order
to be ready for 2021.

Webinar

26 Mar

Judge Peter Spiller
Martin Treadwell

The Immigration and Protection Tribunal (the Tribunal) is an
independent body established under the Immigration Act
2009 and hears a range of appeals including deportation
(humanitarian). The stakes are extremely high with the
decisions of the Tribunal often life changing for those subject
to its decisions. Attend this seminar and receive the benefit
of practical and candid advice with regard to submitting
strong humanitarian appeals to the Tribunal which will
encompass both “on the papers” appeals and oral hearings.

Auckland

10 Mar

Live Web Stream

10 Mar

Jonathan Robinson

Stress is commonplace in today’s modern world and impacts
on our feelings of happiness. The field of positive psychology
provides effective methods and ideas for helping people
to be happier, healthier, and better at what they do. This
workshop will show you how to: use simple methods to
improve your own and your co-worker’s level of happiness
and productivity; identify the key behaviours that get in the
way of happiness and productivity; and reduce your sick
days, enjoy life more, and handle stress more effectively.

Christchurch

19 Mar

Wellington

23 Mar

Auckland

26 Mar

The importance of being an effective speaker with the
ability to get your ideas across to either a single person,
or an audience, cannot be over-emphasised and is a major
advantage to becoming successful in your career. This
workshop will teach you how to organise and present a
good speech as well as teaching you ways to overcome your
nervousness and stress.

Christchurch

20 Mar

Wellington

24 Mar

Auckland

27 Mar

In every type of hearing - civil, criminal, family,
environmental, employment and any other court or tribunal dealing with expert evidence is an extremely important skill.
This programme will concentrate entirely on working with
expert witnesses. You will practise briefing, examining and
cross-examining experts, and also have the opportunity to
discuss: Finding the best expert for the job; Understanding
how and why different experts may arrive at different results;
Applying technical evidence and valuation methods; Using
evidence to clearly explain your client’s position, and to
attack the opposing party’s position in cross-examination.
Note: Applications close at 5.00pm, Monday 11 May 2020.

Wellington

1.5 CPD hours
RETIREMENT VILLAGE
OPTION

1.5 CPD hours

TRUSTS ACT – ARE YOU
READY?

1.5 CPD hours

OTHER PRACTICE AREAS
IMMIGRATION &
PROTECTION TRIBUNAL –
HUMANITARIAN APPEALS

2 CPD hours

THE ART OF HAPPINESS

6.5 CPD hours

SPEAKING WITH IMPACT –
TALKING SO THAT PEOPLE
LISTEN

Jonathan Robinson

6.5 CPD hours

EXPERT WITNESS
PROGRAMME

13.5 CPD hours

Director:
Mary Scholtens QC

To contact us | Visit: www.lawyerseducation.co.nz
Email: cle@lawyerseducation.co.nz | Phone: CLE information on 0800 333 111

25-26 Jun

Online registration and payment can be made at:
www.lawyerseducation.co.nz

PRACTICE AND PROFESSIONAL SKILLS
STEPPING UP –
FOUNDATION FOR
PRACTISING ON OWN
ACCOUNT

Director:
Warwick Deuchrass

All lawyers wishing to practise on their own account whether
alone, in partnership, in an incorporated practice or as a
barrister, will be required to complete this course.

Christchurch

14-16 May

Auckland 2

23-25 Jul

Wellington

17-19 Sep

Auckland 3

5-7 Nov

18.5 CPD hours
TRUST ACCOUNT
ADMINISTRATORS

Philip Strang
Melanie Ashall

How do you keep a trust account in good order? This practical
training is for new trust accounting staff, legal executives,
legal secretaries and office managers.

4 CPD hours

Invercargill

17 Mar

Wellington

18 Mar

Palmerston
North

19 Mar
31 Mar

Tauranga

1 Apr

Auckland 1

2 Apr

Auckland 2

7 Apr

Christchurch
TRUST ACCOUNT
SUPERVISOR TRAINING
PROGRAMME

Philip Strang
Melanie Ashall

7.5 CPD hours

PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY
INSURANCE

1.5 CPD hours

Andrea Challis
Kiri Harkess

Under the Financial Assurance Scheme all practices operating
a trust account must appoint a qualified trust account
supervisor. A candidate must be a lawyer and must pass
the NZLS trust account supervisor assessments, which take
place during a full day programme. The training consists of
self-study learning material (approx. 40-50 hours) to help you
prepare for the assessments.

Auckland 1

There are many factors that you need to be mindful of when
considering your own professional indemnity insurance
arrangements or when you are advising your clients about
professional indemnity insurance claims and policy response.
This webinar will take a practical approach in considering
some of the key issues facing insured professionals and
developments of interest.

Webinar

Hamilton

16 Apr
14 Jul

Wellington

22 Sep

Auckland 2

3 Nov

Christchurch

10 Nov

CPD – A Few Hours Short?
Check out our Online CPD
24/7 Access from your Device
To contact us | Visit: www.lawyerseducation.co.nz

www.lawyerseducation.co.nz

Email: cle@lawyerseducation.co.nz | Phone: CLE information on 0800 333 111

To contact us | Visit: www.lawyerseducation.co.nz
Email: cle@lawyerseducation.co.nz | Phone: CLE information on 0800 333 111

8 Jun

LIFESTYLE
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1 22, in both senses (4)

1 African lemurs like Barbara and

3 Creator of 1 across and I, an aunt

Jenna in the early 1980s (4,6)
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of Dorothy, admitted to affair (3,7)

2 Sufficiently close to point to organ

P

9/21D On screen, any fool has

- huge one, almost perfect (4,6)

played 1 across (4,7)

4 11s back initially rejected

10 Good-for-nothing with peg left

Norwegian port (7)

after never losing 5 (4-2-4)

5 8 in a flush, like diamonds (7)

Y

11 Drink to one of Hamlet's

6 Observe rise of school briefly

L

options? (4)

attended by 1 across (at 12 or

12 Rescue with Universal Import,

thereabouts) (4)

like 1 across (5)

7 Could have killed for this sort of

17 Sound of punch knocked down

drink? (4)

Across

one of 1 across's antagonists (7)

8 Highest standard 3 gave finger

1. Open All Hours, 8. Debar, 11. Knickers,

18 Managed a foreign heart without

to? (4)

12. Canal, 13. File, 14. Noel Baker,

energy or bitterness (7)

13 Iron beats heard by him (5)

15. Silica Gel, 17. Times, 19. La Rose, 21. Frozen,

19 The Queen's Speech - a parody

14 A 1 across, as 1 across briefly

22. Stalagmite, 25. Daiquiri, 27. Acrimony,

of 1 across? (7)

formed with Tracy (5)

28. Stirrup Cup, 30. Prison, 32. Briggs,

21 About to suffer defeat in

15 One who played 1 across

33. Le Pen, 36. Le Roman De, 38. Screw Caps,

approach (5,2)

turns up in the room Reg Orbison

41. Life, 42. Owing, 43. Enola Gay, 44. Hangi,

22 Representative and well-

occupied (5,5)

45. Glockenspiel.

mannered (5)

16 Aged relative with diamonds

23 Current lights left off (4)

is showing effects of sun, say, to
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Solution to February
2020 crossword

Down

27 Insurer with a replacement for

perform ostentatiously (10)

2. Panlogistic, 3. Nacelle, 4. Leeway, 5. Haste,

religious instruction where 1 across

20 She-writer of "A horse wearing,

6. Unco, 7. Sunrise, 8. Delhi, 9. Buffalo Hump,

may be found some of the time (10)

like diamonds" (7)

10. Relieve, 16. Womens Lib, 18. Sea,

28 Leading Russian overcame spy

21 See 9 Across

20. Amity, 21. Friar, 23. Laid Store On,

(almost) (4)

24 Tariff - 1 across generally does

24. Groan, 25. Doing, 26. Router Plane,

29 Beatles' song's cited in

his (4)

29. URL, 31. Rhenish, 32. Budging, 34. Enclasp,

remembrance of Lady Macbeth (10)

25 The chances aren't even? (4)

35. Heroin, 37. Aioli, 39. Creak, 40. Agio.

30 Form a 1 across on Tuesday? (4)

26 At last, no longer in 1 acrosses! (4)
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An impetuous lawyer
looking for his big break
The Main Chance
BY CRAIG
STEPHEN

The Main Chance is one of those series where the
title incorporates the name of the protagonist: which in
this case is ambitious but caring solicitor David Main.
The Main Chance ran in Britain on the ITV network
between 1969 and 1975 with a total of 45 episodes, all
lasting around 45 to 50 minutes (ensuring plenty of time
for commercials on ITV, which unlike the BBC wasn’t
subject to the same level of advertising restrictions).
The first series contained only six episodes – all in
black and white – but as it was clear it was becoming
popular with viewers it was permitted to expand to 13 episodes – in
colour – for the subsequent three
series, which is a lot of stories and
dialogue to write in anyone’s book.
Main, played by National Theatre
actor John Stride in his first major
TV role, is a determined and capable
young solicitor who, having gained
valuable experience in London,
returns to his native Leeds to
establish his own practice. He’s a
lawyer because it’s a way of making
A series can
money, but as TV can’t be seen to be
never stand
worshipping the greedy, Main has a
still, things
conscience and does legal aid for the
have changed.
vulnerable. While his occasionally
Even the law
impetuous approach can take him
itself, we
into difficult legal waters – to the
make sure we
distaste of his more cautious partner
keep up with
Henry Castleton – Main’s acumen
that. The new
and resourcefulness tend to get him
divorce laws,
through.
for instance,
David Main was the son of a
are now making
former Army lawyer – a scholtheir impact
arship boy who escaped, “faded
in the courts.
middle class gentility.” He was porDavid Main
trayed as a multi-faceted character,
himself has
fiery and often difficult with his
changed too

friends and colleagues, but also empathic with the
down-trodden.

Keeping up-to-date
Edmund Ward contributed five of the scripts for the
second series and said that he had to keep on his toes
to keep up with developments at the time.
“A series can never stand still, things have changed.
Even the law itself, we make sure we keep up with that.
The new divorce laws, for instance, are now making their
impact in the courts. David Main himself has changed
too,” he told the TV Times magazine.
“He has a deep respect for the law, he’s hard, an individual, but he’s able to relax more now. He’s matured.”
Another key writer was John Batt who used his experience as a solicitor for the series, which was made by
ITV’s Yorkshire wing.

High-profile guests
As well as having more episodes, the second series was
aired during the British autumn, when the nights are
drawing in, and working people are more likely to retire
in front of the family goggle box after dinner time. It
also benefitted from more high-profile guest stars, such
as Peter Bowles, Joan Greenwood and George Baker.
As with most legal television series, the protagonist’s
personal life is under the spotlight, sometimes as commonly as his career pursuits. By the beginning of the
second series he has divorced his wife Julia, and a battle
begins over custody of their children.
Main has relationships with his secretaries but eventually remarries. However, that ends in tragedy when his
new wife and her son die at the hands of a drunk driver.
Main’s crude attempts to bring to trial those responsible
lead eventually to his being struck off.
A boxset has been released with all the episodes and
is even available from New Zealand outlets.
The show won a Hollywood International Festival of
Drama prize, which whatever it was, certainly sounds
impressive.▪
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Four different
directions in the law
Rt Hon Sir Alfred Kingsley North KBE KC
One of the founding members of the Court of Appeal and
its second President, Sir Alfred (known as “Alf”) was born in
Christchurch in 1900. Polio at the age of 13 left him with a life-long
limp. From Christchurch Boys’ High School he became a law
clerk while studying at Canterbury University College. He began
practice in Ashburton in 1921 and subsequently graduated with
an LLM. In 1927 Sir Alfred moved to Hāwera, where he practised
at Horner and North and continued to develop a reputation as
one of the best advocates around.
In 1935 he was recruited by the Auckland firm Earl Kent Massey
and North to replace Erima Northcroft who had been appointed
to the (then) Supreme Court. “Despite the formidable competition
of older-established members of the Auckland Bar he rapidly
rose to the front,” says Portrait of a Profession. He continued
to rapidly move forwards, becoming a King’s Counsel in 1947,
a judge of the Supreme Court on 2 November 1951, and on 26
October 1957 he was appointed one of the founding members
of the Court of Appeal. From 22 July 1963 until he retired in 1972,
Sir Alfred was President of the Court. He was knighted in the
1964 New Year Honours and made a Privy Councillor in 1966.
In New Zealand Court of Appeal 1958-1996 (Brookers Ltd,
2002), Peter Spiller says Sir Alfred brought to the Court of Appeal
a strong personality, courage, energy, and love of the law. “Those
who knew him well found him generous, loyal, direct, and down to
earth.” After his retirement, Sir Alfred became the first chair of the

Notable
quotes
❝ The courts have lagged behind … and are stuck in the past.❞
— Wellington barrister Andrew Beck says having paper-based
systems in the courts is very frustrating.
❝ I have talked to many people who are in the legal profession
and I can’t find one that believes that we will win a case
against this.❞
— Tauranga Mayor Tenby Powell believes a challenge to an
anti-begging bylaw will be upheld. The Council has voted
6 to 5 to revoke it.
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New Zealand Press Council and he also chaired the Commission
of Inquiry into the alleged breach of confidentiality of the police
file on Colin James Moyle, MP. Sir Alfred North died in Auckland
on 22 June 1981.

Laurence Henry (Laurie) Southwick CBE QC
Born in Fairlie in 1916, Laurie Southwick attended Rotorua High
School and graduated LLB at Auckland University in 1942. He
was admitted as a barrister and solicitor in 1943 while he was
on leave from the Army, where he served with the 3rd New
Zealand Division in the Pacific theatre from 1941 to 1944. From
1945 to 1956 he practised with Tompkins Wake in Hamilton and
was involved in criminal and civil litigation. In 1950 he joined
Nicholson, Gribbin and Co in Auckland, becoming a partner
in 1952 and specialising in administrative law. Not long after
leaving to practise as a barrister, he was appointed Queen’s
Counsel in 1970.
Laurie Southwick was one of the first lawyers to specialise in
planning law, which really only started to become an area of
specialist practice in the 1970s. He acted for a number of (then)
borough councils, particularly in applications and objections to
plans both for councils and landowners. Law Stories (LexisNexis
Ltd, 2003) says a newspaper report on an appearance before the
Mount Wellington Borough Council gave him the title of “Silver
Tongued Larry Southwick”. He was a joint author in 1964 with JH
Luxford of Luxford’s Liquor Laws of New Zealand, 3rd edition

❝ If it’s not the legal profession who innovate, they may find
themselves losing their exclusive rights of audience in the
court.❞
— Chief Justice Helen Winkelmann tells the Sunday Star-Times
that the legal profession has priced itself out of providing
civil legal services to middle and lower income people.
❝ I meet a lot of lawyers and certainly judges who say, ‘look, it’s
okay for the big corporates, and some of the medium-sized
businesses’. They can afford it ... but for your average punter
who gets dealt to in a building contract for a residential
home (that) doesn’t go well, the Masterbuild guarantee isn’t
secure, or doesn’t work or there isn’t one at all – for them to
get justice, it’s extraordinarily difficult, and extraordinarily
expensive, and that’s where we need to find some response
that means that people can get justice.❞
— Justice Minister Andrew Little also expresses his concerns
to the Sunday Star-Times about access to justice.
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and then in 1983 with Alan Dormer and
GR Halford of The Liquor Laws of New
Zealand (Butterworths) which won the
second JR Northey Memorial Book Award.
He was Chairman of the Royal Commission
on Containers from 1971-1972.
Laurie Southwick was closely involved
in the organised legal profession. He
was President of the Auckland District
Law Society in 1972 and then from
1977 to 1980 he was New Zealand Law
Society President. He was also the
first President of the Commonwealth
Lawyers’ Association, a Council member
of the International Bar Association and
an honorary member of the American
Bar Association. He received the CBE in
1994 for services to the legal profession
and community. Laurie Southwick died in
Auckland on 1 January 1999.

Rt Hon Paul Clayton
East CNZM QC
Paul East was born in Opotiki in 1946 and
educated at King’s College, Auckland
and then Auckland University where he
graduated LLB in 1970 and was admitted
in January 1971. He then studied at the
University of Virginia in the United States,
graduating LLM in 1972. He moved to
Rotorua to practise in the firm of East
Brewster until 1978. Politics was always an
interest, and he was on the Rotorua City
Council from 1974 to 1979 before being
elected to Parliament as a National MP for
Rotorua in 1978. “I got a bit bored with
law and went into politics,” he later said.
A 21-year parliamentary career followed
and Mr East was a Cabinet Minister from
1990 to 1997, serving as Attorney-General
for seven years, along with other ministerial roles. He was appointed QC on
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17 August 1995 and led the case in the
International Court of Justice against
French nuclear testing in the Pacific
Ocean. He was appointed a member of
the Privy Council in 1998 and resigned
from Parliament the next year to become
New Zealand High Commissioner to the
United Kingdom in London, from 4 January
1999 to 4 January 2002. “Being High
Commissioner was a brilliant way to finish
my political career,” he told journalist Jock
Anderson in 2019.
He was appointed a Companion of the
New Zealand Order of Merit in the 2005
Queen’s Birthday Honours, for services
to Parliament and the law. Since 2002
he has been chair of the Charity Gaming
Association and has also chaired the
Antarctic Heritage Trust. Until last year
he held a practising certificate and was
a consultant to Bell Gully.

Francis Leveson-Gower
West, Croix de Guerre
Born in 1890, he grew up in Wellington
and began his legal career with Buddle
Button, being admitted in 1912. World War
I came along and West joined up on 11
August 1914 to begin his military career
with the Auckland Infantry Battalion. He
served for over five years in Gallipoli,
Western Europe and Egypt in what the
National Army Museum website describes
as a time “punctuated by heroic feats of
bravery alongside the horror of severe
injuries sustained while in action on the
front line”.
As a lieutenant he was one of the
officers leading the ill-fated New Zealand
charge on 8 May 1915 across open ground
at the “Daisy Patch” in Gallipoli. “At 6 foot
3 inches (190 cm) he could be termed a

❝ Sir Robert, you goose.❞
— Sir Robert Jones corrects his counsel Fletcher Pilditch – whose
references to ‘Sir Jones’ drew a query from presiding Justice
Thomas at the start of Sir Robert’s defamation proceedings
against Renae Maihi.
❝ The judicial role may separate you geographically but
somehow I suspect it will make no difference to the bond
that you share.❞
— Principal Family Court Judge Jacquelyn Moran at the swearing
in at Nelson District Court of close friends Michelle Duggan
and Nicola Grimes as District Court Judges with Family Court
warrants. It was the first time two District Court Judges had
been sworn in together.

big target”, the website notes. Shot in
the throat, Lieutenant West waited in vain
for rescue and dragged himself to safety
when night fell, giving himself a hernia
in the process. With paralysed vocal
cords and heavy blood loss, recovery
took a long time. He was transported to
England in August 1915 and after a year,
on 2 September 1916 rejoined the Army in
France. After heroic actions at the Somme
and the raid at Fleurbaix he was promoted
to Major and placed in command of the
3rd Auckland Regiment.
Says the Army Museum website: “In June
1917, during the attack at Messines, he was
hit by shrapnel and severely injured once
again. He received 29 wounds including
injuries to his face, shoulder, arm, stomach
and leg. Miraculously he survived and
was hospitalised from June to January
1918. Now walking with a limp and with
a ‘raspy’ voice, he was attached to the
War Office in London to administer aid to
Russia and other official business. It was at
this time that he was awarded the Croix
de Guerre by the French government for
‘distinguished services rendered during
the course of the campaign’.
West returned to New Zealand on 12
September 1919 and went back to the
law. He obtained a Master of Laws at
Victoria College in 1920 before returning
to Auckland and developing a flourishing practice. From 1928 to 1930 he was
President of the Auckland District Law
Society and in 1933 was appointed Deputy
Judge Advocate General with the rank of
Lieutenant Colonel. His numerous wounds
troubled him in later life and Francis
Leveson-Gower West died on 19 May 1960,
aged 69. His Croix de Guerre is now at
the National Army Museum. ▪

❝ Amokura Kawharu will be a standout in her new role, leading
in an innovative and forward-looking approach to the law
reform process. She will be a direct link to the commission
in how it addresses Te Ao issues.❞
— Māori Development Minister Nanaia Mahuta congratulates
Associate Professor Amokura Kawharu on her appointment
as the next President of the Law Commission.
❝ Recruiting qualified solicitors and asking them to work in a
smaller town like Ashburton is no easy task and all the local
law firms face the same problem.❞
— Arrowsmith Law director Greg Martin, who has recruited law
graduates Shea Thompson and Caitlin Hooft and says he will
invest in Mid Canterbury by training them up.
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THE FUTURE OF TRUST LAW IN NEW ZEALAND

New Zealand is the number one country for express trusts per head of population, but with this comes downsides.
This conference addresses the vulnerabilities of Trustees, Beneficiaries and their Advisers, and the ethical dilemmas
confronting them. It also poses the question of whether trusts as we know and use them may, under the new Trustee Act,
become obsolete. Come and listen to our distinguished speakers impart their knowledge on a variety of topics, as they
pose questions about the future of Trust law in New Zealand.
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM FOCUS
• Fiduciary duties: origins and options.
• Trustee liability and the role of insurance.
• Vulnerability of clients and their lawyers: lessons from
disciplinary tribunals.

• Beneficiaries’ abilities to direct trustees, terminate the fund and
how far settlor wishes must be respected.

• It’s not always good to be number one.
• New Zealand’s constitutional arrangements. Time for a change.

•
•
•
•

Panel Discussion: New Trustee Act.
Ethical considerations for estate practitioners.
Ruling from the grave: forfeiture clauses and conditions in wills
Case updates from Hong Kong, including the DBS litigation about
Anti-Bartlett clauses and the Great Eagle/Langham group family
trust litigation.

• Is the use of trust structures obsolete in New Zealand?
• Jurisdiction and choice of law in trust disputes.
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